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IN KEAL ESTATE.
transfers in real estate
Waldo County Registry
week ending Nov. 12, 15*06:
', el al., Stockton Springs,
uf, et al., do., land and

springs.
I'nity, t»» Turner Center
ation, Auburn; land in
ion

iroll, Belfast, to Elnatha
and and buildings in Helper, searsniont, to Harry
land and buildings in
,mer, Stockton Springs, to
aglier, Bangor; land in
McGee,

,m-

do.;

land and

Springs. (2 deeds.)
al., Xorthport, to li. M.

kton
.-t

'1; land in S'orthport.
lessie F. Frye, Sharon,
\V. Frisbee, Belfast; land
Belfast.
Belmont, to Horace
ass,
land in Belmont.
et ais., Prospect, to Clara
Stockton Springs; laud in
■

Welthea P. Gilkey, lslesof Islesboro; land in

1

uits

Lincolnville, to C. C. ShepLincolnville.
Mocktou Springs, to Flora
land and buildings in

n

uliell, Weymouth,

to

Frank

land in Belfast,
Lynn, to G. 0. C.ark,
d buildings in Prospect.
: kins, Unity, to Daniel W.
am; land in Unity.
’eiidleton, Islesboro, to Edit looklyn, N. V.; land in
e,

Oct. 30th eerebo spinal meningitis set in,
which took away consciousness. Loving
care could not cure her and she died Nov.
Her son brought her body home Nov.
1st.
2d, and the funeral was at the South Montville Free Haptist church Nov. 3d, the
pastor, Rev. Elwin A. Dinslow, officiating. Iler age was 72 years, 5 months and 5

Stockton Springs, to
do.; land and buildings

mgs.

11»
Mary r.
; and buildings in Troy.
W
interport, to LizStubbs,

undy, Troy,

;

do.; laud and buildings in

Winter port, to Manly
and and buildings in Win.isv,

days.

Smith, Winterport, to
tl..., land in Winterport.
nnutli, I sb sboro, to Loranus

South Montville was shocked by the
death of Miss Anna Woodman Nov. 2nd.
She laid been in her usual health, not strong
but able to do her housework, until almost
the last day of her life. A had cold came
on about a week before and a physician

'lesboia*: land in Islesboro.
ige, Thorndike, to Cora B.
md in Thorndike.

BSCOT BAY RAILROAD.
hf
W

Hoad and

ill l>e

Helief that it

Huilt.

Rockland last Thursbroad commissioners grantthe Penobscot Ray railroad
•if was no opposition.
Plans
and proposed locations exh tlie city of Rockland, and
port, Camden, Lincolnville
were discussed in a general
1 of the railroad was emphamoters, it being stated tliat
the annual lime product of
tnd Camdfii with its several
ation of 3,500, had not steam
allocation with the outside
diculty of reaching up river ,
oostook county from Rock- i
At communications was pic- i
ally and some personal ex-!
.1.
One of the promoters of
to a representative of the
while the hearing was in I
believe this road will be!
ai the very near future if the j
;f towns through
which the!
and benetit will give us their
t and
hearty cooperation 1
matter of laud damages.” i
; at the hearing that while
j
•ady been a survey over the I
for a trolley line, the resi-1
territory if they could only
i«l had much rather have a
1 lie advantages of Rockland
;ng point were urged and the
imber shipments to Rockland
years cited as an important
-ftter rail connection with the
ing section of Maine should
;_r

1

in

j

b

|

«»on as

i

a

practicable.

informed upon good auhf hearing that the matter of
and the location of the road
ip early in 1907.
as

WEDDING BELLS.
P. Lord and Mrs.
married Wednesday
7th, ai 8 o'clock at the home
mother, Mrs. Lucy E. PerUnion street.
Rev. J. \V.
med the ceremony, using the
vice, and about fifty of the
and friends of the contracting
The bridegroom’s
present.
na T. Lord, was bridesmaid
brother, Edwin S. Perkins,
The rooms were tastefully
autumn leaves and flowers.
<e white muslin with insei1 bride roses, and the bridesblue. A large number of
Amos

nis
;

were

able i>ro.-ents were received.
Mowed the ceremony, when
t punch and cigars were
and Mrs. Lord, accompanied

rkins, left Thursday for a
West Hrooksville, the groom’s
etuming Monday to No. 30
where they will reside.
Mr. Jay G. Wilson and
Piper were united in marnoon Wednesday, Nov. 7th, at
•the bride, corner of Miller and
•ets, by Rev. J. W. Hatch, in
*i’Kit.

suffering from bronchitis and heart trouble,
but her death was not expected so soon.
She was born and had always lived on the
She was a
Col. Isaac Woodman farm.
daughter of Col. Isaac and Abigail WoodHer
One sister died before her.
man.
brother l’arkinan and one sister survive
her, and are grief stricken. She and her
brother have always remained on the home

place and neither married. Iler life was
She had a good
quiet and thoughtful.
word for all, aud the respect of all who
knew her. Her age was 71 years, 10months
aud 17 days. Her funeral was at her home
Nov. 4th, the pastor of the South Montville
Free Baptist church officiating.

Died, Nov. 3rd, 190(1, at her home in Alameda. Calif., after a long and painful sickness, Ellen J., wife of M. F. rattersonf
aged 63 years, 8 months, 26 days. She was a
native of Belfast, the daughter of the late
V. It. and Jane K. Lancaster, formerly of
She leaves to mourn their loss a
husband; one son, Harry J. Patterson of
Belfast.

daughters—Mrs.
Minturu, Calif.; four
Grace M. Newell of Alameda, Mrs. Josephine M. Latham of New York, Mrs. Kate
F,. Sausom of Orleans, Calif., and Mrs. Nellie E. Van Meter of Alameda; four grand
children, and relatives in Belfast and Camden. “To know her was to love her,”
Mr. Joseph B. Payson died at his home
in Waldo Nov. 0th aged 76 years, 4 months
and 2 days. He is survived by his wife,
Rosilla Payson, and by five children: Mr.
George E. Payson of W'aldo, Mrs. J. E.
Stevens of Lewiston, Mrs. W. J. Blood of
Waldo, Mrs. W. E. Dickey of Rumford
F'alls and /.ilia Payson. The funeral took
place at his home Nov. 8th, Rev Ashley A.
Smith, pastor of the Universalist church,

officiating.
Alonzo I). Lineken, an active member of
P. Henry Tillsou Post, G. A. Pi., aCivil war
veteran and member of the famous Second
Maine Rattery, which took such a conspicuous and valiant
part at the battle of
Gettysburg, died very suddenly Nov. 3d of
heart disease. He was 72 years of age. Deceased bad been in poor health for over a
year, and Saturday morning while walking
up the Creek hill became exhausted and sat
down to rest on the stone steps in front of
the Ruggles bouse. Hardly had he seated
himself before he fell over dead. Deceased
was born in Appleton, and is survived by a
widow; cue daughter, Mrs. John Jones of
this town, and one sister, Mrs. Staples of
Rockland. Funeral services were held at
his late home Nov. Uth. Members of the
Grand Army attended. The Rev. W. A.
Newcombe officiated.—Thomaoton Herald.
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relatives and friends. The
"ive double ring ceremony was
bride was gowned in liberty
-i cd
with Japanese hand emrepe de ehene and point lace,
bride roses. She was attended
Mrs. Prudence IP Macomber
and her brother, Mr. Elmer!
‘led the groom. Her traveling
tie broadcloth.
The happy couon the afternoon boat for a
P amid showers of rice and with
"ishes of many friends.

Augusta

Trust Co.

The Chandler Will Case.
Augusta, Nov. 12. The law court handed down a decision to-tlay on the Chandler
will case, in which an estate worth $1,000,In 1890 Mr. Chandler will000 is involved.
ed all his property to the American board
In 1902 Mr. Chandler
of foreign missions.
made a codicil willing a part of the estate
to his relatives. The board of foreign missions contested the will, but the probate
court of Cumberland county decided in
favor of the heirs and agaiust the board.
The board appealed aud the case was taken
to the law court.
The decision of today
sustained the decision of the probate court.
Will Give Away

$80,000,000.

New York, November 12. Mrs. Russell
[b;’f!pillar quarterly meeting of the
!V’ hustees of the Augusta Trust Co., Sage will give away the bulk of the fortune
in Augusta, resolutions on of about $80,000,0b0 bequeathed to her by
J'J the late lion. J. Manchester her husband, the financier, to individuals
l'; Yre adopted and the Hon. George whom she considers worthy. It will not be
!iir r was elected president to sue- j given to endow churches nor to those who
write begging letters.
Haynes.
ii
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NORTH WALDO POMONA

Xo evening preaching services were held Holds an interesting meeting with Granite
William Axel Wiley died at his home in
in either the Baptist or Congregational
the Stickney house, Upper High street, last
Grange, North Searsport.
churches last Sunday evening on account of
Monday morning at 8 o’clock, after a week’s lack of electric lights.
North Waldo Pomona Grange met with
confinement to his home with Bright’s disThe regular services will be held at the Granite Grange, North Searsport, Nov. 7th.
ease, complicated with other troubles. He
The The traveling and weather were favorable
Universalist
church next Sunday.
was born in Poor’s Mills, Sept. 26, 1863, the
and there was a large attendance. Worthy
of
the
sermon will be
morning
subject
son of Charles A. and the late Esther J.
master Wilder Parker opened the Grange in
Ezra.”
“Kabbi
Ben
Wiley. Later his parents moved to Sears- Rrowning’s
the 5th degree.
The records of the last
The December session of the Prospect &
mont, where they remained about 20 years.
meeting were read and accepted. Eight
The deceased spent most of his life in Bel- Unity Quarterly meeting will be held with
granges reported to the roll call. South
fast, but worked at carriage painting in St. the church in Monroe Center, Dec. 1st and
Branch, Prospect, reported 50 members
is
for.
2nd.
A
full
attendance
hoped
Paul, Minn., two years, and was for some
taken in during the year. Morning Light,
time employed in the shoe factory iu HudThe services at the Methodist church will
Northern Light, Sunrise and Granite were
son, Mass. Eight years ago he married Miss be as usual. Sermon at 10.45 a. m.; Sunday
all reported to be in a nourishing condition,
Ethel, the daughter of the late Capt. Fred school at noon; evening service at 7.30 p. m. Granite
Grange buying a new grange hall.
and Jennie White, who with a son, Fred All seats are free and all are welcome.
The 5th degree was conferred on a large
White Wiley, aged 6 years, survives. His
Miss Margaret X. Hazeltine went to Sears- class. The committee on time and place of
father, three brothers and two sisters re- port Sunday to deliver a report of the Silver next meeting—O. B. Dow of Morning Light,
main—Frank E. of Belfast, Mrs. Clara EdBay Conference which she attended this A. Stinson of Granite and Sister F. Porter
munds of Lawrence, Mass., John Ilenrj of summer before a Union Young People’s of
Northern Light—subsequently reported
Hudson, Mass., Herbert A. of Belfast, and Meeting.
as follows:
time, December 5th; place, SunMrs. Mary E. llallowell of .St. Paul, Minn.
Meetings are held at the Union Rescue rise Grange, Winterport, with the following
He was a member of the Odd Fellows and
Mission, 58 High street, every Wednesday, program: opening exercises; report of
of the Knights of Pythias, was kind and
Saturday and Sunday evening at 7.30 Granges; conferring of 5th degree; remarks
obliging, a good husband, father and son, standard time, and Sunday afternoon at 2 for good of the
order; noon recess; call to
and the relatives have the sympathy of a
order; singing by choir; address of welo’clock, standard.
circle
took
of
friends.
The
funeral
large
Frank
Rev. Geo. C. Howard of Livermore Falls come, Sister Cole; response, Brother
place at his late home yesterday, conducted
worst foes
the pulpit at the Methodist Porter; question, “What are the
will
occupy
by Kev. David L. Wilson, pastor of the
the fanner has to contend with?" to be
church next Sunday morning.
Sunday
North church.
The Knights of Pythias
o
Sunrise
school at noon; evening sermon at 7.30. opened by Brother Frederick
held their services anil the fire department,
Grange. Grange closed in 5th and opened
Seats free and all welcome.
of which he had long been a faithful and
in 4th degree.
Prof. Hugh R. Hatch of .Colby College
efficient member, attended iu a body.
Then came the dinner call and a recess
preached in the Baptist church last Sunday was declared. After dinner the Grange
In the death of Mrs. Aldana S. Gilman, and
with
been
made
have
arrangements
was again called to order.
The choir sang.
Nov. 1st, South Montville loses one of its him to
preach during December. Mr. Hatch It was voted that A. Stinson report the
much respected people. She came to the
preached his one thousandth sermon Sun- meeting and that a reporter be appointed
layior unman larm tfte oriue ot layior day.
for each meeting. The address of welcome
farm
Gilman when 18 years of age and that
be closed dur- was then given by Sister F\ M. Nickerson,
church
will
The
Unitarian
had been her home for about fifty years.
as follows:
Three children were born to them—Charles ing the remaining Sundays ot this month
extendwormy 1'atrous ot Pomona urange: ro
E., Herbert T., now in the west, and Abby, and in December. This parish has
me has been assigned the pleasant service
a call to Rev. Adolph Rossbach of Dewho died some time ago.
Her husband ed
of welcoming you to our grange home toHe day. Words of welcome are useless unless
died about 18 years ago and she remained a troit, Mich., to become their pastor.
accompanied by the promptings of the
widow. She was a helpful member of South was ordained in 1901.
heart, and I know that by the warm hands
Rev. H. B. Haskell, Presiding Elder of that clasp yours and the smiling faces that
Montville Grange for years.
Iler son
Charles worked the farm until about 6 years ilueksport district, will conduct the ser- greet you, you will surely feel that there is
a welcome for every one and will count the
ago, when he and his wife went to Frovi- vices in the chapel at East Northport at
day not wholly lost that you spend with
and
in
Nov.
18th,
10.30
R.
Mrs.
Gilman
Sunday morning,
Who more than the farmdeuce,
I.,
Granite Grange.
accompaning
them that they might not be separated. the Woods schoolhouse at 2 p. m., followed er is entitled to a holiday? The bountiful
for notwithstaudiug
are
harvested,
crops
They remained there a year and then came by holy communion. At 7 in the evening the
cold, backward spring those who had
to Somerville, Mass., where Charles has he will hold services in the Brainard school- faith in the
of
a seed time and
promise
Hut Mrs. Gilman loved the
since lived.
old home, and they came back to it each
summer, Charles’ wife and hoy and his
mother staying longer than he could. She
remained this year until Oct. 22d, the
younger woman going back a little before
to get the house ready for the mother,
whose health had been poor all summer.

eta,

rue,

THE CHURCHES.

OBITUARY.

MAINE^ THURSDAY,

house.

The North church V. P. S. C. E. held an
interesting meeting in the vestry last Sunday evening, in spite of the storm and lack
of electricity. Two candles produced from
the pocket of a thoughtful member were
cut in two, and these, with the aid of the
janitor’s lantern, proved to be sufficient iP
lamination. Thirteen members were presand the meeting was a helpful and in-

ent

spiriting

one.

The services for the week at the North

Congregational church will be as follows:
Junior C. E. meeting Thursday at 3.30 p.
in. : morning worship Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 m.; C. E. meeting Sunday at 0.30 p. m. Subject: My favorite parable and how it helps me. Ref. Matt. 13,
10-17; Ps. 119, 97-104. (Topic given in hand
book for August 12); evening worship at
7.30 p.

ill.

Lames

.Mgnr

at

me

vongregnuonai

Club will be observed Wednesday evening,
November 21st. The Club will meet at the
usual hour, 6.30 p. m., for business and its
banquet. At a quarter before eight the
ladies will be received by the reception
committee. The guests of honor will be

harvest have reaped their reward and the
careful husbandman may pause in his
labors and spend one day to refresh both
body and mind.
Why are we here today ? What is it that
iu different parts of the
causes people
country to leave their homes and drive
many miles, perhaps, to assemble at some
one of the several granges. I think it is
not merely for pleasure, for surely it is not
wholly pleasant to be jolted over the rough
roads which iu many places are poor
apologies for roads. They would better be
called public waterways.
Whatever the
answer may be we are here and it is hoped
not one will go away without something
addeil to his life to make it fuller and richer.
Today is one of the pictures in the history
of our grauge and we expect to derive much
good from it. We hope for inspiration to'
do more and better work in the future
titan we have done iu the past. For although our nation stands among the foremost in enlightenment it is far from perfect and it is as much the duty of every
citizen to do all in his power for the advancement of his country in time of peace
as to go to the front in time of war.
The
grange is a powerful factor in this work of

improvement.
At

.a

uut in

■<acuwia

aiuut;

mat

an

bUUCa-

tion may be obtained, neither is all education received from books.
One should
learn to love the true, the beautiful, aud
well
as to translate pages of
the good as
Greek and Latin.
In travelling over the State of Maine, and
it is true of some other States,
Miss Avis M. Morisor, recently returned I presume
one sees here and there buildings that have
from a tour of the world, and Mrs. David a marked individuality, lor they are uever
N. Beach, wife of President Beach of Ban- mistaken for anything else than what they
I allude to the rural sehoolhouse.
are.
gor Seminary.
One sees also the grange hall as a support
On Tuesday, Oct. 30th, last, occurred the
and together they
to the sehoolhouse,
installation of Rev. Harry Lutz as pastor of should work side by side for the advanceof the rural communities. It is there
the First Parish (Unitarian) church, at ment
that the grange has a chance to do its best
Billerica, Mass. The order of services in- work and much depends on these rural
cluded invocation by Rev. J. Harold Dale, communities, for do not some of our ablest
The rough and
of the Orthodox church, of Billerica; Scrip- men collie from them'.’
rugged hillsides of Maine have furuisbed
ture reading by Rev. Chester II. Iicwe, of
many governors, senators, etc., for her sister
the North Billerica Baptist church; sermon states and there are boys growing up
around us today who in the future
of
BosRev.
Paul
Revere
Frotkinghain
by
will be called to fill similar positions.
ton, upon “The Simplicity of the Life and The
grange will be responsible for a
Teachings of Jesus;” prayer of installation part of their training.
In
ancient
by Rev. John Mills Wilson of Lexington; times farmers were the poor, the ignoIt
is
and
the
no
lowly.
longer
charge to the pastor by Prof. William raut,
so.
Agriculture has become a science; it is
Wallace Fenn, of Harvard Divinity School, taught in our schools aud discussed in our
We have Farmers’ lustitutes;
who emphasized the helpful influence of a granges.
aud papers without end. “Knowljoyous spirit blending with the minister’s also books
edge is power,” aud the farmer may justly
work, and bade the mininster preach the c aim to belong to the true nobility of
the
gospel of good cheer; right hand of fellow- land.
We learn that the soil of New England is
ship by Rev. Loren B. McDonald of Connot as good as that of the middle States,
cord, Mass., and address to the people by
yet she raises more per acre. Why ? lieRev. Edgar S. Wiers of Montclair, N. J., cause more of her people read aud write.
It is Compare, also, the countries of France and
recent pastor of the Billerica church.
said the church in the very beautiful cover- Germany. All German farmers read and
write, while in France less than two-thirds
design of the Ladies’ Home Journal for are able to do so. Germany produces more
November is the old church of the First per acre. The poorest returns of all the
sections of tile world come from the most
The parish
was
Parish of Rillerica.
fertile soil—the black soil of liussia, where
organized in HI63.
the miserable peasantry eke out a miserRev. Eugene Sumner Philbrook, who for able existence.
Prof. .J. W. Sanborn of
the past five years lias been pastor of the New Hampshire says: “The reason for the
has
a
call
Belfast Baptist church,
accepted
decline of our farms and the disappearance
from the Baptist church in this place and of cur boys from the farms is not the sterwill assume his new duties here about ility of the soils. Never in the history of
Tbe church has been withDecember 1st
out a settled pastor siuce Rev. Herbert Til- failed, nor will they fail because of the inden went to Fargo, N. I)., in July. There j fertility of tlie soils.” He says further that
has been preaching at the church, however, j “the ray id development of steam power
every Sunday and tne cnurcu is in good made the fertile plains of the west tribucondition. This church is the largest in tary to the markets of the east and of Euthis section, while the Sunday school and rope; a dazzling prize was held up in the
Christian Endeavor societies are among the rich homesteads, where a man could accumlargest in the State, and the new pastor ulate wealth by the very solidifying of popwill have a good and pleasant tieni of labor. ulation, the rise of land making Ins fortune.
Mr. Philbrook was born in North Bradford, It is not surprising that our boys went so
Feb. 18,1871, and went with his parents to rapidly and our money so fast after them.
Bangor when be was eight years of age. The litile northeast corner of the United
At the age of lii he experienced religion .States, in area not equal to a single one of
under the ministration of Ee\. George B. these empire States, was the one potent
llsley, I>. 1)., and at once joined the source of men and money fitted for and
Second Baptist church of that city.
He; equal to the founding of these States. They
graduated from the Bangor High school, j determined that the policy of the Puritan
I fathers should be the policy of this mighty
ami
Newton
Theological
Colby University
After preaching one year in country and fixed forever the destiny of the
Institute.
j
the
call
to
New Hampshire he accepted a
j American nation as a nation of freedom in
First Baptist church in Belfast, and was : ail the spheres of life. By the union of
ordained and installed as pastor Aug. 30, east ami west the south was compelled
1901.
During his live years pastorate there ! into a course of freedom and the American
the church lias prospered both spiritually : continent was forever dedicated to the civil
and materially. His marriage engagement
and religious liberty founded by the Puriof P,ev. Mr. Phil brook to Miss Bessie tans. The influence of the united nation
Smalley of Belfast was recently announced, has crossed the Pacific, lifting the lives of
—sanford, Me., Tribune.
Japan, of the Philippines and to some extent those of China.
It fell to no other people to do so mighty
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES.
a work.
While we regret our temporary
loss we are glad that the Yankee influence
A burning chimney at North
College, is permeating the whole globe, and now
Colby, came near causing a disastrous fire that theie are boys enough and money
there last week. Prompt aid from the fire enough to repeople and reinvigorate New
we can feel a satisfaction that we
department, and the fact that there was no England
have
work. It was the pause for
wind, was a happy combination for the col- this done this
work, rather than the fact that we
lege.
could not making farming pay.whieh caused
“Maine Night,” for some years one of the decline in New Euglaud agriculture.”
Much has been accomplished by the
the events of the college year at the
grange in the past; much is to be accomUniversity of Maine, will be held on Friday plished in the future. There is a work for
evening, November 16th, proceeding the every patron in the land. You may not
Maine-Bowdoin game.
The alumni and know what
your work is, but attend your
visitors are assured of an exceptionally
grange meetings and you will find it. “He
pleasant evening.
who waits to have his task marked out will
There was no scoring by the Maine col. die and leave his errand unfulfilled”.
Setting aside the financial benefits derivleges in their football games of last Satur- ed from the grange, the social advantages
day. The Malne-Bates game at Lewiston are many. Oftentimes unsuspected talents
and the Colby-Bowdoin game at Waterville are brought forth and cultivated, making
both resulted in 0 to 0 scores. The champion- glad the lives of others and enriching the
ship of the State now depends on the re- life of the possessor.
sult of the Maine-Bowdoin game at Orono
In the midst of our pleasure today comes
next Saturday.
If Maine defeats Bowdoin a feeling of sadness as we realize that many
she will be tied with Bates for the cham- who were wont to meet at Pomona
Grange
pion, while if Bowdoin defeats Maine, will meet on earth no more but are awaitBates will hold first place.
ing us in the Great Grange above.

NUMBER 46

Again in behalf of Granite Grange, 1 bid
yon a most cordial welcome.
The response was by Bro. 0. B. Dow of
Northern Light Grange, and was followed
by singing by the choir.
Granite Grange had no special program
for the occasion. The question presented
by the lecturer of Granite Grange—“To
what extent are we getting help in our
rural towns from the newly appointed road
commissioner?” took up all the time until
the hour for closing.
The question was
opened by Bro. N. L. Littlefield of Granite
Grange, who thought his head should he
cut off this coming winter. That seemed
also to be the opinion of the following
Bros., who spoke on the question: A. A.
Ginn of South Branch, Stinson, Dow, Kimball, Cook, and others. Nearly all the
Brothers took part in the discussion, which
drifted to the rural roads, and the remarks
were very earnest and interesting.
Bro.
A. A. Ginn did not favor the present manner of building State roads, at least in his
own town of Prospect.
It was a very interesting session of North
Waldo Pomona. The hour of closing having
arrived the choir sang the closing song and
W. M. Parker closed the grange in form.
A vote of thanks was extended to Granite
A. s.
Grange for their hospitality.

THE NEWS OF
The

new

BELFAST.

L on the Clark house, 06 Cedar

street, is nearly completed.
Mr. Lehr of Mayo street is building the
chimney for the new church in East Belfast.
R. E. Cottrell has his steam mill on the
back road to Searsport in running order
and is ready for business.
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atuic iu

Piano solo

the Harris building, corner of Main and

Miss Louise Ileal.
Contralto solo, “Hut the Lord is Mindful of
His Own,” From Oratorio “St. Paul,”
Mrs. Wescott.
The remainder of the evening will be devoted to the study of Nevin’s “The Quest.’’

Washington streets, recently occupied by
II. E. Bradman.
The men of the Universalist church will
give a public supper in Memorial hall, Friday, Nov. 23d, at 6 o’clock. The menu will
be published next week.

New Advektisemests. A. D. Chase &
Son advertise an administrator’s sale at
Chase’s Corner.
They are not retiring
from business, but the present stock is to
be sold. It will be a cash sale only. See
prices quoted in advertisement. See also
special notice of Kobert P. Chase, administrator.... Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temple, offers this week a budget of seasonable
attractions. Doth price and goods are attractive. See his advt. on the 2d page_
The annual Thanksgiving linen sale at the

Trof. Rankin’s dancing classes, both
afternoon and evening, will be held in Odd
Fellows’ Hall, instead of in.Memorial Hall,
beginning next Monday.
The Unitarians will have a Parish Party
in Memorial hall Thursday, Nov. loth. Supper at six; dancing at eight. All members
of the parish are invited.
There will be a Thanksgiving cotillion
party in Memorial Hall Friday, Nov. 30th,
dancing, cards and refreshments, with
music by Keyes’ orchestra of six pieces.
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast post office for the week ending Nov. 10:
Mrs. if. F. Harriman, Mr. Chas. Bryant,
Andrew Howes, Dr. J. F. Harris, Mr. W.
E. Luce, Scaney & Wilson Co., Dr. W. L.

store of

James II. Howes, Odd Fellows
block, begins today, when very special
values and very special prices w ill be offered. Mr. Howes is also ottering furs of re"
liable qualities and correct styles at extremely moderate prices_Low prices for
milli nery at The Fashion, High street—
E. J. Ellingwood, Main street, opposite the
post office, is prepared to do harness repair,
ing promptly and carries a full line of blankets and supplies_The house known as
the Capt. John Moore house, 35 Court
street, is offered for sale. Call on or address the owner, Mrs. M. H. Marsh, on the

West.
Four sloops and two small schooners, the
Hector and J. M. Banks, were at Lewis’
wharf the first of the week. Some of them
brought fresh, corned or dry fish, but all
were to take return cargoes of apples, potatoes and other vegetables.

pi

During the first week of open time it is
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-Mrs. I’, b. Staples, who has been in Boston and vicinity the past four weeks, re-

turned home by train

Tuesday evening.

The engagement of Miss Ethel Enna,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. George If. Davis
of this city, to Charles Carl Larsen of Bangor is announced.

Myron Clark, who has been on a hunting
trip in this county, has returned to Lynn,
Mass., where he has a position as head
clerk in

a

grocery store.

lion. L. C. Morse of Liberty spent .Sunday with his son, Ralph I. Morse, Esq., and
left Monday for a trip through Hancock
and Washington counties.

Capt. B. F. Rice and Miss Eva Shiite, his
housekeeper, were in Belfast Monday on
their way from Sandypoint to spend the
w inter in Roxbury, .Mass.
November 8th Gov. Cobb reappointed for
term of three years Barker Spoft'ord of
Bucksport as a member of the State board

a

of railroad commissioners.
Dr. George W. Stoddard was out for a
little while on Friday, for the first time in
three weeks. lie has been quite i ', hut is
now able to resume his practice.
Mr. and Mrs. George A. Quimby left
for New York city, where Mr.
Quimby is to address the Maine Society at
their annual banquet this evening.

Tuesday

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Macomber have returned to Castine after a visit with her
mother, Mrs. Charles Biper, and attending
the Wilson-Piper w edding Nov. 7th.
Mrs. Judson E.
uimergoiug

Cottrell, who had been

ueiuniPiu

m a

nospitai

m

Bos-

ton for several weeks, returned last week,
accompanied by Air. Cottrell, who went up
for her.

The new American Express agent in this
city, Harold I’. Totnrnn, has moved Ids
from Bangor and taken a rent
rants and citi on_Ladies’ and gentlemen’s family here
in the H. \V. Marriner house on Congress
clothing cleansed, dyed, repaired and pressed by M. M. Colson, 52 and 54 High street. street.
Mrs B. C. Wentworth of Old Orchard
Also first class dressmaking.
Telephone
(il-ll.See notice of Belfast Iron A Metal was elected president of the Woman’s
Co_Attention is called to the profession- Home Missionary .Society of the Methodist
al card of Dr. Geo. \V. Stoddard, D. D. S.
conference at their annual meeting held

tionery, fancy cheese, raisins,

Wednesday evening, Nov. 7th, the J. K.’s
pleasantly entertained at the home of
Miss Ada A. Marriner, and on Nov. 12th
they spent an enjoyable evening at the
were

home of Mrs. Clarence E. Read. Miss M.
Helen Bird will be the hostess Monday,
Nov. 19th.

prunes,

cur-

THE LICENSE LAW

The Waldo County Hospital has received
a generous check from Ralph C. Johnson;
$10 from “A Friend;” $1 from another
well wisher of the institution; two electric
lamps from Charles Bradbury, and half a
dozen dining chairs from II. FI. McDonald.
Among the present needs of the hospital
are a small wood stove for the dining room,

Not for Liquor Selling, blit for Iiiulioblers,
Victualers auil Bowling Alleys.

napkins and table cloths.
The members of Seaside Chautauqua
Circle will meet with Mrs. George R. Carter,
No.9 Commercial street, Monday afternoon,
Nov., 19th. The lesson will be from chapter
nine of the English Government and “What
is Shakespeare,” Act II of “The Winter’s
Tale”; magazine topic, “Pioneers of Em-

pire: Cook and Phillip”; roll-call; some
fiower of England as referred to in English
poetry.
The Improvement Society food sale and
whist party in Memorial ball last Friday
afternoon and evening was an unqualified
success.
People contributed very liberally
to the tables iu the afternoon, which were in
efficient hands, and the doughnut, cake,
bread, preserves, pickle and candy tables
were liberally patronized and soon cleared.
Many enjoyed whist in the evening, and
the society’s treasury w ill be augmented by

Nov. 3d iu South Paris.
Mrs. Julius Andrews of Boston, formerly
of Belfast, is president of the Boston Council of Jewish Women, and represented that
organization at the national conference of
charities in New York last week.

The city government is enforcing the see
tions of chapters 29 and 31 of the revised
statutes applying to the licensing of innholders and victualers and bowling alleys
Miss Clara It. Steward and M>s Marand billiard rooms, which had been dead !
I). Pilsbuiy left Wednesday mornletters in Belfast for many years. Under guerite
the statute innholders are obliged to pay a ing for Orono, where they will be the guests
fee of one dollar and to give bonds in the of friends at the Alt. Vernon House for
sum of $300,that they will comply with the
Maine Night and the Alaine-Bow doin game.
regulations and laws relating to their busiAirs. Win. B. Woodbury arrived 'ast Satness and will “not violate any law of the
State relating to intoxicating liquors.” The urday from
Farmington, N H.. and went
statute further prohibits gambling of any
into the Waldo County Hospital, Sunday,
kind, disorderly conduct or drunkenness to
For gambling a penalty of $5 is where she underwent a successful operaexcess.
annexed and the failure to take out a license tion
Monday for appendicitis, she came
forfeits $50. The licensing board may revoke the license at any time when in their home expressly to have the operation peropinion there is sufficient cause, or the board formed here.
or any private citizen may prosecute for any
William L. Robinson left Monday mornviolation.
for Belfast where he will make his
Victualers are subjected to the same duties ing
future hone.
All are sorry to m-m* him
and obligations so far as they apply to the
and especially the local base bad team.
business.
Bill has promished to come and piay w ith
Proprietors of bowling alleys and billiard them w henever
they want him, as he don’t
rooms must pay a license of $10 and “give
like to think of the Bucksport local team
bond with two good and sufficient sureties
a game unless he is in
it.
Under
playing
in not less than $100, conditioned that he
no circumstances will lie play against them
will not permit gambling or drinking of inNews.
Bang,
Bucksport Correspondence
toxicating liquors in or about hi- premises,
or any minor io play or roll therein without
the written consent of his parent, guardian
SECRET SOCIETIES
or master; or his alley, pool, bagatelle or
billiard room to be opened or used between
A stated couiiuuuication and installation
ten o’clock in the evening and sunrise.”
If these conditions are violated the li- >f officers ol I’lncnix Lodge, Free and Accense m iu ue levuseu, ins noun emorceu,
cepted Masons, was held at Masonic Temfuture license denieil, $10 forfeited and $20
ple last Monday evening.
for each subsequent offense.
However, if
the municipal officers deem it advisable the
Waldo Lodge of Odd Fellows conferred
alley may be kept open until midnight.
the first degree upon two candidate at the
The city marshal has notified all persons
regular meeting last Friday evemi:g.
who require to takeout licenses and several
held a
Tiniotliy Chase Lodge of Maso
have obtained the necessary blanks from
meeting last ! hur.-day evening and
regular
the city clerk to comply with the law as to ;
fitting remarks were made on tin >-ath of
bonds.
These bonds will go before the
Fast Master A'den I). Chase.
licensing board at its next regular meeting
Last Saturday evening Ml. Hat:
Lodge
and if approved the licenses will be issued.
if Odd Fellows, Camden, wnsvisil- d b> the
This, it should be remembered, is a State
I lie
Casting and Tenant’s Harbor lodge-.
law and not a city ordinance.
second degree was worked by toe .utter
lodge, and tlie third by the Cast; e lodge.
Escaped from State Prison.
Supper was served to the visitors before
Minot St.
Thomaston, Me., Nov. 12.
:he meeting and lunch after.
Clair Francis, the colored desperado, who
made a successful escape from the MassaGolden Cross Temple, No. II, Katbbone
chusetts State farm at Hridgewater a little
Sisters, will entertain Grand Chief Mrs.
more than a year ago, bolted from the convict line at the State prison this afternoon Vetta T. Hall of Daniaiiscotta at their
and then climbing a fenc ran to the woods, meeting
tomorrow, Friday, evening. The
and at 6 o’clock tonight had not been apprewill be conferred on three candihended.
Every available man from the legree
State prison was immediately ordered to lates. All members are requested to be
capture Francis and a number of officers present. A picnic supper will be seived in
were
also pressed into service from this
;he banquet hall after the meeting.
town.
Warden Norton has offered $100 for the
At the
annual public installation of
capture of Francis dead or alive. He is al- Amity Lodge, F. & A. M., of Camden, field
so a United States prisoner and accordingly
Warden Norton communicated with the last Friday evening, the following officers
Federal authorities who offer an additional were installed by Deputy Grand Master,
reward of $100.
Ueuel Robinson, assisted by George T.
Francis was reported to be headed this
Ilodgman, as grand marshal, and Rev. C. F.
way and Sheriff Carleton and his deputies
Sash as grand chaplain: W. M., J. W.
have been on the lookout for him. lie was Mason ; S.
W., George H. Allen ; J. M., Fred
seen in Lincolnville Tuesday.
G. Mitchell; secretary, Henry L. Maker;
treasurer, Charles G. Wood; S. R„ F. W.
King Edward’s birthday.
Miller; J. D. Charles l’ullen; chaplain,
Fred I). Aldus; S. S., George A. I hornLondon, Nov. 9.
King Edward, who dike; J. S., W. C. Rogers; sentinel, W. 11.
was born Nov. 9, 1841, is celebrating his
Ellie. A turkey supper was served at (>.30
birthday quietly atSaDdringbam, surround- o’clock by the ladies of the Methodist soed by bis family. He is in excellent health. ciety, and the installation was followed by
The customary salutes were fired by the a social dance with music by Rucklin’s orwarships at the naval centers.
ihestra.
—

$50.

The B. II. S. Sophomores received their
class pins Monday through Chase & Doak,
and they are exceptionally attractive. The
design is a double triangle, the outer one
enameled in green, with a gold letter in
each corner. The inner triangle is of bright
finished gold with the class numerals, “190!i”,
in green. The class colors, green and gold,
are brought into the design, which is at
once simple and effective.
The pins have

■

safety clasps.
A pleasant company of twenty from the
Brainard district, Nortbport, spent Tuesday evening, Nov. 6th, with Rev. and Mrs.
G. G. Winslow at their home in East Belfast.
They were greeted most cordially
and after a social hour aud music, ice cream
aud cake, which were generously supplied
by the company, were served. It was a
happy occasion and on their departure the
‘Come again” was most sincere.
The Sewing School. A bright group of
sixteen little girls was gathered in the assessor’s room in the Memorial building last
Saturday afternoon, busy with thimble,
needle, thread and bright colored gingham
and cotton flannels. It was the first of the
weekly sessions of the sewing school, yearly maintained by the Non-Partisan W. C.
T. Alliance. Mrs. Freeman Ii. Cook, the
teacher, was busy cutting out the undergarments which form the major part of the
pupils work during the winter. Mrs. Cook,
who was so successful last year, is generally assisted by some of the members of the
Alliance, and there are no idle fingers in
the room on Saturday afternoon. The children are given the garments which they
make, and in many instances they are much
needed.

cm is es.... si.

fruit, celery, lettuce, water cress, grapes of
all kinds and all seasonable friiits_Swift
A- Paul have just received new Thanksgiving delicacies, new mixed nuts and confec-

said that at least <10 deer and one moose had
been shot iu Waldo county. Our local correspondents last week reported from one to
four shot in each town and venison must
have been a common dish.

over

ed condition of the 6th grade, taught by
Capt. A. S. Smith of o Ahyn street will be
Miss Mildred M. Mason, and occupying the at home for the winter in about two weeks.
room on the south side of the ground tioor
Mrs. R. P. Coombs and Mrs. Leroy Webof the Upper Grammar building, the 4th ber have
gone to Portland for a few days.
grade, taught by Miss Isabel Towle, is to be
Mrs. M. E. Haugh has returned from a
moved to the South Primary building.
visit to her sou, Henry Haugh, in Lynn
Heating apparatus has been put iuto the
Mass.
ante room off Miss Wadsworth’s room, and
Rev. and Mrs. Geo. C. Howard of Livermost of the 4thgrade pupils are to sit there,
more Falls are visiting Rev. and Mrs. J. W.
w hile a few will be accommodated in
emptyseats in Miss Wiggin’sroom. Miss Mason’s Hatch.
Rev. Geo. E. Tufts left last Friday for
class, grade 6, is to be divided, and half
will occupy the next room, made vacant by Wolfville, Nova t-eotia, where he will spend
the removal of graded. Miss Mary Helen the winter.
Bird has been engaged as an assistant to
Miss Gladys Coombs has returned from a
Miss Mason.
week’s visit with her mother, Mrs. Chas. B.
Parlor Musical Society.
The next Thorndike, in Roekport.
meeting of the Parlor Musical Society will
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Crawford of
take place in the Odd Fellows Hall, Tues. Boston are
receiving congratulations upon
day evening, November 20th, at 7.30 o’clock. the birth of a daughter Lida.
The t ollowing program, consisting of MenMrs. Pendleton of Searsport is the guest
delssohn’s compositions, will be given :
of her niece, Miss Lucy Blanchard, Congress street west.—Portland Times.
Sketch of Mendelssohn’s Life,
miss cmourn.

day afternoon.
v-'itiin

PERSONAL.

Piano Duet, Mid-summer Night's Dream,
Miss Gladys Pitcher.
Miss Ethola Frost.
Soprano solo, "Hear ye Oh! Israel” From
Oratorio “Elijah,”
Miss Marian Wells.
Trio, “Lift Thine Eyes” from “Elijah,”
Mrs. Frost, Mrs. Wescott.Mrs. Pitcher.

Sheriff Carleton and Deputy Ellis seized
a
barrel containing 20 gallons of rye
whiskey at the railway station last SaturAiv/iavc

A Cocoa Exhibit. Mr. A. J. Knowlton,
superintendent of the Belfast schools, has
received some interesting additions to the
new industrial cabinet from
Bert Mudgett of Bangor was the guest of
Huyler’s, New
Tork.
There are a number of pictures friends in town last week.
Fred R. Poor went to Boston Tuesday on
showing all stages of cocoa from the raw
bean to the fiuished product for market; business.
four glass jars containing the beans, nibs,
Charles F. Swift went to Boston Monday
shells and finished product; two small
on business.
boxes of cocoa butter; one-half of a real
Ben. D. Field is in Boston and will re
cocoa shell, and a large number of realistic
turn home the last of this week.
colored paper reproductions of the entire
Mr. and Mrs. Howard L. Whitten are visshell. The pictures are mounted on heavycard board and the exhibit is very complete, iting relatives in Melrose, Mass.
Miss Emeroy Ginn left Tuesday fora lew
interesting and instructive.
School Changes. Owing to the crowd- days business trip to Rockland.

1

CENTER MONTVILLE.

Verdict for Dr. Pierce

County Correspondence.

AGAINST THE
SWANVILLK CENTER.

Ladies’ Home Journal.

Joshua Littlefield has bought a new horse;
.Charles Marr, Charles Curtis and Par
ker Page got a deer last week.Parkei
Page and wife have returned to their home
ill Portland.Mrs. Briggs and Mrs. H. P
White visited Mrs. William Clements Iasi
week.L. Knowlton is building a her
house_Clarence Walker and his schoo
are to have a box sociable—Charles Cur
Six deer have
tis has bought a new horse
been shot in this vicinity.
...

lie. It Is an old
maxim that "a lie will travel seven
is
getting its boots
leagues while truth
on,” and no doubt hundreds of thousands
of good people read the unwarranted and
malicious attack upon Dr. R. V. Pierce
’’
and his " Favorite Prescription pub)ished
in the May (1904) number of the Ladies’
Home Journal, with its great black display headings, who never saw the humble. groveling retraction, with its inconspicuous heading, published two months
later. It was boldly charged in the slanderous and libelous article that Dr. Pierce’s
Favorite Prescription, for the cure of
woman’s weaknesses and ailments, contained alcohol and other harmful ingredients. Dr. Pierce promptly brought suit
against the publishers of the Ladies’
Home Journal, for 8200,000,00 damages.
Dr. Pierce alleged that Mr. Bok, the
editor, maliciously published the article
containing such false and defamatory
matter wiDf the Intent of injuring his
busine§s<furthermore, that no alcohol, or

Sending truth after

—

APPLETON.

Mrs. Frances Gushee has gone to Aga
wain, Mass., where she will spend the win
ter with her sou Walter— Ben Keller is it
Portland at the Maine General Hospital,
where he has resumed his medical studies
....Clarence Simmons has returned to the
Miss
Maine Medical School, Brunswick
Mabel Wadsworth lias gone to Portland tc
learn to be a trained nurse at the .Maine
Genera! Hospital.... At the harvest supper
given Wednesday, Nov. 7th, in the Grange
hall, for the benefit of the Baptist church
$50 were raised.The many friends in
this place of Raymond Keating, an Appletou boy who had a good position ill the
Boston Custom House, have learned that he
sailed Nov. 5th from New York for Panama, wher'1 he lias a position with a good
salary in the custom house.
—

a

furious, or habit-forming, drugs
jvere, contained In his "Fa■iption”; that said medicine

native medicinal roots and
harmful ingredients whatfd that Mr. Bok's malicious statecere wholly and absolutely false.
retraction nriiiled.biLsaid Jammal
were
forced to acknowledge ttpit they
they
had obtaTnetriinaTvses of "Favorite Prescription." from eminent chemists, all of
whom certified tliat ijdid nntcontain alcblml cmaiiv iiLtliu alleged harmful drugsf
These facts"were also proven in the trial or
the action in the Supreme Court. But the
business of Dr. Pierce was greatly injured by
the publication of the libelous article with
its great display headings, while hundreds of
thousands who read the wickedly defamatory
article never saw the humble groveling re>m
)

MOKKI1L.

Frederick E. Bragdon, President of E. SI.
C. Seminary, Bucksport, occupied the pulpit
here last Sunday. The subject of his serseries
mon was “Divine Worship.”....The
of meetings field here the past live weeks by
seem
have
Miller
to
and
e/nng'diste Hunter
l*en fruitless.Rev. J. it. Hatch of Belfast is expected to preach here Sunday, Nov.
A quarterly meeting service.Our
25th
well diggers have completed their job. After
ruing down about 120 feet an ample supply
of water was found. Workmen have begun
and pipes will be laid to several residences
be.fme the frost is deep. In the meantime a
wind mill and standpipe will be erected
Mis < Bidden has come to spend the winter
with her daughter, Mrs. Elisha Brown.
Mr. Ernest Higgins will begin a term of
school in No. d next Monday... Mr. Ernest
Townsend has bought the stand of buildings owned by Mrs. M. P. Wood and Mrs.
Wood and family have moved to Belfast
and taken rent in tbe Stickney house,upper
High street. Mr. Townsend has rented his
purchase to a Mr. Nickerson from Swanvilie, who is employed by J. F. Vickery iu
Jiis steam mill. Mr. Nickerson moved bis
family here last week.Mr. Jeremiah
Webb of Unity was a guest at F. A. Grey’s
Jast week.

__

train ion,

set

in small tvp-? and made

as

incon-

he matter was. howspicuous as possible
ever brought before a jury in tlie Supreme
Court of New York State which promptly
rendered a verdict ir.*the Doctor’s favor.
Thus his traducers came to grief andjtheir
base slanders were refuted.

—

|

~

Nov. 5th the Liberty & Belfast Telephone
Co. held its annual meeting at the Grange
hall in this place. It was voted to obange
the name of the company to the Liberty &
Belfast Telephone & Telegraph Co., and to
increase the capital stock from $5000 to
$7000. Officers were elected as follows ;
President, Dr. T. N. Pearson of Morrill :
Vice President, Volney
Thompson o f
Montville; Secretary, Walter Shibles of
Morrill; Treasurer, D. M. McFarland of
Montville; General Manager and collector,
Edward Evans of Waldo; Directors, M. M.
Wentworth, Montville; A. J. Skidmore,
Liberty; Valorus Simmons, Searsmont;
Herman Merriam, Morrill, and James Gilley, Waldo_Alonzo Poland, a well known
and highly respected citizen, died Nov. 8th
after a long illness from cancer—Mr. and
Mrs. Will Ames have returned to Vinalhaven_Mrs. Franklin Sherer of Bookland visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. D.
Carl and Fred Fay,
0. Cain, last week
aged respectively 15 and 12 years, shot a
deer recently....Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Sleeper
of South Thomaston were at W. B. Jaquith’s
last week_A few days since E. P. Rowell
got a fall by a ladder slipping in his barn
and injured several ribs. His condition is
now somewhat improved....Morrill Meservey of Roekport is visiting his sister, Adelia
Keller.The Plains district school began
last Monday, Aura Pearson, teacher.
Charles B. Thompson of Maple Dale Farm
and Benson Thompson went to Liberty last
week and bought three cows.Llewellyn
Keller killed his pig last week. It was five
months and ten days old and weighed 232
pounds_George Edmunds got another fox
last week.Charles B. Thompson sold his
colt a few days ago to Charles Waterman of
Belfast.

A

Oversight is Committed by those

An

Pail to Come

who

If you would feast your eyes. There’s an array of Mexican Hand Drawn Linen from Aguascalientes, Mexico, in our
that is an eye opener. Our remarkable display of FINE LEATHER GOODS tor Holiday trade is not equalled in B
The Great November Fur Sale is full of money saving opportunities and hosts of other equally attractive seasonable
in?s that vou can’t afford to overlook, await you here to Jot nson’s.

a

a

Holiday Books,
25c. to 35c. Values Jr>r

HA
VAII
IF HI
Qfl Child’s oloak in heavyweight wool mixtures in blue,
tnLUL
go.jo. brown and
green shades, made in double breasted style
el
and trimmed with fancy braids and gold buckles. Good value at $4.75.
qo
at.
Specially priced
At
HI

trimmings.Jto.oU

The November Fur Sale
BREAKS

ALL

RECORDS

as

From A guascalienta s, Mexico.

Oliver W. Smart has gone to Milo Junc-

tion, where he has secured employment.
North Waldo Pomona Grange met with
Granite Grange Wednesday night, Nov. 7th.

Early buying of Christmas gifts has many
Among
considerations to recommend it.
them are the important facts that now there

Fred Holmes of North Belfast has been in
recently repairing Herbert Black’s
saw mill.

is leisure for selection and choice of immense assortments now at the highest point
of completeness. Our present stock is more
than double that of a year ago and we shall
have on exhibition this week the biggest
line of beautiful Hand Drawn Linens ever
showrn in the State. Many of the patterns
later in the
we shall be unable to duplicate
The
season. Special display all this week.
now in stock and range
are
sizes
following
in price from 12ic to $10.00 each: 4x4, 6x6,
8x8, 12x12, 16x16; 20x20, 24x24, 32x32, 18x27,
20x36, 24x45, 20x54, 40x40.

is

S£p=See Our Special
lo-day.

Two

Window

Display

___

Novelty Belts.

50 Cent Values 25c.

|

[Narrow Roman Stripe Silk Belts
111 an endless variety of beautiful colorings with good substantial gold buckles.
All sizes from 20 to 30-inch waist measure.
Special price 25c.
Steel Beaded Elastic Belts.
This popular, elastic glove-iitting belt,
beaded with steel beads and handsome
glazed steel buckle on solid foundation
in gray only, at 2oc.

Genuine Mink
Natural
Blue Wolf

“

Persian Paw Set

Siberian Squirrel

November
Damask Specials.
Special Values for

Priced

Exceptionally

Nowhere in Belfast can you find such a
complete stock of high grade tailor-made
skirts at such reasonable prices as here.
We give you style, quality and best workmanship at moderate prices. The followattractive
ing are two new specially
values:
Misses Skirt at $3.98.
in two
Made of good quality panama
stitched
shades of navy blue, side plaits,
yalue priced
to yoke depth. A good $5.00
at $;3.98.

Black French Voile Skirt.
with
in one of the newest dressy models,
and fancy
grecian trimmings of silk braid
close
tilting
hips,
silk braid ornaments,
finely tailored. Priced very reasonably
at

$10.00.

_

Bough* Specially for Holiday
Trade.

for^

$1.37 Value 97c.
Beautiful quality, satin finish, Irish damask, seventy-two inches wide, handsome
dice
double border of blue bells with
pattern center. $1.37 value priced

at^^

Jesus, Lover of My Son;.
Auld Lang syne.

Home,Sweet* Home.
Psalm of Life.
The Lord is My Sheph.-i
The Day is Done.
Abide with Me.
Hark, The Herald a ml
Mizpali.

The Beatitudes.
Hock of Ages
He Leadeth Me.
O, Little Town of both;
Jerusalem the Golden.
Cupid’s Lesson.

My Vah-ntine.

For Love’s Sake.
Love’s Gift.
Love’s Sonnets.

Love's Message.
Christmas Token.

“The Kadcliffe” style bags, stylish and
inch
up-to-date new creations, 7 to 10
leather

sizes drawn with silk cords, with
and
tassels, made of imported India goat
tan
domestic s^ius in black, brown and
The ‘Peggie’ bags, silk-lined,
shades.
made of seal and alligator in black,
in a
brown, tan, green and grey shades,
assortment of styles prated from
splendid
p
50c to $6.50 each

Friendship’s Offering.
Violets to Greet You
Bible Promises.
Showers of Blessing
Pansies for Thought.
Life’s Hoses
Affection’s Tribute.
Christmas Hamper.

Value.
$8 Black Taffeta Waist $6.98
Made of best quality guaranteed taffeta
•>ilk, new yoke of pin tucks, front separated with wide V shape embroidered
taffeta, hand-trimmed, with baby Irish
lace medallion, deep round yoke effect in
back of pin tucks separated with plain
wide taffeta band, deep cuffs with clus-

Nursery stories.

Little Women.
Mother Goose.
Stones from Grimms.
The Night before C'in i-•:
Kosebud Stories.
The Little Match Gii.
A Letter to Santa ( I a
Holiday Stories.
Mother Goose Khyme>.
Forget-me-nots for I;

ters of narrow tucks. A waist sold everywhere at 8*.<»0, specially priced at $0 98

New EmbroideredWaisTattterDS
$3.00 Values $1 30.
We are showing a very attractive line of
richly embroidered pongee waist patterns
for holiday trade. Colors: pink, blue,
white, cream, reseda, nile brown and
black. They sell regularly up to $:>.00 a
pattern, our price only $1.50.

Robes.
Leather Goods Outing Night
at 87c.

$1.00 Value 75c.
Satin finish all fine linen damask, sevenborder
ty inches wide, pretty nasturtium
with snow drop center. $1.00 value

Special*

good quality, fleecy outing
flannel, square yoke front and back,
with
bands of figured flanneltrimmed
ette to match, notched collar, long sleeves
gathered into two-inch band, extra fullness. All sizes up to 17, 87c.
Made of

a

$1.25 TAM O’SHANTERS 79c.
1

and

lot of 81.25 Tams in red, blue
to close out at 79c.

white,

Warners
R
Never

u s

t

P

=

r (p

there

was

a corset shape so
universally popu-

lar! More of this
model is sold than
all other similar
models put together. It’s a y
shape for the f^
average form ; for
the medium form;
the corset skirt
curving over the

hips,

shaping

them into curves
of beauty.
The
“Secu rit y”
Rubber
Hutton
Hose Supporters,
as

attached,

are

necessary for producing the desired figure.
RR>.

New “Peter Piper" Purse.
Prevents Coins
\

1

Slipping

f0r 7.

Bells Across the Snow.

$8 58

Attrpctive Waist

Low.

High Grade

this Month.

iw

,;ood Cheer.

Two New Skirts

Neckwear Nou

Out.

leathladies’ combination coin and bill
t or

Worn attached to the be
er purse.
carried on wrist. Holds pennies, nickels,
and bills.
dimes, Quarters, halves, dollars
Colors black, win e, brown, blue, gieen,
25 CENT £

Latest plaid -Jabot stock,
collar with plaid silk bow.

mtm--

Original

The idea of a Cough Syrup that will act on the
bowels, and thus assist in expelling colds from the
Laxative
system is new and original in Kennedy's
Honey and Tar. Nearly all other cough cures are

AGIenwood LIVE
g£HNEDY(
V\J* Y4TJW* tj
e

1

p

»

g.

Stove

constipating, especially those containing Opiates.
Kennedy’s Laxative Honey and Tar moves the
bowels, contains no Opiates.

Laxative
A certain, safe and harmless remedy for all
Coughs, Colds. Croup, Whooping Cough, La Grippe,
Bronchitis, Influenza and all Lung and Bronchial
affections. Mothers praise the children’s favorite,
Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar.
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Makes
They

WOOD,

perfection

to

have just received

and invite

and

a

|

Farmers and dealer.- «•
tors' profit by send in1
mission. Will start
Belfast every Monday
stock at all stations on
of live stock leave Burn
Monday noon. Cattle
Tuberculosis by the '1
home with little trouble
for information.
■

Bui

F. L. LIBBY,

Telephone, Burnham

new

lot of

Glenwoods

«

:

New Custon

inspection.

CARRi.V
Mitchell & Trussell,
Stoves,

Ranges,

Warranted lirst elm

Stylish, Comfortu'

Kitchen Furnishing, Etc.

.HEADQUARTERS FOR THE^—-

AGENTS FOR THE

bake

Over 3500 Glenwood ranges are in use in Los
Angeles, Calf., and vicinity, and they are giving
complete satisfaction all oyer the country.

Monumental Work description

Emerald Black Granite

Cooking Easy

Economize fuel.

We

&

-$•

__

ITT A CO., CHICAGO, V. S. A.
Prepared at the Laboratory ot E. C. DeW
OH BVBRT BOTTLE.
THB RED CLOVER BLOSSOM AHD THB HOHBT BEE IS

HEAL

SI i >U

or

Range

-

SgTW'all

at our Hep-

them.

A

^PLUMBING

I if 3T
tm I l\ Cm
1

SPECIALTY

ISAAC S. STAI'LI

other Particu'
hr persons

HAMLINS

Toil Wail Wist Tea Wait insurance -i
STOCKTON SPRINGS
Win Yoi Watt It.

HUMPHREYS’
WITCH HAZEL

NERVOUS DEBILITY,

15c.,

Christmas Greetings.
The Secret of a Happv I.
Nearer, >ly God to Thee.
Lead, Kindly Light,
My Failh Looks Cp to |

19.36
19 36
21.12
26 40
26.40
15.84
18.48
21.98
“. 26.40
“. 15.40
“. 1188
“. 15.84
“. 13.20

Jap. Mink

—

—

DEPARTMENT.

Black Opossum Scarfs marked at.
“
Isabella Fox
“.
“
Natural
“.
Sable
’*.
Iasbella
“..
Black
“.
Genuine Black Bear
“.
“
Marten
“.

30.00
30.00
18.00
21.00
25.00
30.00
17.50
13.50
18.00
15.00

Xmas Stock Xoiv Ready.

town

■ ■

THIS

1

today before tlie assortmen*
Sent postpaid on receipt of p-

good:
8 9.75
22.00
22.00
24.00

Beautiful Hand Drawn Linens

Miss Katherine Al. Scribner is in Park

—

IN

We took advantage of an oppn,
presented to us during tV
months and are now able to
1000 copies of these Xinas.b..
half price and less. They are
illustrated in colors and plair
on nice heavy paper.
Below s
ir
complete list of subjects,
was

Now is the time and this is the place to buy your furs. We are offering unapquality, style and workmanship guaranteed
proachable values in reliableagoods,
few of these special values—many others equally
We quote only
every time.

deer last week with

Mrs. Hattie M. Laws of Townsend, Mass., mining.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Nickerson of Waldo
is visiting her niece, Miss Ethel M. Ove-r
lock, at the home of J. K. Googins.Mrs. were in town recently, the guests of Win,
W. C. Maker and two children of Hartland M. Merithew,
visited friends in town last week-Charles
Miss Irene Black has returned from BradBrown is building a bay window on the
of
front of his house-Mary 11., wife of Jud- ford, where she has been with a party
on a deer hunt.
son G. Knight of this place, died of apo- friends
plexy Nov. 5th at her home in Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Tripp and baby of
Mrs.'Knight was the youngest daughter of Frankfort were in town recently, the guests
SANDY POINT.
the late Hiram and I’amelia Wing and had Mrs.
Tripp’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Crocket of the Nar- many warm friends here. The burial was Smart.
for a visit of in Oak Grove cemetery Friday afternoon,
rows are in Massachusetts
The dance at Granite Grange Wednesday
who with a short service at the grave. She is
several weeks. ...Mrs. Lottie French,
survived by her husband; one sister, Mrs. night, Nov. 7tli, was most enjoyable. There
is
at
several
months,
in
will
be another in the same hall Wednesday
Searsport
has been
Ann C. Beale of New York City, and one
She expects to
a short vacation.
...
brother, Daniel W. Wing of Haverhill, Mass. night, Nuv. 21st.
wmtile
for
'r„'to Forest Hills, Mass., soon,
Tobin & Moody, who have been in this
house
’ev... ('apt. B. F. Itice has closed hisMassaWALDO STATION.
vicinity every fall for the past 12 years en.i„,i a: i spend tin* cold weather into Belfast
The schools in town closed Nov. 9th. gaged in getting out Christmas trees, are
went
Pierce
'hus’dts... .Dr. J. A
are boarding with
Wednesday on business....Jerry llarriman The Station school, under the instruction here again this fall and
of Boston 'is here for two weeks’ vacation. of Miss Grace Atwood, was as usual in line Sumner Nickerson.
deservHardie
classes
inU.
S.
the
Master
and
History
order,
..Mrs. H. H. Morin
Votin' -pent several days last week in ing special mention.. The telephone instruproves a ||“Tliat corporation ought to be willing to
Bucksport_Mi.-s Eva Shute will spend ment lately put into the Station
the winter in Massachusetts.... Mrs. Ivan great convenience_Mrs. Ross Littlefield contribute to your campaign fund.” “No,”
St.ii. es was in Belfast Friday for ft slioit and son have returned from a visit with answered Senator Sorghum; “campaign
Mr. Fred Gould, wiff* and daughter friends in Massachusetts and Rhode Island. contributions have gone out of fashion. It
visit
for a slioit stay ....David Smith is in Winterport.hauling a corporation wants to do anything for a
i;uni Milo Saturday
cam
Mrs. Laura Nason of man now it has to be in the nature of a
Christmas trees
at tl i; cottage here.Mrs. rl. C. Derrick
personal payment.”—Washington
has been at the Waldo County Hospital, Lewiston visited relatives in town last direct
is in Freedom Star.
Barnes
week_Charles
treatment.Mrs.
for
Belfa-d, recently
Frank Harriman and Miss Agnes llarriman pressing hay_Frank Twombly will press
week....Sell. hay in this neighborhood this wreek-Deer
were in Bangor two days 1 <st
NORTHFUKi NEWS.
Lawrence
Daylight is discharging coal here for Capt. are quite plentiful about here, Wentworth
Walter Ross.The Watoukee Comedy Simmons, Eph. Littlefield, Bert
shot in town up to^last Saturdeer
one.
Five
have
each
secured
here
E.
Robertson
and
Com pan v closed a week’s engagement
day.
Saturday evening. They had a good house
each evening.Miss Vera Rollins is in THORNDIKE.
Collins McCarty has moved into the Otis
Ross C. Higgins sold 80 barrels of apples
Bangor attending the millinery school..
Cummings house for the winter.
from
Searshome
was
Miss Susie Patterson
Cook of Troy last week. Cook
is bad to Freeman
Oscar Drink water is building a large cotport over Sunday.The travelling
is buying for Walter Mills of Boston, who
at the Cove for a Mr. Gallagher of New
here at this writing. The snow has nearly
his fruit to Europe. V. X. Higgins tage
ships’
The lot runs to the shore and is a
York.
gone.
sold 52 barrels to Mr. Barrows, who is buyvery excellent situation.
for the S. C. Studley Co., Boston-Mrs.
ing
TROY
Frank 1. Dickey is about to shingle the
Flora Hunt passed a few days in Waterville
The
The farm building of C. 0. Wyman were last week_Mr. and Mrs. James Cates skating rink on the South Shore.
40 wide and it
totic.y destroyed by lire Wednesday night, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hig- building is 80 feet long by
to
M.
40
50
Mont-I
from
Barker
of
Inez
shingles to
will require
\'o\ 7th. The family were absent when gins, Sunday_Miss of Mrs. Flora
viile was the guest
Hunt, 1 cover it.
the iit> was discovered by a passerby about Wednesday_Burton Gross is at work ini
Mrs. Mary E. Vaughan and daughter,
five o’clock, 'file stock and most of the Dixmout for Whitehouse and Grant of |
Ktliel L., who have been stopping at
w ere
Unity_Ralph Clement has gone to his j Miss
contents of the batn, except the hay,
in the Heal and Bishop cotof
the
All the clothing and most
ivood lot for the winter. He has several Temple Heights
save,!.
about two months, left last week
house furnishings were destroyed. Insur- nen at work for him and with his nice tage for
in
home
Rochester, N. 1.
for their
ance *i,uOo.\mos Bennett has sold back
lamp they are very comfortable-Mrs. j
Walter Ferry will move to Fairfield this !
to Augustus Stevens, the farm lie bought of
S. F. O’Brien, Ed. Hewes and James
him , war ago_Charles Trask and fam- week_Mr. iind Mrs. James Cates passed ! Marsh of Rockland have been stopping
ily of 'Detroit are occupying the home of jatnrday evening with Mr. and Mrs. A. S. I with Ed. Thurlough at his cottage at the
the late Cynthia Sanderson..... ..George
liggins. A nice oyster stew was served by j Heights for a week’s gunning. AD last ache hostess_Saturday gave us a nice rain counts the three men and two dogs had
Nhibies lias bought, and is moving to, the
vacated
which was much needed. Sunday taken one rabbit apiece.
the
t
bynear
enter,
lately
Ed. says it is
dorm,
place
vas cloudy and Monday morning the ground hard work to cook for three hungry men
Mrs Kov.ndy, who "ill spend the winter
B.
Hardand
at
snow
Boston-L.
with
in
well
covered
vas
again
with i.erduiightei
and two hounds.
still stormy.... Mrs. Jennie
moil it was
ing and Chester Hillman are each making
extensive repairs on their buildings-A
dyers Was in town a day or two last week. ! Mrs. C. 0. Dickey went to Boston as a
little sen e.one to tile home of Mr. and Mrs.
delegate to the World’s \V. C. T. U._ convention and spent a week visiting her sisteis
tie,eg. Dodge Oct. Hist., and one to the ] ION'KOE.
Larrabee
a
Mi. and Mrs. William
horn
liev. Frank .S. Dolliff will preach at the after the convention adjourned; and het
a very busy
Oct. 20th.Mrs. Charles Smith fell Sun|
The W. husband, C. O, Dickey, after
church Sunday, Nov. 18th
ullage
season, stopped in Boston for a week’s sight
day morning, cutting lierse-t so severely
at
annual
their
will
hold
meeting
T.
’.
U.
last
arrived home
week, well
Llia t phvsiciiui "a- equired to take several
They
seeing.
stitches.’.. Fred Weymouth, a student at M. he grange hall, Friday afternoon, Nov. lfiih. pleased with their vacation.
-much will be served and the L. T. L. are
i.l. -in- t Saturday and Sunday at home,
A neighbor shipped two barrels of apples
nvited. The meeting for Nov. 2nd was not
He
■w h. re lie celebrated his 21st. birthday.
ieid because of stormy weather.Miss to Boston, Nov. 10th, and received returns
was accompanied by his
roommate, Mr.
follows: 1 barrel of apples, 75 cts.; freight
from
a
fever
as
His sister Helen was also Myriie Jenkins is recovering
Chamberlain.
commission 20 cts.;
juite rapidly.. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bailey, and cartage, 30 cts.;
present. The Dr. and Mrs. Dodge know
barrel was
town, but now of Searsport, net proceeds 25 cts., and the other
just how to entertain, and a delightful time iormerly ofonthis
silver piece was recent
A
same.
Mrs.
the
when
fifty
this
a
visit
,vere here
week,
was passed.
to pay for the
Hailey was taken very ill with an attack of ceived, which was enough
The apples and hauling seven
isthma and heart trouble. She is still very barrels.
v s cry.
in.
were
thrown
to
Belfast
her
is
at
miles
She
>ick at the present writing.
;
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Stewart moved last >ld home here_Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Ide \
is about to be formed
stock
A
company
Much |
ost their infant daughter last week.
week into their new home, which was refor the purpose of building a hotel at
sympathy is expressed for the parents— j Temple Heights,which is very much needed.
cently vacated by Beit Kackliff and mother,
in
caudiwill
take
Rebekah
|
Lodge
Loyal
has been appointed to solicit
who have rented and taken possession of lates at the next meeting, Nov. 20th—Miss A committee
stock and the matter will be pushed. Mr.
the John Connor farm in Troy. Mrs. Back- Linda Chase will arrive from Rangeley : B. M. Bradbury of the committee has bought
his week for a three weeks’ vacation
lit) will enjoy looking after her grandchila
very desirable site, below the county
in town will close this week
of the wharf to the Frye or
dren... Mrs. E. D. Chase was in Waterville Hie schools
The High road and south
vacation.
weeks’
two
or
a
recently shopping and Mrs. Beil McManus school will keep two weeks longer....Mr. I Coombs farm. It is hoped that believers in
will “allow their faith by their
stayed with the children and looked alter
who has been quite sll | spiritualism
works.”
the household duties....Kev. C. W. Boss Marcus Littlefield,
with
an attack of the grip, is able to be
and wife have returned from their vacation
Farmers’ Line Tele-,
In the obituary notice oi tne late Aiuauua
in Massachusetts.Chapter Masons of outdoors again_The
which reaches from this town to 1 M. Sanborn in The Journal of November
this town are joining St. Oiuer Com- jhone,
is
completseveral
towns,
nearly
adjoining
8th, several mistakes were noticed by Mis.
mandery, K. T. No. 12 of Waterville. Some- ed... .Miss
of Col.
Della Staples of Belfast is spend-. F. A. Dickey, granddaughter
time ago F. A. Whitebouse and Dr. C. M.
Mrs.
her
with
mother,
ing a few weeks
| Thomas Knowlton, who was au officer iu
Whitney were made members, a few weeks Horace
was asked the Revolutionary war instead of the war of
Webber_The
question
ago K. K. MeCauslin and F. A. Bartlett
lie
“What is the use to go up river hunting?” 1812, as stated in the above notice,
took the degrees, and no doubt others will
Bowden and Herbert Cooper married Joanna Martin and moved into
follow inter_Two lively runaways oc- ivhess Sam
where
the
to
1787,
a fine deer in town last week.
shot
year
Northport previous
cur, ,1 in town lately, one of which resulted
a son, Capt. Jeremiah Kuowlton, father of
in considerable damage. Kuel Willey when
Mrs. Lucy A. Farrow Knowlton, was born.
near G.
on his way to the station stopped
James Freeman, Frank Downes and l’ar- ] Col. Knowlton had a brother who changed
l’illsbury’s to change his wagon seat and
his sou David F.
wlnie so’ doing his horse, which is a large,
ker George have gone to Bar Harbor to ! his name to Rogers, and
Susan KnowlIve y animal, became frightened and jumpbuild a storehouse, 50x90 feet, on the wharf Rogers, married his cousin,
Knowlton.
Thomas
of
Col.
er!, brow ing him out ami hurting him quite of the Eastern Steamship Co. James Free- ton, daughter
David F. and
The horse i.ept on, going at a high man has charge of the work....Mrs. \V. A. Mrs. Sanborn, daughter of
bad
S. Davis
Jones
Mrs.
Luce entertained a party of friends at the Susan, had two sisters,
rate of -peed, until a collision with another
who married Mr.
team followed, which icsulted in one of the parsonage Tuesday. The guests were mem- of Belfast and Nancy,
David Rogers.
bers of the Methodist church at Elling- Black; and one brother,
cleanest siuashups one can imagine. Forhad four sons who
fn.i.iolv Vt
Hiilei
£>*.<•:<
fi
fill
Kirilins
wood’s Corner.Capt. Frederick Little- Col. Thomas Knowlton
viz,
George, Jerein
settled
Northport,
New
York
to
injury. Chester C. Gerry's horse became field and family have gone to
Abram and Nathaniel; and two
frightened at the cars while lie was at the spend the winter-Miss Marie Wardwell miah,
a Rogers
married
who
lias accepted a position as stenographer daughters, Susan,
saw mill and went dashing
up the road
a Methodist minwith X 11. Bragg of Bangor....Mr. land aud Harriet who married
towards home, but was caught before much
the name of Collins. Amos, a son
ister
damage was done. Will Gerrish, who hap- Mrs. Emery Estes are spending a few wreeks of theby
Colonel, settled in Belmont, Me.
pened to be at the station at the time, kind- in Skow began... Ralph Lane and Charles
ly carried the owner to J. Ames’s, where Bartlett are at home from Boston for a few
weeks’ vacation....Rev. II. B. Haskell, prethe animal was caught. Mr. Gerry soon returned with the runaway horse and picked siding elder of Bucksport district, preached
two very able sermons at the M. E. chuieh
up several articles of merchandise which
had been throw n out of the wagon and no Sunday Nov. 11th.The organ recital
douht was thankful that the result was no at the M. E. church Nov. 8th was a most enworse_The Unity Telephone Co. are ex- joyable occasion. The audieuce were given
OIL ::::::
tending the line through A. V. Jackson’s opportunity to judge of the superior qualiwas
neighborhood to Italph Pillsburj’s. Sever- ties of the new organ. TheF. recital
R.
Atwood
of
Mr.
al instruments will be installed the coming under the management
of M. H. Audrews music store, Bangor.
week_The bridge across Sandy Stream is
FOB PILES,
asvery much needed and the citizens of this The organist, Mr. Frank P. Lane, was
it
is
comthankful
when
sisted by Mr. Arthur Haskins, soloist. The
town will be very
ONE APPLICATION BRINGS RELIEF.
pleted. Mr. Brown of Benton is progress- program:
ing finely on his job ot layiDg the abut- Otfertoire,
SAMPLE MAILED PEEE.
Wiegand
One is done and the other is well Pastorale,
ments.
Metcalf
for
soon
be
will
Loud
ready
They
underway.
Melody in F,
the iron structure.Elmer Hillman no Solo, Rock of Ages,
Johnson
▲t Dnunrists, 25 cents, or mailed.
doubt takes the cake this year for killing
Mr. Huskins.
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Woodard
the largest deer. He shot one in Troy just March, Fete,
New York.
Streets,
below Wilinot Gray’s that weighed 340 I a. Night Song,
Peabody
Atherton
pounds. It is the largest one ever killed in ■! b. Reverie,
Smith
this section_The Turner Center Cream- I c. Sand man,
Tosti
ery Co. have bought a small lot of land opa. Parted,
near
and
residence
E.
E.
McCauslin’s
W. Smith
posite
| b. To-night,
the M. C. B. B. of prank Bartlett for the
Mr. Huskins.
Attoble Vital Weakness and Prostrapurpose of building an ice bouse. Work March, Triumphant,
Lane tion from overwork and other
will begin next week. The company were Improvisation,
very fortunate in.securing the services of Solo, Forgive and Forget,
causes.
Humphreys’ HomeoMr.
A. i). Jackson as boss carpenter.
Mr. Huskins.
Cablertens pathic Specific No. 28, in use
Bartlett sold the lot for $200—Jos. Libby Grand Fantasia,
and James Frost are busily engaged haul- America.
over 40 years, the only successing corn and loading ears for the Portland
ful remedy. $1 per vial, or specPacking Co. Although the crop is a little
OA8TORIA.
lighter this year than last the quality is
Haw
ial
Tha
You
*l*a>8
Niff
package for serious cases, $8.
BsantU
closed
Sf
somewhat better_All town schools
Sold by Druggists, orient prepaid on receipt ot price
tast week with satisfactory results. The
High school, in which Mr. Storer is inHumphrcyF Med. Co., William & John St,., N. Y.
structor, continues two weeks longer.

I" K°°d weight Kersey in blue and castor shades, military collar,
double breasted front, patch pockets with velvet and
rn

H3
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•po.jv.

braid

visiting the family of Nathan lioyd.

:

MARKED AT A SA VINO OE 1-4 TO 1-3.

SOUTH SEARSPOKT.

Owen Mardeu killed
shot gun.

>•

i

Special Values in Children’s Cloaks

—

Bradley Curtis has gone to Los Angeles,
Calif., where his brother Will is engaged in

j

Attraction?

of Seasonable

Budget

The supply of fuel being under perfect control at all times in a

CEMETERY AND
LAWN FENCES

CAS RANCE

VASES, SETTEES,&c.

Bridge Street, Belfast, Maine
Q AAA

|7ar
arms

*

«Molrin/v in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
lV10n“y*IIloKIIlg Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, and the South.

“Strout’s List No. 17” describes hundreds in
one to 1,000 acres, $600 to $20,000 ; many
have stock, tools and crops included; it is the most complete book of real farm
bargains ever issued, with cuts of buildings and traveling instructions th reach property.
Send to-day for free copy to nearest office.
E. A. STROUT FARM AGENCY, “Largest in the World,”
150 Nassau Street, New York.
r

Qo|a
M«Uv

335 Water Street, Augusta, Maine

•

•

detail;

88 Broad Street, Boston

Princess Anne, Maryland

the heat is necessarily under perfect control. Cooking is therefore
a pleasure with a gas range, as the
heat best adapted to any dish can
be constantly maintained without
fussing about defective drafts or
poor and slately coal. That is our
business supplying gas to gas ranges
and incidentally we furnish the
range all set up and piped at cost.

Writes dll

>■
H

Form"

with the lx*-i «•
at the standar.i
n

SURETY BONDS for Cashie

trrtC^

and Trustees.
Telephone Connection.

COTTAGE LOTS.
Any size from a few ln|l;"
All have shore fronts. An>1
Saturday Cove. Fine view
also have a large list «>t
ill sizes and prices. Send r
Keal Estate

TO

a.

LET

Upper story of wooden hm.
1
aext south of Memorial i*
;ion for upholsterer, carpenoj

Telephone Number

6a-ra.

'

j

superstitions
^^GLAND
1-'
14

paod

1,1
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,>
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■*'!:■
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Mr*. A. E. Chase is in Portland for

that lie knew we were
a dull dav; lor lie had
iM the night about one
said he, “1 couldn’t I

They still have
factory.

in

£

MRS. E.

RESIDENCE OF

American

Historical

Fiction.

List I.

CONQUEST.

Catberwood, M. II.
The Romance of Dollard.

reelin' onions, hold a
teeth and it’ll prevent
oil want to get lid of
house, ketch one and
and then turn it loose.

(Canada).
Catherwood, M. II,
The story of Tonty. (Canada)..
Coryell, J. R.
Diego Pinzon and the fearful

:i leave in a hurry,
my I’d sometimes play
pain ill my side. To
: a stone, spit under it
I iack in its place. I
111v more trouble from
If you begin to tell
it.
target what you were
an it was true,
tlies upon your back
i. ver lack.’
the devil
it with
:ed the stones in his
you see spots that
k. you can know his
ke there. To stop the
1 was new

sowing

C 28-1

J-C 81-1

(Florida).

G 34

llCIHJ

■

C 28-5

he took in 1492.
Coryell, J. R.
Diccon the bold. (1492).
Doyle, A. C.
The refugees.
(Huguenots in Canada).
DuBois, C. G.
Columbus and Beatviz.
Gibbs, G.
In search of Mademoiselle.
voyage

a

VT.

J-C 81-2

D 77-3
1) 847-2

A.

With Wolfe in Canada.J-H 39-16
Janvier, T. A.
The Aztec treasure house.
J 26-2
(Mexico).

you can hold
ere
together without
If you don't want to
lie, cut a little bit from
Then
and finger-nail.
in a white paper or
ut ’em in a hole bored
lose the hole by plugn't have any trouble
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Parker, Sir Gilbert.
The seats of the mighty.
(Siege of Quebec).
Parker, Sir Gilbert.
The trail of the sword. (Quebec)
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A sister to Evangeline and how

Wallace, Lewis.
Fair god. A tale of the conquest

Mallory line, $14,-14,000,000; Metro-

Many Towns

and

Cities

Vote

for

No

question of
Hampshire

furnishes some interesting facts in the
election returns, says a Concord, N. H.,
special to the Portland Express. Five
cities of the State voted for license,
namely, Manchester, Nashua, Portsmouth, Dover and Somersworth, while
six cities, namely, Concord, Franklin,
Keene, Laconia, Rochester and Berlin
voted no license. All six of these cithave been license since the passage of
the present local option law. The re-

sult in some of these cities is a surprise,
both to the license and the no license
the
parties. In Berlin, for example,
people believed that it would be impossible, on account of the character of
the population, to carry a vote against
license. The evils of the traffic were
illustrated there as perhaps they were
in no other cities of the State. The saloons had secured the best locations on
the business streets of the city. There
the
was a large number of them and
business of the city suffered to such an
extent that the business men were particularly wrought up concerning the
nuisance, but even the most hopeful
did not believe that conditions could be
An aggressive camreversed there.
paign was carried on, however, and the
result is a victory against the saloon by
about 225 majority.
Laconia is another city where the
victory of the no licen e forces is doubtless a distinct victory for the business
men. The sentiment of that city changed rapidly after the introduction of the
saloons there. Men who signed the petition asking the citizens to vote for
license for four years ago were soon
convinced of their mistake and have
active
propaganda
maintained an
against the license idea ever since, lint
like Berlin it is a manufactingcity, and
the light was a bitter one. The no license forces won by a majority ol 1)4.
In Franklin the fight was a close one,
and it is understood that a recount is
is
possible, as the vote for no license If
reported to be by only two majority. of
the vote stands the entire section
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last week.
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After the little rush of business in
last week things have dropped
back into their old habit of quiet.
Lumber cargoes are still being shipped
regularly and shipping will continue
up to the time the river closes, but compared with former years the activitv in
the port is extremely limited.
With
the ice practically all shipped and the
lumber from Northern Maine all going
to Stockton, along with the patatoes,
the difference is felt here distinctly.
The sending of the coal for the B. & A.
and the Great Northern Paper Co., sulphur and other paper mill supplies, by
the way of Stockton has given Bangor’s
wharves an almost deserted air at
times and in fact generally through the
At this time of the season in
season.
former years the stevedores have been
so busy discharging vessels that the
work was carried on 24 hours in the
day with three shifts of men and
schooners and barges were forced into
paying demurrage because they could
not be provided with discharging berths
fast enough. Rarely this season halve
the docks been full so that incoming
vessels have been obliged to wait at

the

port

Sixty Years.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures
wind colic, and is the best remedy for DiarIs pleasant to the taste. Sold by
rhoea.
druggists m every part of the world.
Twenty-five cents a bottle. Its value is in-

If all the year were blooming May,
When sunshine greets the eye;
We’d never have reed bird gay,
Nor yet the pumpkin pie.

—Washington Star.

Itchiness of the skin, horrible plague.
Most everybody is afflicted in one way or
another. Only one safe, never failing cure.
Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store, 60
cents.

Longbow—What

I say is true. Besides,
"Seeing is believing,” you know. Wise—
Not always. Longbow—Oh, yes.
Wise—
No. 1 see you, for instance.—Philadelphia

Press.
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tPlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
®5-00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Nortl
west, via all routes, for sale by Lewis Sanbobs,
Agent, Belfast.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice President and General Manager,
an 1 Ticket Agent.

Boothbt, Gen'l Pass,

In Effect

^Monday, Oct. 8. 1906.

PULLMAN SEK\ ICE.

a. m., Stockton G.OOa.ni.
for and arriving at North Bangor 7.21 a. m Bangor (via B. By. & E. Co.) 7.05 a. w., So. Lagrange
8.08 a. m., Dover and Foxcroft 9.13 a. m., Greenville 10.50 a. no, Kineo l.oo n. m., Milo 8.43 a. m.,
Millinocket 10.12 a. in., Ashland 1.45 p. in.. Fort
Kent 3.40 p, m., Houlton 12 30 p. in., Fort Fairfield
2.43 p. m., Presque Isle 2.22 p. in., Caribou 2.50 p.m.
Leave—Searsport 1,35 p. m., Stockton 1.45 p.
ni. for and arriving at No. Bangor at 3.08 p. in.,
Bangor (via B By & Electric Co.) 3.40 p. in., So.
Lagrange 3.40 p. m., Milo 4.11 p. m., Millinocket
5.30 p. in., Houlton 7.40 p. m., Fort Fairfield 9.40
p. no, Presque Isle 9.22 p. no, Caribou 9.50 p. no
Leave—Searsport 3.25 p.m., Stockton 3.33 p, no
for and arriving at No. Bangor 4.50 p. no, Bangor
(via «. By. & E. Co,) 5.20 p. no, So. Lagrange 5.25
p. no, Milo 6.05 p. no. Dover 6.25 p. no, Greenville
7 55 p. m.
ARRIVALS

Goal.

Arrive—Stockton 10.15 a. no, Searsport 10.25 a.
Leaving Milo 7.30 a. no, Greenville 5.35 a in.,
Dover & Foxcroft 7.05 a. no. So. Lagrange 8.15 a.
no, Bangor (via B. By. & E. Co.) S.00 a no, No.
< ~*(
Bangor 8.55 a. m.
Arrive—Stockton 3.09 p. m., Searsport. .3.15 p.
m.
Leaving Caribou 7.00 a. no, rresque Isle 7.27
а. m., Fort Fairfield 7.05 a. no. Houlton 9.05 a. no,
Ashland 7.55 a. no, Millinocket 11.15a. in., Milo
12.35 p. m., So. Lagrange 1.05 p. no, Bangor (via
B. By. & E. Co.) 12.50 p. no, No. Bangor 1.40 p. in.
Arrive—Stockton 8.25 p. no. Searsport s.35 p.
111. Leaving Caribou 11.45 a. no. Presque Isle 12.15
p. no, Fort Fairfield 11.45 a. no, Houlton --'.On p.m.,
Fort Kent 10.55 a. no, Ashland 12.55 p. no. Millinocket4.25p. in., Milo 5 45 p. no, Greenville 3.45
p. no, Dowr & Foxcroft 5.15 p. in So. Lagrange
б. 25 p. no, Bangor (via B. By. & E. Co.) 6.05 p.
110, No. Bangor 7.07 p. no
W. M. BK<)WN,
C. C. 15ROWN.
Gen’l Pas»*r Agent
Gen’l Superintendent,

prepared to receive orders for Anthracite Coal,
and have for sale the SCRANTON, WILKESBARRE and LATTIMER LEHIGH COALS, at the following prices for the Scranton
and Wilkesbarte:

We are now

A beautiful woman named Esther
Met a man in the dark who caresther,
And she raised such a rowT
That her hub explained how’
He’d arranged the whole thing just to
testher.
—Houston Post.

j

1
$7.50 er Ton Delivered in Barrels and Put In.
$7.00 Per Ton at the Wharf.
Lehigh Coal 25 Cents Per Ton Higher.

Kennedy’s Laxaiive Honey and Tar

Cures all Coughs, and expels Colds from
the system by gently moving the bowels.

I

prices

From these

we allow

isfEiTHfiiPlo,

25 cents per ton discount if paid within

WINTER

delivery.

ten days from date of

REDUCED

RATES,

Belfast to Boston, $2.25.*£i

These prices are for orders received previous to Oct. 1st and delivery
previous to November 1st, reserving the right to advance prices

I

after Oct. 1st without notice.
We hope to be favored with your order, which shall have our best attention in the preparation and delivery.
We also have the

Maryland Companies Georges

for blacksmith

Creek Cumberland Coal

Steamers leave Belfast for Boston via Camden
and Rockland. Mondays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays at 3 p. in.
For Searsport, Bueksport, Winteiport (Hampden on signal) and Bangor Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 7.47* a in., or upon
arrival of steamer from Boston.

use.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

IiEl I'RXIXG

V

From Boston Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Fridays at 5 p. m.
l*roni Rockland, via Camden, Tuesday-. Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturday at abour .‘..so a m.
"inFrom Bangor, via (Hampden on signal
terport, Bucksport and Searsport Monday.-, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at u a. m.
All cargo, except live stock, via tilt- steamers
of this company, is insured against lire and marine risk.
FRED W. POTE. Agent. Belfast, Maine.

~

r^"

HUTCHINS BROS

Registered

U. S. Pat. Office

It Stands for the Finest

A. II.

MonuMisI Workers

Cocoa in the World
Made by a scientific blending
of the best Cocoa beans grown
in the tropics—the result of
126 years of successful
deavor.

WANT
YOUR

GK / MITE and MARBLE
FRONT STREET.

en-

We carry a

large stock of FINISHED MARBLE

and

SUBSCRIPTION

GRANITE,

To

BLACK
including the CHAMPION BLACK and EMERALD
GRANITE. All orders filled promptly and good work guaranteed.
Please call before placing your orders and see specimens.

A PERFECT FOOD
Highest Awards in
"fro
Europe and America.
A new and handsomely illusJA

Hot

-^Insurance
Companies
REPRESENT
policy

B0Dinon

a

by fire, consult with

be-

Under the Stockton

STOCKTON

FRED ATWOOD,

us

day

Hotel,

SPRINGS, MAINE.

wimaiine.ort’

Insurance and Rt«l Estate.

REPRESENTING OVEk FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS.
Fire, Life, Accident, Plate Glass, Tornado Insurance, Steam Boiler
insurance

and

junction

Inspection.

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors, Administrators and Trustees.
Correspondence solicited. Beal estate bought and sold.
se

con

d-

n a no

goods of every description. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc.
Antique furniture

specialty. If you
have anything to

a

sell drop me a
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS.
Iyr6 Comer Cross and Federal Sts„ Belfast.

Poor’s Drug Store.

las m

U W* VI Polite,

smart and

active

Ilf ni| I Is 11 house to house canvassers
wWffW I fc if every liberal terms. Ap>'v
or the Portland Flavoring Co., 208 Commecial St.,
tfla
Pottland.Me,

Patent Medicines and Fancy Articles
—

—

-—

—

——*

LEAF LARD

FOR SALE

HOME TRIED, AT THE

CENTRAL MARKET
Belfast, October 18,1908.—2m«

Sale

1906.
Belfast, Maine, October
Taken this twenty-fourth day of Ocr.du-r. A.
I). 190C.OH execution dated October third v.. D.
1906, issued on a judgment mideml b\ 'li«* Sun-erne Judicial Court for the County m W.-ndo,
at the term thereof begun and held on the tliitd
Tuesday of September A. I> 1906, to wit. n the
twenty-eighth day of September A. I>. 19'd. in
favor of S' A. Kendell of Srockt«*n Spring-, Waldo
County, Maine, against i harles A. Si :;v< y of
Searsport, Waldo ( ounty. Maine,fur thirty-three
dollars and twenty-one cents debt 01 manage,
and fourteen dollars tifty-thrcc cents ru.-ts of
r the
suit and will he sold at public auction
Sheriff’s Office in Belfast, in said County of Walof. Dedo, to the highest bidder, on the first
cember. A. D. 1906, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and all
the right, title, and interest which the said
Charles A. Seavey, defendant, lias in and to the
same or had on the twelfth day of December, A.
D. 1905, at one o’clock and ten minutes in the
afternoon, the time when the same was attached
on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
One undivided fifth part of a certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings thereon, situated at
Black’s Corner, so-called, mi the town of Searsport, Countv of Waldo. State of Maine, at the
of the road leading from Black's Corner,
so called, in said Searsport to Menroe with the
road leading from Belfast to Frankfort, which
land is know n as the farm and homestead of the
late Eben W. Seavey, deceased, hounded as follows, to wit; easterly by said road leading from
Black’s Corner to Monroe; northerly by land
owned or occupied by A. Stinson and .1. Stone;
westerly by the waters of Swan Lake, and southerly by the said road leading from Belfast to
Frankfoit, and by land of Matthews and t hapin.
AMOS F. CAKLETON, Sheriff.

several of the Leading Insurance

COLLINS & CO.,

5c. and 10c. a Mug

—•—

Sheriff’s

Agents*^

this

STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO S. S.

If you want
in the United States.
that will absolutely insure you against

the loss of your property
fore placing your risk.

AVe

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO.,
Belfast, Maine.

COLLINS & CO.,

DORCHESTER, MASS.

JOURNAL.

Regular Subscription Price $2.50.
Sample copies of New Idea at
office.

WALTER BAKER &C0. Ltd.

REPUBLICAN

i MAGAZINE. AVe have already announced
that we offer the two together for $2.10.

trated Recipe Book sent free.

Beef
TOIDfttO
French
Chicken

THE

want you to take advantage Of our com
bination with THE NEW IDEA WOMAN'S

F- S. HUTCHINS.

A. E. HUTCHINS.

HANSCOM, G. P. & T. A.. Boston.
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NEW ENGLAND FISHERIES.

yuici

=
7 CO

NOW IS THE TIME TO
BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL

An old traveler in the Philipmended.
said: “I have studied the people
and hail this story with inward joy; of
all Philippine fiction, this is the truest
in spirit that 1 have read. The author
not only must have been there, but was
able to" bring away with him and pass
around to his readers that intangible
thing we call “local color.”

Bulletin No. 18s of the bureau of fisheries, department of commerce and labor, gives the following statistics:
In the fishing industry in the New
England States 39,250 persons are employed and 1,301 vessels are engaged in
fishing with a tonnage of 3,071. In the
business 11,405 boats are used and 043
seines. Lobster pots in use, 212,090; eel
pots, 7,397. Shore and accessory property employed in fishing in value at
$78,924.50. The cash capital invested is
$4,284,725.
The products include 8,437,440 pounds
of alewives valued at $189,289; 88,254,949
pounds cod valued at $2,189,307; 1,403,758 pounds eels valued at $75,171; 4,808,740 pounds flounders valued at $135,880;
47,077,315 pounds haddock valued at
$950,220; 1,223,200 pounds hard clams
valued at $191,357: 8,345,470 pounds soft
clams valued at $413,990;
19,550,643
pounds oysters valued at $2,193,316;
645,608 pounds scallops value $132,403;
14,750,495 pounds lobsters, $1,330,572.

6 80
7 20

(DEPARTURES!:

The New Pure Food and Drug Law.
We are pleased to announce that Foley’s
Honey and Tar for coughs, colds and lung
troubles is not affected by the National
Pure Food and Drug law as it contains no
opiates or other harmful drugs, and we recommend it as a safe remedy for children
and adults.—R. 11. Moody.

1

6 16

1/46

Leave—Searsport 5.50

The Penobscot Bay Railroad Co. has been
a charter to build a steam railroad
between Rockland and Belfast, a distance
of 30 miles, connecting the Maine Central
and Northern Maine Seaport railroads. The
road must be constructed or the charter exNo opposition
tended within two years.
was made to the new road at a hearing held
in Rockland Nov. 8th by the State railroad
commissioners.

The Bar Harbor correspondent of the
Bangor News says that M. J. Flaherty,
formerly of that town, is now connected
with the Maine Magazine, a uew publication which makes its appearance this
month. Mr. Flaherty is a well known
newspaper man, and was editor up to
the time of its death of the short-lived
Lewiston Morning News. For a number of years he was editor of the Bar
Harbor Record, and later was representative for the. News, the Boston Post
and other papers. He has also been on
the staff of various Portland. Rockland

6 00
9 16
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Parlor car on train leaving No. Maine Jct.Iat
2.53 p. m. and leaving Caribou at 7.00 a. ni., and
arriving at No. Maine Jet. at 1.55.

granted

Literary News and Notes.
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In Use For Over 30 Years.

A Charter Granted.
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Portland.

Miss Bessie Croxford of Newport is with
Mrs. Dow for the remainder of the season
to help in the millinery business. She was
here last spring and gave general satisfaction.

Dr. Williams, Pink Pills are for sale by
all druggists or will be sent, postpaid, on
receipt of price, 50 cents per box, six boxes
for 52.50, by the Dr. Williams’ Medicine
Company, Schenectady, N. V.

16
4 00
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Boston,

The Kind You Have Always Bought

T. 1. Ilnxford feels like a man out of prisfifteen years he has been in his
days in the week and fifty-two
weeks in the year.
Payson & Ilobb are slashing their old
goods in the Huxford stock, just bought, in
a determined effort to get back the naked
dollar if they have to discard the trimmings.
on. For
store six

4 45

P M

8 00

1316

TO BELFAST.

F. E.

Mrs. Nora Daniels contemplates closing
her house for the winter and will go to
Massachusetts if she can sell her carriage
horse and outfit.

9 08

Boston,/g;®-.
IW.D.

The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

CASTORIA

PM

130
tl 35
tl 46
1 67
,209
2 16
2 23
2 45

AM

Portland.12

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Pare*
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. It
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotic
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and allays Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
and Flatulency. It assimilates the Food, regulates the
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.

GENUINE

8 62
9 02

Waterville.

Counterfeits,

We are glad to learn that Mrs. Cora
Clough of Waterbury, CC, has returned
from tne hospital much improved in health.
Mr. E. G. Roberts, superintendent of the
creamery, took 2,400 pounds of cream Nov.
5th. That business has evidently come to
Brooks to stay.

Clinton.
Benton.
m

What is CASTORIA

,utcl
New seats have been put into
mediate school room and the place is now
comfortable.
Some potates are still in the ground in
this vicinity and the question is, Can they
be dug this fall.”
A1 mon S. Forbes, 88 years old, can see to
read w ithout glasses. He is a wonderfully
preserved old man.

30
7 »2

Bangor.11 16

Imitations and “ Just-as-good” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment.

Kev. J. W. Vaughan is contemplating
some special work in the interest of the
church.

goiu.
“When I was a boy of sixteen,” says Mr.
Otto 11. Rose, a retired grocer, of 1226 Lexington Ave., Indianapolis, Ind., “I met with
a serious accident which iujured the bone
of my head over the right eye. 1 recovered
from the accident to all appearances, but
not many years after I began to have intense pains in the injured bone, which came
on every year and would last from a few
days to several weeks.
"I consulted the doctors who told me that
I was suffering from neuralgia. The sight
of my right eye was affected, so that at times
I could scarcely see out ol it, w hile both
eyes watered constantly. Luting these attacks 1 was often dizzy from the terrible
pains. The pains come on every morning
and pass* d away in the afternoon. I never
suffered from the pain at night.
“I tried without success to get relief until a friend told me to try Hr. Williams'
l’ink l’ills. \\ hen I had takeu a few boxes
I felt the pain growing less intense and in
a much shorter time than I had hoped for I
was entirely cured.
1 have recommended
the pills io several persons, who have used
them with good results.
“My wife uses Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
for nervous headaches and finds them the
best medicine she has ever used as they
give relief where all others fails.”
I)r. Williams' l’ink Pills have cured
neuralgia, nervous headaches and prostration, dizziness, partial paralysis, St. Vitus’
dance and locomotor ataxia, because they
feed the nerves and give health to every tissue of the body.
They are unequalled as a
blood builder and purifier and are especialin
valuable
the
above nervous diseases
ly
and such blood diseases as rheumatism,
amentia, after-effects ol the grip and fevers,
because they not only reach these, diseases
at their root but they start right in to tone
up the whole body.
A booklet, entitled “Nervous Disorders,’
will be sent free upon request to any one

and Bangor papers.
The Calais Times says that Mr. Henry
Milner Rideout’s book “Beached Keels”
has just left the hands of the publishers, and hails with interestthis beginning of what it is hopes will be a successful literary career for a Calais boy. Mr.
Rideout recently had a story,' “The
Padre’s
Volcano,” in Everybody’s
Magazine, which has been highly com-

All

grooll».

Knox...
Thorndike. 8 00
Unity.
8 08
Burnham, arrive. 8 30

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has beat
in use for over 30 years, has borne the signature of
and has been made under his per*
sonal supervision since its infancy.
fiir.vJJ /-ecc&AM.4
Allow no one to deceive yon in this.

re-

shop.

Proof That Dr. Williams' Pink Pills Hare
Cured it. An Indianapolis Man Tells How
He Suffered and How He Reeame tVell A-

BELFAST.
AM

comprising Franklin, Tilton
and Laconia will be dry for the next
two years, and as far as the cities are
concerned there will be no opportunity
to vote again for four years. This city
is rejoicing in getting rid of the saloons, and Keene went dry by 352 majority. Rochester, which has been a wide
Malted Milk and other deas
open town, in about as bad shape
the
and
Berlin, changes over,
sajoon,
licious Cold Weather drinks
having had a trial, is shut out. No license carried four of the six wards.
served with a crisp saltine
Only two towns of Coos county, Milan
and Groveton, voted for license, though
at
the vote was surprisingly close in Lan- I Fort Point until room was made for
caster, which voted against the saloon them.—Bangor Commercial.
the State

unesick Boy.

Efforts to Get Relief

follows:

Belfast, depart
7 15
City Point.17 20

pines

License.

The vote Nov. (itli on the
license in the State of New

MAUD E. BARKER,

run as

FROM

Isaac Leathers walked over to the post
office last week, but be is still quite siok.
M. J. Dow will stay in the store himself
this season and is stocking up in domestics.
Henry Cunningham has moved his business into the Jonathan Irving blacksmith

TROTH ABOOT NEURALGIA

a.

ng fruit out of season,
: without reason.’

w

ALLARD AND MISS

C.

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.
DISCOVERY AND

aiie

Unity

Boston, will

L. A. Bachelder is preparing to take water to his yard by a hydraulic.
Charles Hall is visiting his parents, Shadrack llall and wife of this village.

,slide, and fair maids dun.’
uug cattle in the pasture
miner; but I bring’em in
.-ather is bad; and they
sight better than I do
is goin’ to be. They’ll
,irs a good many hours
•nines—often when the
.:_

On and alter Oct. 8, 1006, trains connec
ing
at Burnham and Waterville with
through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville. Portland and

at work in the

Everett Tasker is making extensive
pairs upon his stable.

sun

■

a crew

The telephone poles are going up on the
Sprout Hill route.
The county commissioner examined our
State road last week.
The Hallowe’en party by the High school
pupils was a success.
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Clifford visited friends

|t

May

j

few

corn

,.!ve and two
„ nut the day will do.’
up or clear off later in
the day will be what it
twelve ana two. If our
,,
the house and puts his
,e mat I’m certain sure
he a cold snap, and it
When the wind dies
me.
,Vt it will blow again the
\ thunderstorm a’n’t good
under a lien hatching.
,i re apt to be crazy,

—

a

weeks.

that old saying,

,V

*>* K,.,-

[

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

BELFAST HOMES.

Second hand hack, top surry, open surry,
open buggies and harnesses for sale at a
bargain by the
1

BELFAST LIVERY COMPANY

The

Journal.

Republican

STOCKTOjUPRINGS.

Miss Edith Fletcher is doing offiee work
for the John M. Ames Co.

BELFAST, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1900.

Monday the steamer Mohawk arrived at
Cape Jellison to load potatoes for Boston.
Dr. and Mrs. G. A. Stevens, accompanied
by Miss Ada Atchison, left for Florida,

Every Thursday Morning by tli

Published

Republican

Journal Publishing Co.

CHARLES A. PtLSBURY,

j Business'Onager

Democratic exchanges
short on poultry last week.
Our

Nov. 7th.

Brushed Scales from Face Like Powder—Under Physicians Six Months

Subscription Terms: In advance. $2.00a year;
$l."0for six months; 50 cents tor three months.
Advertising Terms; For one square, one ;nch
length in column. 50 cents for one w eek and
Jo cents for each subsequent insertion.

Mrs. J. L. Lancaster went to Camden

Monday of last week to visit friends,
turning Saturday.

Some Said
But Grew Worse
for LifeMarked
Be
Would
Face
Mow Without a Blemish.
—

were

Mr. Walter F. Kimball was in town last

Roxanna Simmons.

Mr. and Mrs. William Treat of Bangor
spent Friday in town, the guests of their

CUTICURA REMEDIES
WORK WONDERS.

President ltoosevelt is due to arrive

work on the canal. There will be somewhen lie gets there.

thing doing

The Democratic sheriff elect of Androscoggin county says he won’t do a
thing toward enforcing the prohibitory
law unless the Sturgis deputies are
withdrawn. That is a foolisli position
to take. What right lias he to refuse
The Governor
to enforce any laws?
should be given the power to call down
such a man.—Hallowed Register.
And probably he won’t do a tiling if
the

deputies

are

withdrawn.

Greeting, and good will. A month’s
from the daily grind lias given me

Since the people of Belfast and vicinhave had the present excellent bank-

ity

ing iaeiiities there lias been a steady increase in the number having bank accounts. At present three-fourths of the
lor submoney received at this ollice
scriptions and advertising is in individual checks, and postal orders are

A

it saves

>^v

Notable Contribution
Written for The

—

toBoston

A New Hampshire man when in Belfast ’-he oi'ier day said that in his town,
as in others, the business men found
that under license there was less money
for cio,-eries. hoots and shoes and clothing,

aitd that bills for the necessaries of

life

'.'.ere

not

paid

as

promptly

as

for-

merly. There is just so much money
goes into circulation in a community
and it is obvious that what is spent for
rum or
mate

beeris so much taken from

legiti-

trade.

Just above “Chub Bock.” Ho you
remember it?—P. ii. L.
These words were written on a souvenir postal card and above them was a
view u. the Machias river, with two
the

boys

foreground.

They might

week from the basement of the Masonic
block into the lower part of the Hichboru
ball building.
Friday Miss Kthel Kowden of Cape JelliKowson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Newell
den, was united in marriage to Mr. Charles
II.
Derrick
Rev.
T.
Monroe
Gilmore of
by

three-masted schooner Plummer,
hailing from Kangor, brought a cargo of
cement to Cape Jellison last week, discharged, ami is now loading potatoes at
The

Kidder’s Point dock.

Mrs. Ralph 11. Roekwood is occupying
the chambers of her father’s house since
the departure of her husband for the west,
where he is engaged in civil engineering,
and Sunday night a dear little girl arrived
at her home.
Sch. Addie Clements of Penobscot arrived Friday at the Cape Jellison pier with
20,000 bricks to be transported by rail to
Millinocket. In a few hours she was discharged and sailed for another cargo of the
same

Geography.

SAJVYEK, 1>. 1).

results.

After

giving

i*..._1.1

a

concise

..

ac-

veil

tiie

1

through

banks varying from a few feet to sixty
and eighty and one hundred feet in
height. The vaiiey is mostly well wooded with spruce and balsam as far as
able difficulty. Occasionally, in the
Mabelle; Island, and here the spruce
spring, a trout would reward the angler, reaches splendid size. The trees are
and iater a sucker or a hornpout would very tall and straight, and one 1 meas! ured was nine feet in circumference.
take the ;.ujoK: but chubs satisfied the
Below the island the country was swept
fishermen, and we believe their enjoy- by lire twenty-live years ago, and the
ment was as keen as that of the expert new growth is still quite small. Among
fishermen of today with their tty rods | the hills Ball Mountain and Mounts
Elizabeth and Sawyer are the most
viguun..-'

jru\

aim

situ

—vvuuiu ouuic-

times carry fish and line into a tree
top, only to be regained with consider-

and other expensive gear.

material.

Mr. Maitland LaFurley, who has been
confined to the house and bed for some days
with a carbuncle on the back of his neck,
is somewhat better at this writing, having
had the sore opened Saturday and thus relieving the terrible pain.
Rev. 11. F„ Roulliard of Sangerville will
occupy the Universalist pulpit next Sunday
10:30 a. ui. Mr. K.
and it is hoped there
service.
ance at the
will follow the church
at

me cnnuren

Ol

rue

candidate
will be a full attendThe Sunday school
service.

comes

as a

muoiv

scouui

gave

entertainment at Bethel Chapel Wednesday evening, Nov. 7th, to an appreciative
audience. Much c edit is due the teacher,
Miss Clara Berry, for the success of the
Ice cream was on sale after the
affair.
program.
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Mitclieil of Portland
were in town several days last week looking
over estate and we learn that Mrs. Mitchell
made a purchase of eleven acres of land ou
Cape Jellison, near the Clewley place, recently bought by Miss llill of Brookline,
Mass.
an

work of previous discoveries, Mrs. Hubbard tells how she
was led to undertake her expedition to
accomplish iter husband’s purpose to
explore and map the two great rivers of
the vast untracked northeastern portion of Labrador, lying between Lake
In this
Melville and Ungava Bay.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry W. Griffin of Mattagreat undertaking she was successful.
Her article is accompanied by a large poisett, Mass., with little son Warren, arare the guests of
map of eastern Labrador, showing rived last, Thursday and
Grand Lake and the courses of the Mrs. G.’s parents, Capt. and Mrs. F. A Patwill rerelatives.
other
and
terson,
Xascanpee and George Bivers, as sur- main tw'o weeks. Friends areThey
glad to welveyed and mapped by her, June 27, to come their former town’s people.
August 27, 1905, with the Susan and
Last week the schooner King was at Cape
Rig Beaver) Rivers, showing the route
for Connecticut.
of her husband in the summer of 19o3. Jellison loading lumber
The two-master Polly from Deer Isle also
The previous ignorance of geographers
This vessel is
arrived with 40,000 bricks
concerning the course of those great the oldest schooner afloat in the United
illustrated by an accorn- States and celebrated her 101st birthday
rivers is
panying copy of the map of tiie region last February. She was a privateer in the
given in Sutler's Iiand-Atlas of 1905. war of 1812 and is still a staunch craft.
Mrs. Hubbard’s map indicates not only
Mrs. A. E. Trites and son Albert of
the courses and scenery of the rivers, Salisbury, N. B., arrived by train last
but also all her c imps anl portages Thursday and were the guests of Mr. and
the Indian routes and the limits ot the Mrs. G. M. Houghton until Monday. She
her son, Walton Trites, who
; great caribou migration, which she was reports that
Her article had been in town the most of the time dur! so fortunate as to witness.
of the railroad, in
the
construction
is aiou accompanied by eleven half-tone ing
which business he has been engaged, is
It
count of

P II. L. and C. A. P., but.
for the fact that when they frequented reproductions
of
photographs.
( huh !■ ck, half a century or more ago, abounds iu graphic description and a
of interesting facts conphotc g:;;pi.j was in its infancy and great mass
cerning the flora and fauna and the
peopA- at lor their daguerreotypes. Of ] geological features and meteorological
writer remembers Chub conditions and characteristics of the
course the
i
Bock. It is note a very short distance j country.
Her faculty for concise yet picturesabove the dam of the Machias Water !
i que description is illustrated by the
Power A Mill Co., but then it was quite
following brief quotations from her acThe rock juts count of the Xascanpee River. Of the
a long ways from home.
out into the water, affording a good upper part of its course she says:
“Tiie river flows from the lake (Michpoint of vantage for the fishermen. i
ikaman) round a low, wooded point,
Alders grew abundantly near by and
breaking into rapids as it spreads about
supplied the needed fish poles, for joint- the islands in the upper end of Lake
ed rods were unknown to the boys of ! Agnes. Its course is now northeast to
the first fifty miles being
those days.
With a tin box filled with | Seal Lake,
i through the great plain of the lakes.
worms and a fish line in one pocket,and Here a thousand lakes
spread out over
a lunch in the other, the fishermen the country,separated from Lake Michiwould set fortli for the scene of their kaman by a low ridge extending northward along its eastern shore.’’
sport. Cutting and trimming an alder
In the following paragraph she deof suitable size and length and attach- scribes the lower portion of the river:
“Below the bend at Bald Mountain
ing the line, the slaughter of the chub
direct.on of the river is southeast
family would begin. The accepted the
uco uiaimj
its wuiac
tu
vjrianu. Jia&c,
|
method of landing the lisli—a very
sand hills and terraces, its
have

Sandypoint.

at

Troy Times.)

t:..;.,1

-»•

working
prohibition.

The hand laundry, owned and operated by
Ralph Thompson, changed its quarters last

was.
me about

September Bulletin of the
American Geographical Society contains as its leading article an elaborate
paper by Mrs. Leonidas Hubbard, Jr.,
presenting an account of her heroic

ress.

Hampshire

to

history.

Mr. Allen and family, who nave Deen ocfew
cupying the Goodhue cottage for aof the
months, have leased the upper floor
Willard Kerry house.
Dr. J. A. Peirce, who has been living in
Sandypoiut the past year, will return soon
to the village and will occupy the lower
floor of Willard Kerry’s house.

The

the money so paid. The telephone. the R. E. I)., electricity for light
and ewer, water works and local banks
are now essentials in this age of prog-

ward practical
Globe.

can

ec-

..

BY REV. .JA3IES E. C.

ror

of

The Current Events Club will meet at the
home of Mrs. Elwin F. Staples, for its next
session. It will continue its study of Ameri-

Complete External and Internal Treatment for every
ITumor, from Pimples to Scrofula, fi nn Infancy o Age,
Resolnj'c..
consisting of Cuticura Soap. 25c., Oiutin.mt.
e per Mai
vent, 50c. (inform of Chocolate Coated ]
of 60), niav be had of all druggists. A-.ng.* -*t often cure®.
Boston,
Sole
Prop-..
Potter Drug & Cht-iu. Corp.,
flailed Frea, Uow to Cure Btzemo.

both trouble and expense to those living out f town when they can pay by
eht.h- and the check is a receipt as

I he tact that six or ,\ ew nampsnire s
to
changed

Miss Sadie Merrithew is in Bangor finishing her studies in bookkeeping and stenography at the Shaw Business College.
Miss Pennia Ellis closed her house at
Cape Jellison last week and has gone to
Orringtou to spend the winter with friends.

had taken four bottles my face was as
clear as ever.
“I told all my friends about my
remarkable cure. I feel so thankful
I want everybody far and wide, to
know what Cuticura can do. It is a
sure cure for eczema,
(signed) Mrs.
Emma White, 641 Chenier Place,
Camden, N J., April 25,1905.”

reminiscences often touch upon men
and tilings once familiar to the writer,
and his practiced pen makes interest1
ing all subjects it treats upon.

from license
n cities have
no license indicates that the voters
are
back
New

The Young Ladies’ Guild was entertained Wednesday afternoon, by Mrs. J. L.
Lancaster and Miss Edith M. Griffin.

the wonderful Cuticura remedies.
I took his advice and got the Ointment,
Soap, and Resolvent. I washed with
the Cuticura Soap and then applied
the Ointment, and took Cuticura
Resolvent as directed. In a short
time my face began to get better, and
when I had taken one bottle of
Resolvent I could brush the scales
When I
off mv face like a powder.

suming his "Walks and Talks” in the

well

u

just as clear as it ever
“My brother-in-law told

His absence was
Brooklyn Eagle.
missed by one reader, and no doubt by
His
ail the readers of the Eagle.

formerly,

w

now

courage to resume a task that lias become one of infinite pleasure to me.
Whether my absence lias been missed
or not. is for the readers of tire Eagle
to say.
Thus v-rites Julius Chambers in re-

'ii ’.ess used than

touching

out

res:

mu

Society will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon, with Mrs. Elmer
Thompson, Church street.

*zema. My face was
covered, my eyebrows came out, and
then it got in my eye. I then went to
another doctor. He asl;<d me what
I was taking for it, and I told him
Cuticura. He said that was a very
good thing, but that he thought that
life. But
my face would be marked for
Cuticura did its work and my face is

.r

W. G. Treat.

The first of the course of entertainments
under the auspices of the Current Events
Club was given Saturday evening to a
crowded house. The violin playing of Miss
Williams and the cello playing of Miss
lay ims

uauuui.

uc

wu

y

hi<uocu»

while the piano accompaniments of Miss
Whitcomb were most sympathtic and beautiThe solos of both violin and cello
ful.
were simply entrancing and made one wish
would
go on and on forever. Shaugothey
pav’i, the Indian, delighted the entire
audience by his charming voice and manner and when, by his wonderful magic, he
changed the three colored handkerchiefs
into a small American Hag a shout of applause rang through the hall, as it did a
moment later when he repeated his first
lesson at the government school. Said he:
“Do you want to know what the first lesson
was? If you monkey with that (here he
waved the glorious Stars and Stripes) you’ll

prominent features, being apparently

than a thousand feet in height.
Bald Mountain the rapids are
continuous to Point Lucie, below
No Need of It \\ hen Iiyomei !» Used to Cure
Mount Sawyer, the heaviest being
Catarrh.
North Pole and Three Mile rapids. The
Do not try to cure catarrh of the head by remaining seventeen miles to Grand
dosing the stomach. This is neither com- Lake is smooth water, though the curmon sense nor scientific, as the less medirent continues swift, and the river encine one swallows the oetter.
ters the lake around a number of small
To cure catarrhal troubles, breathe the
which entirely obscure
healing iiyomei and the medication will go wooded islands,
right to the spot where the catarrhal germs it from the lake.”
On June 29th Mrs. Hubbard found
are present, and free the system from all
catarrhal poison.
the shores of the river lined with ice
R. D. Moody has seen so many cures of banks eight and ten feet thick, though
catarrh made by Iiyomei, some. of them above them violets were in bloom. On
chronic cases, that he gives an absolute
3 miniature icebergs were floatguarantee of cure or money will be refund- August
Later in
ed with every outfit he sells. The complete ing in Lake Michikaman.
three or four feet
IJycmei outfit costs but Si, while extra bot- August she found ice
thick clinging to the great wall of
tles of Iiyomei if needed are but 50 cents.
more

HARMFUL STOMACH DOSING.

Deafness Cannot be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot reach the
diseased portion of the ear. There is only one
constituway to cure deafness, and that is
tional remedies. Deafness is caused by an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is inflamed you
have a rumbling sound or imperfect hearing, and
when it is entirely closed, Deafness is the result,
and uuless the inflammation can be taken out
and this tube restored to its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever: nine cases out
of ten are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing
but an inflamed condition of the mucous sur-

by

aces.

We will give One Hundred Dollars for any case
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot be
cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars
F. J. CHEN EY & CO Toledo, O.
free.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Fills for constipation.

From

Kidney Diseases

are

too Dangerous to be

Neglected.
The great danger of kidney troubles is that
they get a firm hold before the sufferer recogHealth is gradually undermined.
nizes them.
Then in quick succession follow backache, headnervousness, lameness and soreness, lumurinary troubles, dropsy, diabetes and

ache,
bago,
Bright’s disease.
Don’t

Assist them in times of need with

a

certain

of the spruce forests, touched in places permanent.’’
For sale

by all dealers. Price BO cents.

Fos
for

and poplar, made a combination of col- ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents
or which I think can scarcely be sur- the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
passed in beauty anywhere in the
other.
world.”

airs.

lj^mau

iaitimms

Moody Gives Some Good Advice

to

Headers of Tlie Journal.

Many people in Belfast are a burden not
only to themselves but to others because of
indigestion and its resulting ailments.
The backaches, headaches, distress after
eating, loss of appetite, gulping up of undigested food and gases, can all be overcome by the use of Mi-o-na stomach table..
This remedy is not a mere digestive, it is a
positive strengtliener of the digestive
organs, putting them in shape so that they
Mi-o-na
can digest any food that is eaten.
is used before meals and so strengthens the
digestive organs, while other remedies are
taken after meals simply to digest the food
without giving permanent relief.
R. li. Moody sells Mi-o-na in 50c boxes
under a positive guarantee that it will cure
or

money will be refunded.
NEWS

SALE

Comet Grange, Swativille, conferred the
third and fourth degrees on a class of six
last Monday night and then had a tine
supper.

-

j

TODAY
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VERY SPECIAL PRICES

VERY SPECIAL VALUES.

f

WE CUARANTEE EVERY YARD OF UNEN
ALL LINEN DAMASK,

[

ALL LINEN BLEACHED

DAMASK,
BLEACHED SATIN DAMASK,

!

|

SATIN BLEACHED DAMASK

♦
♦

j

|l

Napkins

Napkins

Napkins

CLOTHS WITH NAPKINS TO MATCH
LINEN CLOTHS,
TRAY CLOTHS,
SIDEBOARD SCARFS, In Dainty Designs,

t
J

i

CENTERP™nl?c
DOILIES,

♦
♦

:
:

♦

THE GRANGES.

OF

!

This sale of fine Linen is a big event and well worth your very careful inspection. Last
July we arranged with the importers for these tine Linens which we place on sale:
day. This is an unusual opportunity to replenish your Table Linen for Thanksgiv

a

DU NOT BE A BURDEN.
K. U.

HOWES

N

BEGINS

ipiumipu

very enjoyable visit of
three weeks with Mrs. Partridge’s sister in
Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Wellman Moulton have
been visiting Mrs. Moulton’s father, Mr.
Jefferson Clark, before leaving for Florida,
where they will spend the winter.
The Clark school closed last Friday with
appropriate exercises by the children. Miss
Roberts of Searsport taught the school and
the term was both pleasant and profitable.
Leroy Nickerson has been driving the
mail route for Forest Clark while Mr.
Clark was taking a vacation. Mr. Clark
has resigned and intends to work at other
business.
;• Mr. George McCullom shot a deer last
McCulMrs.
week and the same day
lom, who is also a good shot, came near
own
dooryard. The
shooting one from her
children frightened the deer when Mrs.
McCullom went for a rifle.
Special services will be held every evening this week at the Marsh school house by
Elder Corson of Cape Jellison, Elder Derrick of'Sandypoint and Elder Mann from
the village. The services are very interesting and everyone is cordially invited to
attend.

....„.

|

from the best Irish Linen.

J

I

)

BEAUTIFUL PATTERNS,

Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville.
is preparing a program for a D-eent sociable,
with a dance and supper, on the evening of
November 23rd.

Arrangements are being made in Augusta
suitably entertain the State Grange at its
annual meeting there December 18-21. The
annual report of Secretary Libby will show
a membership of the order in the State of
between 55,000 and 56,000. Over 300 buildings are owned, their valuation rising $800,to

000.

There was an error in our report of the
Waldo Pomona Grange meeting published
last week. The question, “Can our agricultural fairs be successfully carried on without the horse racing feature?” was not discussed, but is the question for discussion at
the meeting in Swanville, Nov. 27th.

JMU

60c and $UJ()

Have You
Reliable Quality,
a Friend?
Celery.
Correct Styles Lettuce.

PER DOZ

Then tell him about Ayer’s
Pectoral. Tell him
how it cured your hard cough.
Tell him why you always keep
it in the house. Tell him to
ask his doctor about it. Doctors use a great deal of it for
throat and lung troubles.

Cherry

I

The best kind

“Sold tor

ol

a

over

Water Cress

-A T—_
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ALL SEASONAB!

—"-

SARSAPARILLA.

/Ai/ersK»»
We have no secrets! We
the formulas of all our

■■■ovssaBBnnKMMHHWl

lone of Ayer’s Pills at bedtime will
recovery.

A. A. HOWES k Cl

publish

medicines._

ihasten

Grapes

I

Extremely Moderate Prices

testimonial
sixty years.”

Also manufacturers of

JmM

Cently

laxative.

notice”

JAMES H. HOWES.

GROCERIIS.

Said company agrees to reserve space for one
cross arm at the top of all the above poles for
telephone, fire alarm and police signal wires,
owned by the city and used for municipal purposes. Said poles to be erected under the supervision of such officers as said city may designate.
Following are the streets and highways above
referred to:
Staples’ road, so called, from Swan Lake Ave.
to the Citypoint road; Robbins’ road, so-called
from the Belmont road to the Center Belmont
road; Edgecomb road from present pole line to
Lincolnville Ave.; Alio street from Belmont Ave.
to Lincolnville Aye.
Dated October 22nd, 19C6.
New England Telephone and

Telegraph Company.
By Francis A. Houston,
General Manager, C. H. A.

Goods

}

Sven

Wanted

To buy old rags, at 1 cent a pound, old rubbers
and overshoes at 5 cents. Highest prices paid for
all kinds of old metals. Call or address the junk
no shop corner ol Front and Main street, next to the
46
i Creamery.

Niw Seeded
And Seedless

Send a

postal.

1M6»

Telephone 1-17

SWIFT & PAUL’S.

Harness ^Repairing.
HAVING
service
man

of

a

Foreclosure
PRUDE'

WHEREAS,
boro, in the couni'
Maine, by tier mortgage

first-class work-

!

day of May A. I), i'"
County Registry ol I'

SPECIAL PROMPTNESS will be

to me, the undoi
of real estate, with the
in Islesboro, in said noon!
ed and descitbed as 101
northerly by tile town
near Meadow Pond,
easterly by tire centei 1in
by land of Islesboro
Company; and westerly
intersects the town road
point begun at near said
mg eight acres, more
the real estate convey
Williams by Benjamin t.
of warranty, dated m
Waldo Registry of Dei d
a small piece of land no'
And whereas, the coiidu
has been broken; now
the breach of the condo
foreclosure of said
Dated this sixteenth
3w46

conveyed

given,to harness repairing of all kinds.
Full line of BLANKETS and SUPPLIES

1

Cheese R.

J. ELUNGWOOD,

Main Street,

opposite

Postoffice.

3vr43

-AT-

SWIFT & PAUL’S,
MASONIC TEMPLE.

'l l

^CALL AND

excellent facilities and the

Fancy

^j|||

^

i

NOTICE.
PHCENIX HOUSE STABLE.

1
City of Belfast, Maine,
In Board of Aldermen,
Novembers, 1906. )
Upon the foregoing petition, it is ordered that
notice thereof be given by publishing a copy of
said petition and this order thereon In The Republican Journal, a new spaper printed in the city
of Belfast, Maii e, and that a hearing thereof be
at the city council rooms on the 3rd day ot
ecember at 7 o'clock p. m., at which time and
place residents and owners of property upon the
highways to be affected by the granting of the
permit applied for, and all other persons interested, shall hare full opportunity to show cause
why such permit should not be granted, the last
notice to be at least fourteen
publication of said
(14) days before said hearing.
and notice thereon.
of
petition,
A true copy
Attest: MAURICE W. LORD,
City Clerk.
46

JUST RECEIVED
-AND-

DRESS MAKING DEPARTMENT up one
flight. 1 have secured the services of Mrs. Ella
Sprague Pettengill and am prepared to do firstM. M. CORSON,
class dressmaking.
53 and 54 High Street.
3\v46*
61-11
Telephone

The Belfast Iron and Metal Company pay
I cent per pound for rags, and 5 cents or
All kinds of Iron 30
more for rubbers.
cents per hundred pounds. Apply at the

''l

SWIFT &

CLOTHING
Cleaned, dyed, repaired and pressed.
steamed sponged.

i

and MED!

LADIES’ and GENTS’

The New England Telephone & Telegraph
Company respectfully petitions the Mayor and
Board of Aldermen of the City of Belfast, Maine,
for a location for its poles and wires thereon, and
the uecessary supporting and strengthening fixtures and wires, in the following named streets
and highways of said city.

neglect your kidneys.

and safe remedy—Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Cures in Belfast prove the value ol Doan’s Kidney Pills. Bead this Belfast ease:
Ralph D. Bhute, farmer, living two and a half
miles out on Searsport avenue, near Belfast, Me.,
Doan’s Kidney
boulders on the lower reaches of the says: “Since I first recommended
Belfast papers, some six years
George Biver. Labrador is a land of Pills through the advised
friends to use this remrainbows. Of the brilliance of its at- ago, I have often
cases in which it has
mosphere Mrs. Hubbard says: “There edy, and know of many
and
lasltng cures. My own
was a wonderful clearness in the at- effected permanent
I had
mosphere, which made landmarks far experience I have previously described.
of kidney complaint which laid me up
away seen very near and clothed the an attack
far-distant hills with color indescribably for several weeks, and when all other remedies
beautiful. In the blue of the hills and had failed I got Doan’s Kidney Pills at the City
the waters and the sky there was a pe- Drug Store, and live boxes completely cured me
culiar silveriness, which, with.the white I can only add to the statement f made six years
of the reindeer moss and the dark green ago the fact that my cure has been lasting and
with tender green of the white birch

air. anu

ATTENTroJ^l

THANKSGIVING*

*

—LIN

ed at the Roberts school house last Sunday.
Miss Helen Calderwood gave a very enjoyable party recently to the young people
in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. George Curtis have moved
into the Marion Staples house and Mr. Edward Andrews will board with them.
Miss Ferkins, the teacher of the Roberts
school, is visiting at Mr. Fred Ellis’ in
Searsport before returning to her home in
Orono.

to

ment soon.

-ANNUAL

Mrs. Nellie Lane of Skowhegan is visiting at Mr. Fred Lane’s.
Mr. C. N. Staples attended the dance in
North Searsport last Wednesday evening.
Rev. T. H. Derrick of Sandypoint preach,

recently from

H.

JAMES

NORTH STOCKTON SPRINGS.

somewhat improved from his recent iilnes
inflammatory rheumatism, although still
under the care of a trained nurse. He was
in the hospital in Portland for treatment
for several weeks.

Mrs. Avaliua Griffin returned from a visit
Winterport last Friday. One hand was
badly swollen and painful and Dr. Britto
was called in attendance, but was unable at
that stage to determine quite upon its character. Saturday he lanced it, giving some
relief, but Monday, in the absence of Dr.
Britto, she was suffering so acutely they
called Dr. Peirce, who pronounced it bloodpoisoning and eryesipelas. As this was
accompanied by nausea it gave cause for
alarm. We hope to hear of speedy improve-

MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT AND CAREFUL

Seaceful

The Ladies’ Aid

“As I was a sufferer with eczema
I write to tell you what a great friend
I found in Cuticura Remedies. In
six months I had
tried three doctors,
but did not get any
better. It was on
my body and on my
feet so thick that
1 could hardly put
a pin on me with*

at Panama to-day in the U. S. S. Brooklyn, and. will personally inspect the

re-

week, the guest of bis mother-in-law, Mrs.

son,

No turkey at Thanksgiving this year
for Hearst or Moran. Crow is the bird
for them.

His accounts of
the customs and traditions of his people, a
tribe, living in Arizona and New
lexico, were most entertainiug and his
comparisons between their superstitions
and some remnants of such things which
the white people possess were extremely
bright. The entire talk was enlivened by
: witty sayings which kept the audience in
good humor. The medicine ball, which
told such awful truths, caused much merriment and the “live chickens and live duck”
tricks were wonderfully clever, as was all
The evening
the legerdemain portion.
c'osed with a beautiful trio, “The Rosary,”
and
cello
! by the violin,
piano, and this most
charming thing was a fitting close to the
entire fine and entertaining program. We
shall hope to hear the artists, each and
all, again in the future. The troupe remained in town over Sunday, leaving Monday for Bangor, where they were to perform that evening.

get yourself into trouble.”

mortp
da] ;
ORENMll'

i

N,,ll“

fiwSOF
PUBLISHERS’
,.s

BELFAST.

4

Every

NOTICE.
are on sale at the

„f The Journal

At the post office.
v-uinos. .At the post office.
.At the store of I. H.

Two Minutes

W.

.if l». J. Dickens.
Miss E. M. Hall,
.1. Dow. Ilrooks, are author,'ive subscriptions anti atlver-

■■

«

Physicians

searsport.

,,

human

.Iovhn.al Publishing Co.
__

UK VI) LEAVES.

the dead leaves softly

low', russet-brown and red;
i. trts will not be comforted
u!it that after Winter’s course
..

i.'.iin will sound her joyous

j
I

mast
of
.....

:

oft thedead leaves fall—
Hope, Ambition, or of

our sorrows

%

liangor has bought the stock
if the American Fruit Store on
of Fred M. Staples.
ijB

I'he farm contains 100 acres
vas

31,450.

:-r is now in charge of the
th Hotel, which has changed
il times of late, and True J.
yened the Hillside House in
; di had been closed since the
W. S. Edminster.

girls who are studying
inimaraml High Schools may
n ihe list ot historical stories
This isList
Kiel Library.
the Discovery ami Conquest

ms-

stomach ;
■

■

n-d in the affairs of my native
Journal keeps me posted.”
uses on
the common were
member 3rd, and last Saturh and South Primaries were
1'he work was done under the
y Physician, Dr. Everard A.

N

is

i

merely

a

precautionary

i uttle calls attention in ourjad,unins to the fact that it is time
hristmas orders and that en;or Christmas delivery must be
•nibei 1st. He has a large and
stock of new mounts which he
to show those interested.

'ack, who bought the stock of
lutthfews’ shoe store, after a olosof two weeks left last week,
stores in Hath and Farmington
tended continuing here, but
vi- the business his personal at-

e

<•

i

included to give up the field,

occupied.

Nov. 3d, more books were
'he Helfast Free Library than on
since February 19,1906. Friuli, 104 books were sent out,
exceptionally large number for

iring the month of October, 45
re

issued.

now

Broken

25.00 Velour Coat.
19.50
18.00
12.50

I2jc. Ginghams,
Anderson’s

lOic.

Gingham,

9c.

OUTINGS.
8ic.

“

6c.

will send you a
sample free.
Be sure that this
picture in the form of
a label is on the wrapper of everv bottle of
Emulsion you buy.

Scott & Bowne
Chemist*
409 Pearl St., N. V-

|

#

Those who were awarded premiums at
the Waldo County fair may obtain them by
calling at the store of Mason & Hall, Main

•

5ic.

“

$18.50 Coats.

5c.

Eden Cloth, 12.1c. goods,
Eider Down 30c. goods,
Royal Flannels, 25c, goods,

25c.

Tam O’Shanters, 75c, value,

59c.

Rain
14.50
12.50

19c,

Best Standard Prints,
Lockwood 36 inch Cotton,

4ic.

7c.

$ 9.75

Lockwood 40 inch Cotton,

7!c.

10.75

Fruit of the Loom,

8>c.

8.75

Napkins

to match, $1.25

Coats.

10.75

Skirt

All of

our

quality, 98c.

street.

X

The game of basket ball in the Opera
House last Friday evening between the
first and second teams of the Belfast High
school resulted in a victory for the lirst team
by a score of 33 to 10.

t—fH—fHtHMtl

quality, 15c.

DOWN

Blankets

Fancy

39c.

9.75
7.75

ACTUAL

TO

COST^

Squares
Art

Squares

«

<•

$5.50
8.75

Oil Clcths
«

30c.

“

25c.

«

20c.

Imported inlaid Linoleum Remnants;
2-5 the roll price.
$1.00
2.50

Smyrna Rugs
Smyrna Rugs
«

35x53
5-8

$ .75

«

1.75

Bigelow Wilton Rugs Best
Quality $6.00.

Bigelow Brussels Borders

at

only

55c. yd. One and 11-2 yd. lengths.
37 5-8 Bigelow Axminster Borders at only 65c.
par yard, in l and 1 1-2 yards lengths.

75c.

<>

$14.00
11.00 Jj
16.00

«

Oil Cloths

100

87c. value 55c.

$1.00

!

Velvet, 8-3x10-6

$7.00
10.00

Silks 39c.

WHILE THEY LAST,

Tlie above skirts must be examined to
be appreciated. We do not hesitate in
saying that competition shows you no
such skirts as far as workmanship and
make are concerned.

671-2c.

now

Tapestry

25c.

Outing Night Robes

4.75

60c.

9x12

30c.

Fancy Trimmings and Braids

^MARKED

9x12

35c.

All Over Embroideries

$8.75

“

Lowells,

|

1,87

now

that is now arriving will be sold at
the proportionately low prices quoted
here in this announcement.

11.50

“

6.00

Ladies’ All Linen
Initial Handkerchiefs, 25c.

Coats

John Bonwit’s Dress Skirls

fable Linen
with

69c.
$1.00

Our Christmas Stock

19c,

■■

Art

SILK BOUND, $2.00

9'c.

<
*
*
<
*

50c.

quality

$18.00
15.00
20.00

VESTS,

Men’s Underwear

BeantifnI ^ Wool Faced

$16.75
11.75

13.50

25c. Stock Collars,

2

Sheriff Carleton shipped about 300 gallons
of hard liquors to Boston, yesterday.

RUBBER LINED

Coverings

RUGS

AND

$1.50 GOODS NOW
»
«
2.00
«
2.75
large size,

Automobile Coats,

Best quality Outings,
7c.

65c.
70c.
75c.

In sizes 4, 5 and 9, every garment
new, wholesale price, 23c.

Broken Lots of

]

All Wool Extra Super Carpet

Boys’ Underwear,

BERKSHIRE PANTS

$22.00
17.00
14.00
10.00

“

Lots of

Floor

WRIGHT'S, 50o. value, 39c.

Ladies’ Coats.

GINGHAHS.

We

cents and $1. OO
All druggist*

Rain Coats,

$1.00 quality now
89c.
Odd lot Corsets, broken sizes, 49c.

of good with the least possible effort is the desire of
everyone in poor health.
Scott’s Emulsion does iust
that.
A change for the
better takes place even before you expect it.

50

19c,

j

«

Royal Worcester Corsets and Bon wit’s Dress Skirts

tage in
for the stomach; quicker
and more direct benefits.
To get the greatest amount

after g, papa; “whiz”
that’s what the boys say.'

,i<etts subscriber {writes, “1
sending the enclosed check,
1 have had my money’s
I shall always be
re, too.

50c. quality
25c.

double, advanthis. Less work

ones

39c.

and
Vests i
Ladies’ and Miss Garments Ladies’ Pants
A fine quality in small sizes.
Automobile Coats,
A 50c. quality at 39c.
|

New fall effects at wholesale prices.

a

iu Helfast three-year-old was
alphabet, recently, and had
the letter “g”.
Looking up
s face he said,
knowingly, f
lor

DRESS GOODS

a

f

dobbins has bought the farm
irge W. Cottrell, tormerly the
i- farm, on the back read to

!•

through

SALE^

*

We are not advertising to retire from business, but we are advertising that the stock ot DRY GOODS, SMALL
WARES and CARPETS of the establishment of A. D. CHASE & SON must be closed out at the earliest possible
moment. Below we particularly call your attention to the quality of goods and prices. CASH will be required from all persons. No charges will be made. Positively no goods exchanged.

great aid is because
i^uch
it passes so quicMy into
the blood. It is partly digested before it enters the

*r.a■

il Ins received from the pubiV.ire
Co., Hoston, the Old
■i•mac for 1907, ill its familiar

passes

EMULSION

first of

th in the Transcript.

healthy

SCOTT’S

blessings God has sanctified
count

that all

a

“

hearts they lie, our joys be-

we

body

us

the heart once in every two
minutes. If this action becomes
irregular the whole
body suffers. Poor health
follows poor blood ; Scott’s
Emulsion makes the blood
pure. One reason why

I

air

tell

the blood in

m

i ^ADMINISTRATOR’S

Straw

Kashmir and Keva 9x12 Rugs

mattings samples, 36x36, 7c. 18x36,

Rug Fringes

AT WHOLESALE PRICES.

2c-

8 and 10c. yd.

Roxbury Tapestry Rugs, 75c-

t

Boon's Mills.
Gardner Kimball had
quite an ill turn Monday_Mrs. Gray of
Arlington, Mass., is visiting Mrs. Grace
Wood_Ernest Marsh is moving into Etta
Brown’s house—Xellie Sheldon entertains the Benevolent Club next Friday afternoon and evening, if pleasant
Henry
Wentworth shot a fine deer last Monday.

DITCHER’S

WALD I' l ST COMPANY

—

Shipping Items. Schooner Collins Howe,
Jr., from Rockland for Stockton Springs
with a cargo of grain, Hour and general
freight, misstayed Thursday and went
ashore on Saddle Island. She was lightered
of her cargo,most of which was badly damaged, and Friday the tug Sommers X. Smith
succeeded in pulling her otf and started to
tow her to Rockland, but when about two-

book, and will give
you good values foi

thirds of the distance from Mark Island to
the breakwater the schooner turned turtle
and sank almost immediately. Capt. Everett
Thompson and Fred Walker, who were on
hoard the vessel, had narrow escapes from
drowning. The schooner lies in about 30
fathoms of water and an attempt will be
Soli. J. M. Morales lias
made to raise her
chartered to load staves at Xorth Brooksville fur Rondout, X. V., at SI.25 per M
C. E. Biekneil of Rockland has four small

y our

money

MASONIC TEMPLE,

•n

BELFAST, MAINE.

every

lime.

TRY US.

Frisbee lias bought of the
ikeiield G. Frye the house No.
-ireet, occupied for some years
V. Rogers.
There is a large lot,
ri i shade trees and
shrubs, and
ml join those now owned and schooners employed carrying lumber to ;
Mr. Frisbee. He will make I Rockland from this port. They load at the
j
■uis
and put the house and railroad wharf-Friday the tug Sommers
to
towed
Stockton
X.
Smith
Springs
good condition.
Rockland the schooner Hattie ('. Luce.
niinou has sold his interest in from
The Luce was wanted in quick time to load
•inithing business of Damon it
for Savannah-The Belfast Fuel
partner, Charles E. Field, but potatoes
& Hay Co. has loaded sch. Loduskia the
forge in the shop and do light
A
past week with hay for Quincy, Mass
•nine to Helfast 36 years ago and
party from Rockland visited the wreck of
u ins present location on Heaver
sch. Helen B. Crosby last Sunday and deyears. He began to learn his cided that the masts and windlass can be
tugor in 1849, and has worked at
saved and the attempt will be made as soon
us.
He worked in Hampden for
as possible_The seh. J. VV. Balano, towed
u
ears before coming to Helfast.
into Charleston, S. C., dismasted, was sold
tuc
till CUipiUJCO UI
there at auction last week for $7,500, and is
road must have their watches test- reported to have been bought by the Gilbert
n
-annually, commencing on Novem- Transportation Co. of Mystic, Conn., in
.nd May 1, and if their timepieces are
some of the papers, while others say she
east, the minimum standard re- was bought by Pendleton Bros, of New
hy the road,they must purchase new York. The schooner was built at St. George
The Maine Central bears the ex- in 1894, is 458 tons net, and is valued at
f the examination. 11. J. Locke & about

CASH

—

or

j

EASY

PAYMENTS

—

*****
*

good line of
ing and popular
A

teachmusic.

|Belfast,

75 Main St.,

Un

Me.

dertaking

positors

in

past

two years have been so

satisfactory
paid

and fair to increase the rate of interest

just
earnings.

to its
to de-

increase in

proportion to|its

Therefore, the WALDO TRUST COMPANY, on and after November \9 1906*
will pay 4 Vo per annum on all t.me deposits in its Savings Department, which will be

computed twice

a vear, on

ag-Deposits

-AND-

UlUllit

of this Bank for the

management, that it is deemed only

*****

—

earnings

The

the first

days

of

May and November.

of any amount from $1.00 up

are

solicited.

..

been chosen to examine employes’
in this city, and in Hath Chas. A.
ui, a Helfast boy, has been designat••

Crescent
He past season on steamer Castine
masted schooner Urinal’, l’endle.met bound out under all sail and
of the excursions to

■?

dresli breeze abeam was bowling
la line rate. Mr. Fred T. Chase
iliard the Castine with his camera
Coombs ran down to the schooner
him to get a number of snap

A

vessel in different positions,
the
copy of one, showing
early broadside on, may now be
a store of Chase & Doak, and
itrse an excellent likeness of the
| also a marine picture of great
le

!id

id

Attractiveness.
n'Rkcitai.. An interested audi-attted in the Methodist church
Nov. 8th, to listen to an
-an lecili
by Mr. E. Russell Sanborn of
The folui, ai^sted by other talent.

uAeuing,

”*'uig prtraui was excellently rendered
4t»l much ijoyed:
'tea: 1 ‘resile H minor,
Bach
’’elected. !
Callaerts
‘"ata,
•larniolin st, “Under the Double Eagle,”

Wagner

,Jifertoire,

ananuel Martines.

h;tig's by rliest,
“liected. J

Callaerts

IIandel-Whitney

••(auling, “ft

Madonna of the Tubs,”
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
M. Georgia Parker.
Dubois
I'aradisuf
Wolstenholme
|
iTenata,
Gaiimaut
i
"teams,

'liss Amy Stoddard, Accompanist,
"wing to tiabsence of the organist, and
'll.' fact tlnteveral of the choir members
had bad eoldihe Methodist choir, which
w*8
the attractions, did
u"t appear,
pe mandolin playing was
witch enjoyedhd heartily encored, as was
the reading of
^s. S. A. Parker.

advertis^among

$95,000.

The new turbine
Steamer Notes.
steamer Gov. Cobb, now on the Boston and
St. John, N. B., route, made the run from
Boston to Portland Nov. 7th, in 5 hours and
For two hours she made 19J
45 minutes.
knots. General Agent F. S. Sherman of the
Bangor division of'the Eastern Steamship
Company, who saw the boat in Boston before she started out, says: “The Governor
Cobb is a gem and everyone is delighted
with the craft. Iier furnishings are elegant and her trial trip proves that the
The turbines work
steamer has speed.
successfully and the new steamer is a forerunner of others to be built along this line.
The Camden, which is being built at Bath
for the Bangor division,when completed will
be fully up to the standard of the Governor
Cobb.”...-Steamer Catherine was taken off
the Rockland and Bluehill route last week
to be prepared for winter service, and the
Juliette is running in her place—Steamer
Monhegan, which has undergone repairs at

Bath, is again in commission and will run
two trips a week between Rockland and
Portland and once a week to Jouesport.
When the steamer J. T. Morse is
drawn

ironi

service

ror

uie

with-

wiutei

iuc

Mineola will take her place on the Bar HarThe
bor route, running via Stonington
steamer St. Croix of the Eastern Steamship
Company has been sold to the Enterprise
Transportation Company, and will run between Fall River and New York. She is a
wooden propeller of 1064 tons net, and since
her building at Bath 11 years ago has been
used on the International division of the
The new
Eastern Steamship Company.
turbine steamer Gov. Cobb has taken her
place on the St.John route.The steamers M. and M. aud Tremont, now under-

^LICENSED EMBALMING**R. H. COOMBS A SON.

-s

Check

Department.

*

Caskets, Robes and Burial Goods
Calls answered promptly either day
Telephone at house and office.
Ambulance for moving the sick.

or

night.

-»..—

jy We also carry

a

FULL LINE of

deposits subject to check at the rate of 2 per
daily balances averaging $300.00 and upwards.

Interest allowed
cent per annum,

on

:

on

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPH SUPPLIES
ind do developing, printing, etc., at lowest prices.
Films for any size or make oi cameras. A dark
room free to all.

—

™

F F I C E R S

—

72 MAIN 8TRKKT, BKLFAST.

CHARLES E. KNOWLTON, President.
CLARENCE O. POOR, Vice President.

j

PRANK R. WIGGIN, Treasurer.

—

n

I R E CT O R

>

—

EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, Augusta, Me.

Belfast Opera House.
ROLLER

iSKATINC

BYRON BOYD, Augusta, Me.
FIELDS S. PENDLETON, New York, N. Y.
OSCAR J. FARWELL, Thorndike, Me.
CHARLES H. HOOPER, Castine. Me.
ROBERT P. CHASE,J Belfast. Me
ARTHUR I. BROWN, Belfast,

TUESDAY, THURSDAY,
and SATURDAY EVENINOS

—

going repairs on Gilchrest's marine railway,
will have new names when they again go
into commission. As previously announced
the name of the M. & M. will be changed to
Stockton, and we believe the new name for
the Tremont is not yet decided upon.

I

-—-*9*

MUSIC BY THE HURDY GURDY.
ADMISSION 10a.

ROLLER SKATES 15o

Speoial Arrangements made
for private

parties._

GEO. ff. STODDARD, D.D.S.,
DENTIST,
Masonic

Temple, Belfast,. Me.

Telephone 171-2

3in4«.

Me.

JOSEPH WILLIAMSON, Augusta, Me,
ALBERT PIERCE, Frankfort, Me.
GEO. E. MACOMBER, Augusta, Me.
JAMES C. DURHAM, Belfast, Me.
WILLIAM A. MASON, Belfast, Me.
TILESTON WADLIN, Belfast, Me.
CLARENCE O. POOR, Belfast, Me.
CHARLES E. KNOWLTON, Belfast,

Me.

j

|

"The Old F. W.

Baptist

Church in

Hope

To the Editor of The Journal:
Two years ago the town of Hope cel
ebrated its centennial, and some history of the town written and printed
in the papers at that time greatly interested your correspondent. The writold
er has at hand some data of the
Free Will Baptist church of Hope and
thought perhaps a sketch of the old
church might be of interest to readers

Fearful Pains
SUGGESTIONS

HOW

MAY FIND

WOMEN

_RELIEF.

The moral ground some men are found
To take, is high euough;
But, after all, the highest ground
Is frequently a bluff.
—Philadelphia Press.
Your stomach churns and digests the
food you eat and if foul, or torpid, or out of
order, your whole system suffers from
blood poison. Hollister’s Kocky Mountain
Tea keeps you well. 35 cents, Tea or Tablets. R. H. Moody.

of The Journal:
The Free Will Baptist church of Hope
was organized on the 4th day of April,
1822, by Elder A. Bridges and Elder
Beniah I’ratt, and consisted of eighteen
member, viz., Robert Barker, Hannah
Barker, Benjamin Simmons, Chloe
Simmons, Mary Butler, Mary Alexan.
der, George Ulmer, Rebecca Ulmer,
Iluldah Pease, Sarah Conant, Jane

Friend.—Well, did you get your copy
right for that last work ?” Author (mournfully)—I did, but the printers didn’t.—
Baltimore American.

A Year of Blood.

Procter, Sarah Payson, Mary Bisky,
Freelove Wentworth, Sarah Linekin,
Beujamin Brown, Nancy Pease and
Lewis Robinson. Robert Barker acted
deacon.
Previous to the organization of this
church there was a Baptist church in
the place, and there had been a great
reformation under the united efforts ot
the Baptist church, assisted by Fret
It was sup
Will Baptist ministers.
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with
Baptist church, but there
who wished to band
were eighteen
themselves together into a Free Wil
Baptist society. April 6th live others
joined this little band—Noah Fuller
Spencer Arnold, Martha Arnold, Eunice
Fairbanks and James Doyle. May lit!
Hie

two others

united with this band

ol

Pilgrims—Lydia Becket and Margaret
Ulmer.
Benjamin Simmons was selected

their church clerk and it was
that they should hold then

as

agreed
monthly conference on Saturday befort
the second Sunday. June 10th Benja
min Heminway, William Bowly anc
John Payson were received. August
16th, Mary McMurphy, Lucy Doyle and
Deborah Bridges were given the right
hand of fellowship. Sept. 7th, Robert
Barker and Spencer Arnold were installed as deacons, and Lucy Thornp
received into the fold. Octo
her 12th, Jabez Ames, Benjamin Keen,
William McMurphy, Thomas Webster,
Lydia.Webster, Margaret Thompson and
William McLain were recei’ed, making forty-seven received into the church
son was

during that first season.
March 12th Lewis Robinson war
chosen clerk, the former clerk having
moved away. Those who united with
this church later were Jane Frances,
Mathias Ulmer, Rebecca Ulmer, 2d,

While no woman is entirely free from
periodical suffering, it does not seem to
be the plan of nature that women

should suffer so severelj7. This is a
severe strain on a woman’s vitality.
When pain exists something is wrong
which should be set right or it will
lead to a serious derangement of the
whole female organism.
Thousands of women have testified
in grateful letters to Mrs. Pinkham
that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound overcomes woman’s special
pains and irregularities.
It provides a safe and sure way of
escape from distressing and dangerous
weaknesses and diseases.
The two following letters tell so convincingly what Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound will do for
women, they cannot fail to bring hope
to thousands of sufferers.
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quarter. The cost
at *2,500.
During this
year while the meeting house was building their meetings were held at Benjamin Simmons’ and Jedediah Simmons’
dwelling houses, but the quarterly
meeting held with this church at this
time was entertained at the Robinson
schoolhouse.
church owned
was estimated

The

one

meeting

house was

opened

for

conference January 13, 1838, and for
public worship on the day following
The
tor,

preached by
Elder John Stephens.

sermon was

their pasA great

reformation followed his labors, in
which he was assisted by Elder Samuel
Whitten and Elder J. N. Rines, a former pastor.
Forty were converted and

Thirty-one of the converts
baptized by Elder Stephens, as
follows: January 14th three were baptized—Joshua Sleeper, Cyrus Simmons
reclaimed.

were

and I.ois Simmons. January 25th, two
were
baptized- William Fuller and

Roxy Moody. January 31st, one was
baptized—Lucy Simmons. April 8th,
seven

were

baptized— samuei

Sprague, Sophia Chapman, Lovina
Chapman, Elizabeth Chapman, Sabria
Kewbert, Harriet Fuller, Martha Fuller and Wealthy Fuller. April 20th,
Butler,
four were baptized—Oliver

f

Elizabeth Butler, G. W. Butler and
Fannie Thompson. July 8th, six were
baptized—John Fuller, Jacob Shepherd
and wife, Timothy Brown and wife and
Sarah Dyer.
In 1840 Aaron Clark from the second
church in Hermon became their pastor
and continued three years until he was
dismissed to unite with the church in
Washington. There was a reformaIn 1843, the
tion under his labors.
town of Hope lost this church and
a
portion of their territory, which
was set off to Appleton; so here we will
leave the story of this church, though
the writer would say that in the year
1851 this church enjoyed a reformation
under the efforts of Elder William
Small. Three were baptized and united
with the church, which soon after lost
its standing as a church.
Allen Goodwin.
Center Montville.

women.
The success

Lydia E. Pinkham'e
Vegetable Compound rests upon the
well-earned gratitude of American
of

women.

When
or

women are

troubled with

irregularities, displacements

ANOTHER OPEN WINTER.
Zeke Bonzy of Veazie Says he can Smell
it in the Air. Some Sure Signs.
Ezekiel Bonzy of Veazie, who has
long posed as a weather sharp, is out

gauzy. Burrs on beechnuts and hazelnuts are so thin and soft that a child
can bite through the toughest of them.
“Cattle and horses out at pasture are
looking as sleek as they didin June, indicating that they have not begun to
think of putting on winter overcoats.
Woodchucks, which should have retired for the winter in September, are out
loaling at the entrances to their bur-

the carpenters
muskrat houses, some of the homes
will not be ready for occupancy until
next year.
“Hunters who have shot deer say
that the antlers are still growing, or in
the velvet stage, though the love making season is only two weeks away.
Though there have beeu several cold
nights, and though 1 have rubbed tire
backs of several fat cats to get electric
sparks of the fur, 1 have not heard so
much as a crackle as yet. This is because the coating of fur on the cats has
not become thick enough, proving that
the cats are not making any haste
about putting on winter garments.
“Right here in the village the old
maids and grass widow's are still coming out in white and peekaboo shirtwaists, and the fathers of marriageable
daughters have not set up the parlor
stoves or bought the coal for the winter’s courting. It seems as if they expected that most of the courting would
be done on the piazza or over the garden gate, as in summer.
“Unless the signs fail, ice will be
high and pneumonia will be plentiful
and graves will be open often between
now and next March.”

uuer

and wife, Rachael Fuller, Elizabeth
Kenniston, Judith Sylvester, James
April
Fuller and Charles Sylvester.
17th,
eight were baptized—Hiram

Such testimony should be accepted
all women as convincing evidence
that Lydia E. Plnkhain's vegetable
Compound stands without a peer as a
remedy for all the distressing Ills of

by

pain

or

ul-

Ask Mrs. Pinkhatn's Advice —A Wsnu in Best Understands a Woman's !!!••

Towle, Reuben Dyer, Aaroi
Clark, Oliver Bickmore, Joseph Rich
ardson, Ilauuah Richardson, Nancy J
Moody, Eleanor Smith, Mary Linekin
Esther Wallace, Julia Pease, Priscilla
mes, Statira Sprague, Gilman Weymouth, Alden Wentworth, Freelove
rows.
Daniels, Nancy Gould, Jedediah Sim“Chipmunks nave aici ny very smau
lluidah
Packard, Stephen Leigh- stores of nuts and grain, though the
mons,
beechnut crop lias been the biggest for
ton, Julia Sibley, Lewis Robinson.
In 1828 there was a reformation under 10 years. Look anywhere you will and
the' evidence stands out and meets you
the labors of Elder Joseph Gowen and
and tells you that the winter will be
several were converted, baptized by brief and warm.
“Last year at this time the muskrats
Elder John True, and united with the
all along
church. Their meetings were held at had built their mud houses
branches of the Penobscot
In the upper
and
schoolrooms.
houses
private
river, and now one can go by canoe
1837 this church built a meetinghouse from Old Town to Medway and never
Unless
at Smith’s Mills with the united efforts see a sign of a muskrat house.
been a great strike among
of the Baptists and Methodists. This there has
who
and builders
put up
John

Compound sooner; for I have tried so many
remedies without help.
“I dreaded the approach of every month,
as it meant so much pain and suffering for
me, but after I had used the Compound two
months I became regular and natural and am
now
perfectly well and free from pain. I am
very grateful for what Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound has done for me.”

ceration of the organs, that bearingdown feeling, inflammation, backache,
Miss Nellie Holmes, of 540 N. Divisiom bloating (or flatulency), general debilStreet, Buffalo, N. Y., writes:
ity, indigestion and nervous prostration, or are beset with such symptom*
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
Your medicine is indeed an ideal medicine as dizziness, faintness, lassitude, exwith
for
I
suffered
women.
for
years
misery
citability, irritability, nervousness,
painful periods, headaches, and bearing-down sleeplessness, melancholy, they should
physicians remember there is one tried and
pains. 1 consulted two different
but failed to get any relief. A friend from the true
Lydia E. Pinkham’a
remedy.
east advised me to try Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Compound at once remove*
vegetable Compound. I did so, and no longer Vegetable
suffer as I did before. My periods are natural; such troubles. Refuse to buy any other
every ache and pain is gone, and my general medicine, for you need the beat.
health is much improved. I advise all women
Don't hesitate to write to Mrs.
who suffer to take Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vege- j
Plnkham if there is anything
table Compound.”
sickness yon do not
Mrs. Till!© Hart, of Larimor©, N. D.t about your
understand. She will treat you
writes:
with kindness and her advice is
Dear Mrs. Pinkham:—
free. No woman ever regretted
I might have been spared many months
her and she has helped
of suffering and pain had I only known of the writing
Address Lynn, Mass.
efficacy of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable thousands.

Hannah Perago, Lydia Ames, Eliance
Fuller, William Perry, Mercy Pease,
Hannah Walker, Susan Smith, Mary with a cheerful prognostication for the
Pease, Priscilla Keen, Mehitable Bark- coming winter.
er. Rebecca Meservey, Elsie Cummings,
“We are going to have another open
Joshua Sleeper, Cyrus Simmons, Louis winter in 1907,” said the aged prophet,
“I can smell it in the air.”
Simmons, Doyie Ames, Roxy Moody,
“The birds are staying later than
Lucy Simmons, Samuel Fuller, Olive usual this fall, which is always taken
Fuller, Rachel Fuller, James Fuller, as a sure sign that winter will not come
East week I
until after Christmas.
Elizabeth Keuniston, Charles Sylves
saw swallows and humming birds and
ter. Judith Sylvester, Hiram Sprague,
thistle birds, all of which are in the
Sophia Chapman, Elizabeth Chapman, habit of getting away late in August.
Wealths
Harriet
Fuller,
SabraNewbert,
“The liens have hardly begun to shed
Fuller, Olive Butler, Elizabeth Butler, their feathers yet, and most years they
have moulted and started in to lay by
Washington Butler, Eleanor Butler, October
The partridges are very
1.
Fanny Thampsou, John Fuller, Jacob thinly clad with feathers.
“The corn husks are very scant and
Shepherd, Martha Shepherd, Timothy
_L>

William*’ Kidney Pill*.
Have you neglected your kidneys? Have
you overworked your nervous system and
caused trouble with your kidneys and bladder? Have you pains in loins, side, back,
groins and bladder? Have you a flabby
appearance of the face, especially under the
eyes ? Too frequent a desire to pass urine ?
If so, Williams’ Kidney Tills will cure you.
Sample free. By mail, 50c.
Williams’ Mfg. Co., Props., Cleveland, O.
Sold by R. II. Moody.

and

For

The Kind You Have
Bears the

Always Bought
S/%t

/-Cbcc/uAt

Signature of
Cured of

Bright's Disease.

Mr. Robert O. Burke, Elnora, N. Y.,
writes: “Before I started to use Foley’s
Kidney Cure I had to get up from twelve to
twenty times a night, and 1 was ail bloated
np with dropsy and my eyesight was so impaired I could scarcely see one of my family
across the room. I had given up hope of
living, when a friend recommended Foley’s
Kidney Cure. One 50 cent bottle worked
wonders and before I had taken the third
bottle the dropsy had gone, as well as all
other symptoms of Bright’s disease.” R. H.

by
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To Cure

a

Cold in One

Day

Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine Tablets. Druggists refund money if it fails to
E. W. GROVE’S signature is on each
cure.
box. 25c.
Dasha way—I want you to meet Miss HopJust back from
Stunning girl.
per.
Europe. Cleverton—Her first visit? “Yes.”
“Well, old man, if it’s all the same to you,
I’ll wait until she’s gotten through telling
about it.”—Life.
GUARANTEED CURE

FOR PILES.

Itching, Blind, Bleeding, Protruding
Piles. Druggists are authorized to refund
money if l’AZO OINTMENT fails to cure
tf
iu 6 to 14 days. 50c.
lie talks like a book, his
Admirers all say.
What a pity he doesn’t
Shut up the same way.
—World Today.
Had

a

Close Call.

“A dangerous surgical operation, involving the the removal of a malignant ulcer as
largejas my hand from my daughter's hip,
was prevented by the application of Buck
len’s Arnica Salve,” says A. C. Stickel of
Miletus, W. Va. “Persistent use of the
Cures Cuts,
Salve completely cured it.”
Burns and Injuries. 2Sc. at It. 11. Moody’s,

druggist.
“Who does you reckon is de iazies’,” said
colored woman,
“yoh husband or
“I aiu’ gwintu guess, answered
mine?”
the other, “It’s bad enough now, wifout
stahtiu’ no competition.”—Washington Star

one

—

to $85 an inch in a single column? It
is true.
Where does all the profitcome
out of which to pay all this?
“We can do our business on a smaller
margin of profit than the mail order
dealer can; we know our people and
their desires and we know that we have
sold and will sell better goods for the
money thaD the other fellow does.
Next ti e you are attracted by an ad
of some small mail order 'bargain' just
bring it right to us and let us have a
chance to beat it. That’s only neighborly and fair and if we lose we won’t
say a word.”

Twenty years ago a man named Sears
was a telegraph operator in a little Wis-

consin town, and a man named Roebuck
was a mail order dealer in cheap watches.
Now they are Sears-Roebuck, of a
Chicago firm with a capital of forty
millions. And they made every cent by
selling to people who haven’t enough
sense to know they should do all their
buying at home.—Atehinson Globe.
Horse Owners’ Ten Commandments.
The Ten Commandments to Horse
Owners which Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany is said to have been sending to
his friends, are not the worst production of his pen by any means, says The

Horse World. They are:
First—I)o not expose your horses to
draught in or out of the stable.
Second—Do not allow any broken windows in your stable. At the same time
see that it is properly ventilated.
Third—Do not keep your horses too
Never cover them with blankwarm.
ets in the stable.
Fourth—Exercise your horses daily
as the best preventive against disease.
ill
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give dry fodder and fresli water, lu
winter, let the water stand awhile after
taking it from the well or faucet.
Sixth—Prevent ammonia gases which

bad for the eyes and ligaments.
Seventh—Every fourth or sixth week
remove the shoes and have the hoofs
attended to. After that the shoes may
are

be nailed

on again.
Eighth—When the roads are covered
with ice use spiked shoes.
Ninth—Do not put an ice cold bit in-

to a horse’s mouth in winter unless you
want him to have toothache and be-

ill.
Tenth—Be as careful of your horse’s
skin as of your own.
There certainly is no bad advice in
the rules or suggestions made, and
most of them are good enough to gain
them a place in every stable where the
attendants lack in knowledge of their
come
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harmless compound of vegetable extracts
that is wonderful in its beneficial effects on
the stomachs of babies and children.
Recommended and sold by K. H. Moody.

“The Lawyer—Is the defendant in the
habit of drinking when he is alone? Witness—I really cannot say, sir, I never bad
the pleasure of being with him when he
was alone.—Chicago Daily News.
Here is our condensed opinion of the
Original Laxative Cough Syrup: “Nearly
all other cough syrups are constipating,
especially those containing opiates. Kennedy’s Laxative (containing) Honey and
Tar moves the bowels. Contains no opiates,
Conforms to the National l’ure Food and
Drug Law. Sold by If. H. Moody.

Nell—She is simply throwing herself
on him.
Belle—Yes, and he isn’t
good catch, either.—Philadelphia Record.
way

aa

Taken as directed, it becomes the greatest curative agent for the relief of suffering
humanity ever devised. Such is Hollister’s
35 cents. Tea or
Rocky Mountain Tea.
Tablets. R. II. Moody.
The phonograph in politics
The hearts of voters cannot reach.
It will not say, “Come, have a drink !”
As soon as it has made a speech.
—Chicago News.
In every clime its colors are unfurled
Its fame has spread from sea to sea;
Be not surprised if in the other world,
You hear of Rocky Mountain Tea.
R. 11. Moody.
I’d go through fire for you,” he cried,
lu accents quite devout;
And then he proved he hadn’t lied—
Her father fired him out.
—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
The best treatment for indigestion and
troubles of the stomach is to rest the
stomach. It can be rested by starvation or
by the use of a good digestant which will
digest the food eaten, thus taking the work
off the stomach. At the proper temperature, a single teaspoonful of Kodol will
wholly digest 3,000 grains of food. It
relieves the present annoyance, puts the
stomach in shape to satisfactorily perform
Good for indigeston, sour
its functions.
stomach, flatulence, palpitation of the heart
Kodol is made in strict
and dyspepsia.
conformity with the National Pure Food
Sold
Law.
by R. 11. Moody.
and Drug
Vicar’s Wife (sympathizing)—Now that
you can’t get about, and are not able to
read, how do you manage to occupy the
time? Old Man—Well, mum, sometimes I
sits and thinks; and then again I just sits.—
Punch.
Need a good cathartic? A pill is best.
Say a pill like DeWittt’s Little Early
Risers. About the most reliable on the
market. Sold by R. H- Moody.
Now why the chickens cross the street
I cannot say. Can yon ?
But damsels who have shapely feet—
1 know just why they do.

—Louisville Courier-Journal.

puties.

Kodol

Cure
Dyspepsiaoat.

Digest* what

you

She loves to look in the mirror,
Real pleasure seems to find,
For she thinks she is a beauty—
How fortunate love is blind!
—Philadelphia Bulletin.

The firs? patent automatic marine
steel windmill pump ever placed in a
sea-going vessel will be fitted next
week on board the barge Pacific, owned by P. Dougherty & Co., Baltimore,
Md., and we will stake our reputation
The
on it being a “howling” success.
whole outfit—windmill and bilge pump
the
furnished
Howell
—is being
by
Bilge Pump Co., of 7 Coenties Slip,
New York City.
G. Foster Howell, the originator of
this system, has been at work on the
project of equipping sea-going vessels

For Emergencies at Home
For the Stock on the Farm

SloaKs Liivinveivt

(other than those propelled by steam
or gasolene engines) for a year, and has
at last succeeded in bringing into operation his laudable plan of saving money
to vessel owners and making money for

Is a whole medicine chest

his own company.
Compared with the price paid for
gasolene pumps, with which many of
the newer vessels are equipped, the
In the
windmill is vastly superior.
first place, the first cost of the windmill is only one half, or even less than
half, the cost of a gasolene pumping

*

Price 25c 50c &
5and For Free Booklet

on

Horses.Cattle. Hogs &

Poultry.
Boston, Mass

Address Dr Earl S. Sloan,

Secondly, there being nothing
cheap as air, whether stationary or
in motion, the windmill costs absolutely
nothing to operate, needs no attention
whatsoever, except to glance at the lubricators once a day to see that a drop
of oil is being fed to the slow moving
machinery of the wind engine.
Another, and a very important point ■—MWI—.1J—1,»
of supremacy possessed by the windmill over the “gasolene mill” is that ■ If other
Makes of
the former runs noiselessly and practically without vibration, while the
Corsets are
makes
so
much
noise
gasolene engine
Unsatisfactory
that (in the case of barges, where the
gasolene engine is located near the
sleeping quarters of the officers and
crew) it is almost impossible for men
THE
to sleep while the engine is working the
outfit.
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safety,
a

absolute

safety,

or

is, if struck by a squall, or
heavy gust of wind, the
automatically luffed up into

a

sudden

wheel is
the wind

and ceases to revolve. With gasolene
pumps there is not only the first cost of

engine (a

4 horse power motor be-

ing necessary to successfully operate
the two No. 3 Edison or Russell diaphragm pumps, with which 90 per cent
of the schooners and barges are equipped) but also the expense, and the danComparing the
ger, of the gasolene.
two systems, the windmill bilge pump
will pay for itself in a few years merely out of the money saved in gasolene
alone, to say nothing of the time con-

sumed in sending ashore for the fluid,
and the time spent in putting it in the
tank, and the fear, on the part of the
officers, that at one time or other a
intoxicated sailor may
careless or
cause an explosion of the gasolene.
The smallest size steel windmill (only
4 feet in diameter) bilge pump will raise
from 1,500 to 5,000 gallons per day according to the velocity of the wind, and
will operate with a 4-mile breeze. Larger sizes will, of course, pump greater
quantities of water, but when a vessel
is leaking more than 10,000 gallons per
day it is time to put her in the dry dock.
The price of these patent automatic
steel windmill bilge pumps is only from
$50 to $250, according to size, complete,
and all “bald headed” schooners, or
schooners with their topmasts down,
will be fitted with Howell's patent (ap-
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windmill-driven pump.
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is attained
There is
unsafe
about a
nothing dangerous
windmill pumping plant, nothing about
it to break or get out of order, and it
will last for years without repairs of
any kind. It is self-trimming, always
remaining head to wind, being iitted
with a rudder, and is self-lulling. That

of
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“Do you remember the ‘sight unseen’
trade or ‘swaps’ of boyhood? One of
the parties to the transaction usually
got the worst of it, didn't he? And it
wasn’t usually the one who proposed
the deal’was it? There’s a lot of the
same sort of ‘sight unseen’ trading- going on today.
Only nowadays it is called Buying By Mail,” said a local
merchant to the Atchinson Globe.
“The pictures in the advertisements
Mr. Jnstup—Let ns go around to the De
of the mail order houses look nice; the
talk sounds nice; and sometimes the Rocks. They have just bought a Rembrandt
Mrs. Justup—
thousands of dollars.
for
deal turns out all right.
But even supyou don’t say. It is gasolineor steam, and
posing that it does—wherein is the buy- what is the horse power ?—Chicago Dailyer any better off than if he had bought
News.
of a home merchant? Take any article
Fa in ou* Strike Breakers.
you choose from the long list of things
The most famous strike breakers in the
sold by mail and you can buy it just as
Life Pills. When
cheaply and just as well here at home. land are Dr. King’s New
on strike they quickly
The expense of selling it by mail is just liver and bowels go
the
and
the
trouble
settle
purifying work
as great, if not greater, than the expense
goes right on. Best cure for constipation,
of selling it over the counter.
25c. at R. 11.
headache and dizziness.
“Where we have rent, taxes and clerk Moody’s, druggist.
hire to pay, the mail order dealer has
Miss Payntz—I just can’t bear to walk
all those—and rents and taxes are highIt roughens my complexout in the wind.
er iii the large cities than here—and in
Miss Knox—Maybe your complexaddition he lias to pay a small army of ion so.
if
ion’s too thick;
you put it on thinner it
bookkeepers, stenographers, shipping might not do that.—Philadelphia Press.
clerks and other employes besides the
mmense cost of advertising.
To protect the little ones and for the in“Did you know that in many of what formation and satisfaction of mothers the
are called the mail order advertising contents of each bott;e of that wonderful
children’s remedy, l ascasweet, have been

Dancing Proves Fatal.
Moody.
Many men and women catch colds at
in pneumonia and
Good for everything a salve is used for dances which terminate
After exposure, if Foley’s
and especially recommended for piles. That consumption.
It will break up a
is
taken
and
Tar
is what we say of DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Honey
results need be feared.
Salve. On the market for years and a j cold and no serious
Get• Refuse any but the genuine in a yellow
standby in thonsands of families.
i package. R. H. Moody.
R. H. Moody.
Sold

DeWitt’s.

It’s true of most women,
They’re so strangely fated
That hair now called golden
Was once merely plaited.
Buffalo News.

Made Happy for Life.
Great happiness came into the home of S.
C. Blair, school superintendent, at St. Albans, W. Va., when his little daughter was
restored from the dreadful complaint he
lie says: “My little daughter had
names,
St. Vitus’ Dance, which yielded to no treatment but grew steadily worse until as a last
resort we tried Electric Bitters; and I rejoice to say three bottles effected a complete
cure.” Quick, sure cure for nervous complaints, general debility, female weaknesses, impoverished blood and malaria.
Guaranteed by K. II. Moody’s drug store.
Price 50c.

BUY AT HOME,

X

IA
CASTOR
Children.
Infants

The year 1903 will long be remembered in
the home of F. N. Packet of Alliance, Ky.,
as a year of blood; which flowed so copiously from Mr. Tacket’s lungs that death
He writes: “Severe
seemed very uear.
bleeding from the lungs and a frightful
at death’s door, when
me
had
brought
cough
I began taking Hr. King’s New Discovery
for Consumption with the astonishing result that after taking four bottles I was
completely restored as time has proven permanently cured.” Guaranteed for Sore
Lungs, Coughs and Cold at R. II. Moody’s
drug store. Price 50c. and $1.00. Trial
bottle free.

WINDMILL BILGE PUMPS.
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STREET
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BELFAST
MAINE

(Formerly Moody & Co.)

1

County Turkeys

CHICKENS,
geese,
DUCKS
AND MEATS OF ALL KINDS.

EVERYTHING NEEDED FOR THE

THANKSGIVING DINNER.

FOGG & BROWN.
—-—-

Lamson & Hu's
I I

^

T"

charge. This invention
“weighs” the small main shaft (one
inch in diameter; leading from the
without extra

windmill wheel to the pump, so that
the rod practically has no weight upon
the driving wheel. The device is absolutely automatic in action and will last
as long as the vessel lasts, needing no
attention but the one of “slushing” the
slow moving gears with a little grease
about once or twice a month. Schooners carrying topmasts, and nearly althe older craft carry them, are not fiteel with the counterbalance as the
windmill is placed abreast of the main
or mizzen masts, from two to three
feet from the mast, and clear of the
sail and boom, and the counterbalance
is not necessary.
The steel windmill bilge pump is intended for all classes of wooden sea-going vessels, but more particularly for

lightships, sailing ships, barks, brigs,
schooners, coal, lumber and oil barges,

for houseboats, canal boats and
scows. Had the Nantucket Shoal lightship been equipped with a windmill
bilge pump last winter, when she
sprung aleak, she might have been
kept afloat until assistance arrived,
and would not have foundered. Nothing but the wireless telegraph saved
her crew from going down with her,
and

but they fortunately were rescued by a
steamer, a few minutes before the

lightship

sank.

Vessels equipped with the windmill
pumping outfit still have their handworked diaphragm pumps to fall back
on in the event of a heavy leak which
the windmill would not be able to cope
with, and between the two systems a
large volume of water would be

pumped.

The windmill should be taken apart
and cleaned about every six months,
but it will not fail to work even if not
cleaned once a year. It is to be hoped,
however, that we shall not have to organize a society for the prevention of
cruelty to windmills.—American Shipbuilder.
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FILL ONE BIN WITH

rail

Pea Coal!
just received
ity PEA COAL, which
as it lasts, for,

We have

a

cargo of best

you can

$5.50 per

buy,

as

The Lamson & Hub'

qual-

S

and everything you need f
winter wear. The best swcity for boys at $1.00.

Belfast, Maine

TELEPHONE 8-2.

CURE

>■

Wright & Ditson’s

THE SWAN k mm CO,
A Positive

1

has all the good qualities
in hats. You can find them,
line of Hosiery, Gloves, Sh
wear, and a great variety

long

ton

33, 35, 37 Front St.,

Styles

:

New Neckwear all

CATARRH

You can liml these things

Dwight P. Pain

Cream Balm
Ely'squickly

Hi

Masonic Temple,

is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

It cleanses, soothes I
heals and protects
the diseased moirbrane. It cures On-1
tarrh and drives!
away a Cold in the |_
Head quickly. K UAV
stores the Senses of
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 cts., at Drug,
gists or by mail; Trial Size 10 cts. by maiL
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street. New York
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ABARREL

FEVER

...

OK
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Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
In the

matter

of

)

Mary E. Hodgdon,

[ In

Bankrupt.)

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale. Judge of the Disrict Court of the United States ior the District of Maine.
E. HODGDON of Unity, in the County
of Waldo ami State of Maine, in said District, respectfully represents, that on the
2d day of December, last past, slio was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of Congress
relating to bankruptcy; that she has duly surrendered all her property and rights of property, and
has fully complied with all the requirements of
said Acts and of the orders of Court touching her

JUST RECEIVED

MARY

The

Only

Medicine

WE USE FOR
COLDS AND...

Stomach Troubles
Dear Sirs:—Readheld Comer, Me.,

Mar. 25/04
We have used your “L. F.” Bitters
in our family for over 20 years.
It is all
the medicine we use for colds or stomach
troubles. It is a great remedy for dyspepsia. I feel I can’t say enough in its praise.
Yours truly, Mrs. Clara A. Locke.
Don’t let sickness get the best of you.
Take the True “L. F.” Atwood’s Med
icine to-day and you’ll soon begin to gain,
so you can eat and
enjoy your food. I
will then build you in strength and flesh.
Colored Postal Cards. 50 subjects.
Write us. H. H. Hay’s Sons, Selling
▲gents. Portland, Me.

Call for Townsend’s

-POSTALS
Direct

Photographs

bankruptcy.

Wherefore she prays, That she may be decreed
l.v the Court to have a full discharge fr< mall debtestate under said banks
ruptcy Acts, except such debts as are excepted
law
from
such
nv
discharge.
Dated this 3d (lav of November, A. D. 1906.
MARY E. HODGDON,

provable against her

POOR & SC

Bankrupt.
ORDER OF NOTICE

BRUCC1STS.

THEREON.

District of Maine, ss.
On this 10th clay of November, A. D. 1900, on
reading ibe foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing be had
November, A.
upon the same on the 30th day of
D. 1900, before said Court at Portland, in said
District, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; and that
notice thereof be published in The Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed in said District,and
that all known creditors, and other persons in
interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and show cause, if any they have, why the prayer
of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, That the
Clerk shall send by mail to all known creditors
addressed
copies of said petition and this order,
to them at their places of residence as stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale, Judge
of tbe said Court, and the seal thereof, at Portland, In said District, on the lOtli day of November
A D. 1900.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
rL. s i
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.

Try Tliose

WANTED^ CENTRAL MARKET

Women between IS and 30 years of age to work
as attendants In tbe Medfleld Insane Asylum at
Medfleld Junction, Mass., 20 miles from Bostoa
Wages Increase with length of service. An optunlty to become a trained nurse. Address
DR. EDWARD FRENCH,
Medfleld, Mass.
lyr3g

Delicious and sooth

Sausage

iVt a Probate Court held at Belfast,wit
d:
the County of \Valdo, on the 9th
her, A. D. 1906.
Minnie
ami
HARO ELLA QUEST

\j

having presented

a

petition

r-

hat thev and Frank G. Carr, Ennna
Bird Bullard am
ey Fred Carr, E.
Bullard are the heirs living in differed
John Carr, late ot Searsport, in sai*
Waldo, deceased, praying thatofMinniesaid
idministratrix of the estate
bo a
jo me other suitable person, may
sale
or
auction
private
jell at public
ot s.
‘State belonging to the estate
iescribed in said petition, and di
accorai
[iroceeds among said heirs
respective rights therein.

Ordered, That the said petitioned1
all persons interested by causing
arder to be published three weeks s
the Republican Journal, a newspa
1Hu Belfast, the first publication
30 days prior to December 11, lb*
may appear at a Probate Court,
Belfast, within and for said count*'1
at
[lay of December, A. D. 190b, if
jefore noon, and show cause,
said
of
petitioners
why the prayer
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copy.
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magazine. Large Cori**1'1"
li^h

class
La«t
?nzes. Write J. N. TRAINER*
ugton Square, New York. N. Y.
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DEAR OLD YORK.
j, rich in historical interest,
any town in the State—but
i course, the older ones—
and
,c of song and legend,

M3

,h

by great

and consecrated

confessed, however, that
.a lore is too often served
drv that it sticks in the
new fangled breakfast food.
perhaps, find it hard to be
•i the weight of the world’s
their minds, and the
,ni
such an incurable tendency
tear springs that we are
ter off in their hands.
ei \. now and then we find
as the following song
-tory set to dance is a thoriul idea and bound to be
ere is a quaint charm in
-tiff and solemn figures of
e governors and grandees

■

,t.

waltz

or a

trvo-step.

written for a local enat York six years ago and
,niie such a favorite that it
It is from the pen
c there.
]>. Twombly, editor of The
! ranscript; and those memMaine Press Association
the author’s hospitality at
,st summer will be particucet a copy of the verses as
that delightful week.
as

OLD

Alt

YORK.

-three hundred or so—
xplored this shore;
iver on a pine log sliver
: ),*•
eei
: on

more;

the brink and began to

•guilt place it was,
d be bought as a summer
Indian squaws.
bk

..

:

in

mu

1 harles
to cable

a nice

king

or

letter,

die.

thing
easily bled;

knew

i-

little

reply,
the prince of the whole
a

or

two,

akirs on his house lot acres,
r Gorges instead.
llnando had money to burn,
md fellow was he;
ner the town Gorgeanna
\ the great grandee,
'pulation outdid his expecta-

city he bore,
town gained much renown
old days of yore.
well, 1 need not tell,
this very day;
on will she's in it still,
for

a

C. A. R. COMMANDER

THE NATIONAL W. C. T. U.

Jas. S. Dean, Gen. Grant Poet, Rondont, N. Y.

take it morning, noon and night, and it
I took the medicine as
will cure you.
directed, but had no confidence in a cure,
as my case had been tried by so many.
After using it a week I began to feel better,
and in a short while after that I was entirely
cured. That terrible distress, everything I
ate breaking up sour in my throat, had all
gone and I have not had a moment’s discomfort since. To-day there isn’t a healthier
man and my appetite is excellent.”
Write to Dr. David Kennedy’s Sons, Rondont, N.
Y., for a free sample bottle of Dr David Kennedy’*
Favorite Remedy, the great Kidney, Liver and Blood
medicine, and free medical booklet. Large bottle*
$1.00. All druggists.

Unexpectedly attending a part of the
National Womens’ Christian Temperance
Union convention in Hartford, Conn., im
mediately following the World’s Conven.
tion in Boston, the first hint of the great
gathering was seen in the specially arranged store windows, with “Greetings to W.
C. T. U.” Here and there on the streets, a
building bears a placard saying “Purity
Conferences here at 8.30 a. m.”; “Medical
Temperance Lectures“State W. C. T. U.
Headquarters,’’ etc. Across from the big
white postoflice, Parson’s Theater bore the
letters “W. C. T. U.”
Just within the
outer entrance the literature tables stood,
always surrounded by those buying leaflets
on Purity, Scientific Temperauce Instruction, or tbe souvenir booklets and nutmegs
put out by tbe State union. Inside, in
opposite corners, were the Union Signal
table and Information Bureau. The floor
was filled to overflowing with delegates—
528—the largest convention yet!
The
tables for the reporters were also filled by
busy writers. All around were flags and
From
flowers, banners and bunting.
either side of the stage hung the Union
Signal Honor List. Maine had a very long
list; almost as long as the entire remaining

How Lincoln Won His Case.

list. How many Waldo County unions are
there ? One box nearest the stage was oc-

CURED

OF

DYSPEPSIA

Commander Dean writes: “As Chief U. S.
Mail Agent of the U. & D. R. R., good
health is indispensable. I found myself,
however all run down with Dyspepsia. I
doctored and doctored, but I grew worse.
I suffered misery night and day, for fully
two years. My case was pronounced incurable. I chanced to meet Dr. David Kennedy about that time, and told him of my
condition and he said, trv a bottle of

DR. ORVID KEKHEDn

FAVORITE REMEDY

lie lawyer whose honesty is proven
has the confidence of the’judge and
jury. A story of Abraham Lincoln is
an illustration: lie was appointed to
defend one charged with murder. The
crime was a brutal one; the evidence
entirely circumstantial; the accused a
stranger. Feeling was high and against
the friendless defendant. On the trial
Lincoln drew from the witnesses full
statements of what they saw and knew.
There was no effort to confuse, no attempt to place before the jury the facts
In the arguother than they were.
ment, after calling attention to the
fact that there was no direct testimony, Lincoln reviewed the circumstances, and after conceding that this
and that seemed to point to defendant’s
guilt, closed by saying that he had reflected much on the case, and while it
seemed probable that defendant was
guilty, he was not sure; and looking
the jury straight in the face said, “Are
you?” The defendant was acquitted,
and afterwards the real criminal was
detected and punished. IIow different
would have been the conduct of many
lawyers! Some would have striven to
lead the judge into technical errors
with a view to an appeal to a higher
Others would have become
court.
hoarse in denunciation of witnesses,
decrying the lack of positive testimony
and the marvelous virtue of the reasonable doubt. The simple, straightforward way of Lincoln, backed by the
confidence of the jury, won.—1). -J.
Brewer, in the November Atlantic.
J
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Mrs. Harrison Lee
of Melbourne,
White Ribbon
World’s
Missionary, well known as a speaker in
New Zealand, Australia and England. She
is a bright, interesting little woman. She
will remain in America about three months
and isto speak in Portland, Augusta, Bangor, Rockland and other towns, and we
neut

among them

were

INVESTIGATION.

THE SHILOH

The Rockland Opinion’s Opinion.
The Kockland Opinion may not always be right, but its opinions are not
made to order and always bear the hall
mark of originality. The view it takes
of the Shiloh investigation differs so
widely from that of any other paper
that it comes under the head of news.
The Opinion says:
The only crime the Shiloh folks are
now accused of is
that they have a
“gloomy^ appearance and a ‘‘faraway”
look, and that one or two of them are
ill, although the sanitary conditions are
excellent, with first-class plumbing, and
the buildings well warmed and ventilat

ed.

The fact is, it seems to us, that the
head and front of the offending by those
people is that they actually believe in
their religion and practise it. They believe in prayer as a practical workable
thing, and have for years now demonstrated their ability to get a pretty
good living by simply praying for what
they want without doing any work to
speak of. They believe in and practise
actual fasting, and not the make-believe
kind in vogue with the other churches.
Fasting with them means literal abstinence from food, and not taking a
holiday and going to a baseball game.
They believe that prayer is all the
treatment necessarv for disease of all
And,
kinds, and that is all they have.
1.1_i.
_l J_n.
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Shiloh, the physician who made the inspection with Mr. Crockett found a remarkably good state of health, and the
general results of the prayer treatment

do not seem to be worse than those
where more rational methods are pursued.
Of course, the ministers, who have to
toil and sweat and beg and truckle to
hope, also, in Belfast.
Many of the English women, w ith others, the mammon of unrighteousness somehad to leave without going on to Hartford; times, perhaps, to get a decent living,
are jealous
wl en they see Brother
but we saw some faces we have learned to
Sandford running around in his yacht
know—Miss Royberg of Sweden, Miss Cal- and
having a good time, and his followlisperi of Greece, Miss Leroy Broad, repre- ers all getting a living and enjoying
Miss
Ellen
the
Stone, themselves in their way, all by simple
senting
Fiji Islands,
and others. Among the many speakers of prayer and a little fasting, and they
We do not
both sexes no voice is so invariably, so are mad way through.
blame them.
Sandford has beaten
easily, heard as that of Mrs. L. M. N. Stev- them to a
frazzle at their own game,
As National Muens, the presiding officer.
and it is entirely pardonable in them to
sical Director, Mrs. Frances Graham, Presisqueal.
dent of the New York \\. C. T. U., had
But we do not see that the law can

Your Winter’s COAL

Buy

-of

—

The Belfast Fuel &

Hay Co.

WILKESBARRE, SCRAXTOX and” LATTIMER LEIRUB
-PR IC E S--

Wilkesbarre

or

“

Scranton, deliveroJ

antlJjvjl in, (on level)

per ton,
“

at^wharf,
LEHIGH 25(3CENTS

“

$7.50
7.00

charge of the music. Everyone is glad when do anything for them. The more the
she sings herself, for her voice is peculiarly Shiloh fanatics are persecuted, the
PER TON EXTRA.
more money rolls in on them, and every
sweet and distinct.
he buys a new
time
Sandford
is
indicted
J D f SCOUVr O J 'i\a. pn- t > t fro n ibive prices alio.vel on all settleFriday night was Welcome and L. T. L.
yacht and starts off on another pleas- ments m ide within TEN J
to stay.
Night and the Governor, the Mayor, the ure tour to
tys from delivery of coal.
or the Holy Land.
Europe
n- at, you soon w ill hear
ministers, the sclio s and the W. C. T. LT. There is not an iota of evidence that
Oar Coals are all first-class, finely prepare! an 1 guaranteed satisfactory to
-ail exclaim,
were all in evidence, as well as the children. the push have violated any law, and our
York! Oh dear old Y’ork !
patrons in weight, quality and delivery.
here again!”
Saturday was World’s W. C. T. U. Night,” there is abundant evidence that they
when the P reign visitors occupied the are a very r. oral, honest and conscienthing of which I'll sing—
POCAHONTAS STEAM COAL,
tious people.
miliar theme
platform. Sunday morning many pulpits
If we were in Governor Cobb’s place,
Mid rusty bore
MARYL IND’S CO ’S OB )S70< CR BEK CO ( T,
The
were ti led by W. C. T. U. speakers.
Their praywe would take their part.
in the green.
convention sermon in the afternoon was ers amount to
'll stay till the judgment day
PER TOS.
PBAICOAL
something. The combins some night
given by Rev. Anna H. Shaw; that evening ed supplications of the regular clergy
ii -I dig a hole in the ground,
I
was given up to the “Y’s.” Monday even- of Maine, with the aid of those of the
15 OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.
Old Bill White tells a story of a
HAY AND STRAIT,
ITOOD OF ALL\ KINDS
in out of sight.
CHARCOAL,
a
for
him
W.
was a Diamond Medal Contest, and a
C.
T.
procured
ing
U.,
only
to
Democratic orator who referred
at the last elecgirls with auburn curls
was the winner.
meager8000
majority
Connecticut
Tuesday
boy
Some
Webster’s
“Daniel
Yards foot.Spring Street..
dictionary.”
Telephone 41-4
>
one hand tied befrequent sight,
evening was “Demonstration Night,” when tion. Sandford, with
one pulled the orator's coat tail, and
I with air profound
hind him can pray all around them,
under
didn’t
Webster
“Daniel
of
the
departments, grouped
u. -ive right;
said, softly:
many
and if he devoted his attention to polwrite the dictionary; it was Noah.” six general heads, gave illustrations of their
in wink we never think
the
E carry everything
their way,
orator; work For instance, Mrs. Benjamin, Nation- itics he could no doubt even pull
“Noah nothing,” said the
Republican party out of the hole in
here two months in the year
that is used in
“Noah built the ark. You can’t fool al
Superintendent of Parliamentary Usage, which it finds itself.
here to stay.
an
held a class exhibition, when the motions,
ho blind and not to mind
There is no Use Fightins; Nature.
amendments, questions of privilege, etc.,
THE IMPORTANCE OF ALCOHOL.
*-t a trilie gay,
Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy does
were enough to confuse the average onlookng— of course it’s not wrong!
,<t their way,
The most important measure of the er. Wednesday evening was State Jubilee nothing of that kind. It acts tenderly and
in sympathy with what Nature is trying to
very well, i need not tell,
last Congress from an industrial stand- Night. The president of the State gaining
Do you have trouble with
ihle fuss there’dbe,
accomplish.
“denatured”
alcohol
was
the
bill,
point
500 new members was allowed to speak five your digestion, your liver or kidneys? Does
mugh should carry on so,
if
the.
of
as
so
called,
prime
object
rheumatism
pain and rack you? Is your
ii0 end to it, see!
minutes; States gaining 400, 300, 200, 100
nature in making alcohol was to prohead thick and heavy? It will charm away
e
don’t forget the
new members were allowed four, three, two
observed that the singer
these ailments almost ere you are aware.
vide a beverage. The bill removed the
ancient to current history
Stevens Leaentire tax from alcohol which had been or one minute. Mrs. Gertrude
.eluding verses; from Sir rendered undrinkable, so that this im- vitt spoke for Maine. Miss Gordon presentillctimei s
v/iccu.
the summer girl, liis sketch
agent in the arts might be ed the banners: to Ohio, largest State gain,
ill be instantly recognized as portant
freedom.
Free
with
Union—for
tbe
used
“I believe in
lead, as it guards
comparative
2,024; to the second—Tennessee
alcohol in the arts lies almost at the largest district gain, 108; to Chatauqua me against dangers which the eye can33PT am the only one who lias the
wonder that she is giddvV
basis of industrial Germany, which emnot see.
New
gain,
county
largest
York,
in
loose
beautiful
county,
let
nly
it to the extent of 75,000,000 gal“I believe in the lookout, as it guards No gas stored in the building, only what the pipes contain, same as city gas, and just as
and to Mitchell, South Dakota, largest
the vacation tingle in her ploys
lons a year. Our own tax of 82.18 on 101,
me against dangers to be seen.
safe.
e glitter of the great blue
of
05.
local
gain
“I believe in the log as it checks my
each gallon was practically prohibitive,
in
her
ocean
eyes—of and in
Then came the closing exercises, when distance run.
Placed in class A by the Consulting engineers of the National Hoard of Fire Cnderwriters,
these important manufactures
to her auburn bead! The
no increased rate of fire insurance.
“I believe in ascertaining the latitude
which depended upon its use we were every one clasped hands with her neighbor
.‘.ink" indicates the proper
at the mercy of our rivals. The possi- and all sang “God he with you ’till we meet as it helps me to define my pusition.
Installed on your premises will prove the greatest comfort, best and SAFEST investment
,irds her —Lewiston Sun.
inof
alcohol
me
the
The lead guards
bilities of
against dangers
employment
again.” The general officers led in repeat-|
you ever made.
I in
C. B.
producing light, heat, and power are I mg the W. C. T. U. benediction, and the visible. The lookout guards me against
me
The
visible.
■IK WAY TO DO IT.
also enormous, as gallon for gallon it :
log guards
dangers
Cheaper than kerosene. Especially adapted for farm houses.
was adjourned.
convention
has a far greater potency than the best
99 HIGH STREET.
against false distances, and the latitude Produces a superior gas at J to A the cost of coal gas, and 1-10 the cost of electricity of
Invitations for next year were received
r»-c times a day:
helps me to define my position.
grade of refined petroleum, and need
for
our nui"
of
furnished
customers
grade
same
candle
Our
<H]f on simple fare,
gasoline
proper
power.
“I earnestly resolve and openly denot much, if at all, exceed it in price. from Nashville, Omaha, Denver and Notie of bran and hay;
chines at wholesale prices.
The only opposition to the bill came folk ; the latter seconded by officers of the i clare that as I hope to go all my days
the open air;
in safety, therefore, will 1 steadfastly
from the wood alcohol interests, blit as Jamestown exhibition.
of satisfaction to our customers, we
•say to your fears;
I We have several plants in operation giving the best
the use of that article even in the arts ;
•t
Mrs. Clara Hoffman, President of Mis- practice that which I believe, and
keababy;
for
in
Camden
are
now
a
beating, cooking, running gas
lighting,
large
installing
plant
to
and
tell
them
that
1
life
I e a hundred years—
is attended with danger
j ouri, declined re-election as Recording Sec- hereby warn seamen and four
engine, pumping water, heating bath water, gas logs, etc.
if they ever neglect these
things:
health, no reason appeared for taxing
i
Anderson
Preston
Mrs.
Harriet
and
Either tbe lead, the log, the latitude or
for its benefit a more efficient and safer t retary
AM).
Tell me how many rooms you have in your house or hotel, or how many feet your store
aps about your throat:
rival product, and tbe bill passed by a of North Dakota, long Assistant Recording the lookout, they and their fellow creata:
ate lunches;
is, then 1 will tell you just how little it will cost to light them by the modern system
Mrs. j ures will some day surely perish.—Mawas chosen in her stead.
vote.—S.
W.
Secretary,
unanimous
McCall,
not rock tlie boat;
nearly
“that saves.”
from punches;
Howard M. lioge, president, of Virginia, rine Review.
in the November Atlantic.
n.c too many beers ;
tills the place left by Mrs. Anderson. Mrs.
The cost of the machine is nominal, we install under a strong guarantee. Write for terms
-bts distress;
Pneumonia Follows a Cold
Stevens was re-elected National President.
THE IDEAL FAMILY LAXATIVE
and catalogue to
live a hundred years—
E. F. M.
MAGAZINES BOUND. JUrSUVK
iess.
but never follows the use of Foley’s Honey
is one that can be used by the entire family,
| Books loose in the covers replaced, from 10
heals
It
the
and
and Tar.
cough,
stops
young and old, weak and strong, without
ite with one who wears
cents up.
strengthens the lungs and prevents pneuany danger of harmful effects. It should
Nov. 29th.
lists than you;
Day
Thanksgiving
R. H. Moody.
JOHN S. FERNALD,
m rnia.
have properties which insure the same
way to despair,
dose, always having the same effect, otherthe rent is due;
Gov. Cobb todayNov. 8.
wise the quantity will have tube increased
Augusta,
:iste your strength in tears;
and finally lose its effect altogether. These designated Thursday, Nov. 2y, as ThanksIt Will Tickle Your Taste.
•'uuble, scout it;
properties can be found in that old family giving day. The proclaimatiou is as foli! live a hundred years—
remedy, Hrandreth’s Pills, because its in- lows ;
i’ii it?
“As the close of the year approaches, the
gredients are of the purest herbal extracts,
and every pill is kept for three years before mind turns to the observance of the best
or
.mpire baseball games;
for office run;
being sold, which allows them to mellow. and oldest of New England customs, ThanksWe do not believe there is a laxative o(a the giving.
By law a noliday is in spirit a
ill a fellow names,
It celebrates the bounties of
festival.
market that is so carefully made.
h is a gun;
Hrandreth’s Pills are the same fine laxa- nature and the rewards of toil, arouses
loin lend your ears;
tive tonic pill your grandparents used. sentiments of gratitude for the blessings of
.... festive schooner;
Vi: live a hundred years—
They have beeu in use for over a century peace and prosperity vouchsafed our State
THE ESTA BROOKS SHIRT MPG. CO. can
ami are sold in every drug and medicine and nation, quickens the desire to lessen
don’t die sooner.
give girls steady work on power machines
the burdens of the unfortunate and needy,
and after Or. 15th we shall give a cash bonus
store, either plain or sugar-coated.
fall.
..

--

WE GUARANTEE IT

.■

me”___

Italian Dinner.

-•

OLIVE

OIL

■

Italian Cheese.

MARSANO,

Book poiNo
...

..

REPAIRING.

■

MAINE LIGHT, HEAT & POWER C0„

■

TCASIl BOMlS~~

374 Fore Street, Portland, Maine,

OFFERED TO GIRLS

W. E. Schwartz, Agent, jssrssss Camden, Me.

-—-

folks love I)r. Wood’s Norway
Pleasant to take; perfectly
nsitive cure for coughs, colds,
istlima.
:

every man,
fool or saint,
touched the sign
it’s labeled “Paint.”
—New York Sun.

Maine’s Aid to 'Frisco.
statement of receipts by
Frederick E. Boothby, treasurer state of
Maine Branch America National Red Cross
Association of aid to San Francisco sufferers:
From citizens of Aina, §7.30; Auburn,

Following is

a

§389.30; Biddeford, §11; Boothbay, §25;
Brownville, §18; Brunswick, $672.91; Camden, $395.15; Caribou, §1; Castiue, §15;
Dr. Thomas’ Corinna, §25; Ellsworth, §107.28; Fairlield
-Id necessity.
Heals burns, cuts, wounds and Benton, §42; Gardiner, §405; Gilead,
cures sore throat, croup,
§1; Hallowed, §244.50; Island Falls, §27 50;
Lewiston, $1,064.01; Lisbon, §8.37 Lisbon
ma; never fails.
Falls, §233.95; Livermore Falls, $152.12;
Lovell, §1; Lubec, $17; Madison and East
Madison, $133.10; Naples, $5 North Anson,
$07.80; North Blidgton, $13 52; Northeast
Harbor, $5.76 North Yarmouth, §04; Old
Town, $452.12; Phillips, §3; Portlaud, §139;
Raymond, §5.25; Rockland, §375; .Sabaltis,
§5; Saco, §193 32; Seal Harbor, $G.8G;Thomastou, $11; Uptou, §5; W'aterville, §311.70;
Wilton, §13.02; Wiscasset, §180.09; YarSufferers Rejoice in Receiving mouth, $25.01;
Y'armouthville, $25; total,
$5,938,94.
Splendid Results from Uric-O.

FIND IN URIC-O A
I'iRMANENT CURE.

ntion could be held of all the Rlieu'•i *> who have been cured completely
liric-O, there would be such a re» convince
every skeptic that there
been found the true “Fountain” of
yet this would be a decided error, for
not a “cure all,” hut simply a cure for
hi and Rheumatism
only.
Meier from Rheumatism who wants to
sleepless nights, the nerve binding,
ting hours of pain, should lay aside
ms of treatment get a bottle of Uricdart rejoicing on his way to health. It
le how long one has suffered from the
"
how intense the suffering, Uric-O will
"re it completely, cure it permanently
:'o stay cured. Muscular,Articular and
ory Rheumatism yield at once to this
bug agent. Druggists and
are gladly recommending Uric-O for
'‘‘•in because they know its wonderful
:
cannot be exaggerated.
-Parties
''
ts directly upon the blood, muscles
It neutralizes the uric and rheu1
P'Msoii, and drives it from the blood.
of K. H Moody is the “Home of Uric-1
! '“"t and lie sells and
guarantees it for
5i"" a bottle. We know
you can be cured j
''
and if you only try one bottle you will!
; from the bottom of your heart for havyou acquainted with this marvelous
J»<»n t delay. Don’t put it off. Try it
Ask Mr. Moody about it and
-v.
loday.
igLj ',,i tlie many cures Uric-O has effected
in your town
d,
If you desire, you can !
fetait free of charge by sending your
ad(lr«89
the
Smith
to
Drug uo., SyraV v
*•. aud asking for a sample free.
of

1

1

1

■

physicians

1

’[>
‘J

llelfast does not appear in this list because
its contribution was sent to the general relief committee. The Unitarian society also
sent a contribution to their church fund
and the secret societies gave librally.

and above ail else inclines the heart to a
reverent acknowledgment to God for the
divine favors he has bestowed upon his

people.
“Therefore, I, William T. Cobb, governor
of file State of Maine, do hereby designate
Thursday, November twenty-ninth, instant,
Thanksgiving day, and ask the sons and
daughters of Maine to honor the day and its
meaning, and heedful of the year’s disappointments as weii as of its achievements
resolve upon a course of conduct that
shall promise individual happiness and

to

public well-being.”

HARMFUL STOMACH DOSING.
No Need of

When

llyomei Is Used to Cure
Catarrh.
Do not try to cure, catarrh of the head by
dosiug the stomach. This is neither common sense nor scientific, as the less medicine one swallows the oetter.
To cure catarrhal troubles, breathe the
healing llyomei ami the medication will go
right to the spot where the catarrhal germs
are present, and free the system from all
catarrhal poison.
It. H. Moody has seen so many cures ot
catarrh made by llyomei, some of them
chronic eases, that lie gives au absolute
guarantee of cure or money will be refunded with every outfit he sells. The complete
llyomei outfit costs but $l, while extra bottles of llyomei if needed are but 50 cents.
It

fl 10c. Cigar for 5c.
How do

we

do it ?

We sell

so

We have secured the agency for Orino
Laxative Fruit Syrup* the new laxative
that makes the liver lively, purines the
breath, cures headache and regulates the
digestive organs. Cures obronic constipation. Ask us about it. K. H. Moody.

Hewitt—That girl in the print dress is a
Jewett—She differs from most
poem.
Hewitt—How is that? Jewettlost poems don’t get into print—Town and

Koems.

Country.

“I owe.my whole life to Burdock Blood
Bitters. Scrofulous sores covered my body.
I seemed beyond cure. B. B. B. has made
me a
perfectly well woman.” Mrs. Ohas.
Hutton, Berville, Mich.
Do you use an Atomizer in treating
Nasal Catarrh ? Then you will appreciate
Cream Balm, the mildest,
quickest, surest remedy for this disease. In
all curative properties it is identical with
the solid Cream Balm, which is so famous
and so succesaful in overcoming Catarrh,
Hay Fever and Cold in the head. There is
relief in the first dash of spray upon the
heated sensitive air-passages. All druggists
75c., including spraying tube, or mailed by
Ely Bros., 56 Warren St., N. Y.

Ely’s Liquid

This
to all girls taking employment with ns.
bonus will be in the form of a substantial cash
addition to the wages earned each month.

OUR

many.

CO., Boston, Mass.
Eastern Distri

GEO. S. HARRIS &

ijutors.

WE PAY HIGH WAGES
I

KINEO

W. L. DOUGLAS

0

JOHN B. STICKNEY, Agent,

To Shoe Dealers:
\V. L. Douglas’ Jobbing House is the most
complete in I his country
Send for Catalog

BELFAST, MAIN d.

j

311139*

23, 25,

29 Central St., Bangor, Me

45

High St

or

Red.

nd Sun

Thoroughbreds, Black
quire of

G. o.

In

LOUD,

31 Front st„ Belfast

WANTED

4

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO.

SALE

COCKER SPANIELS,

price.

W.L.Doug!as $4 Gilt Edge line,
cannoibeeguslkclstanypiiia

BELFAST, MAINE

STREET,

FOR

|

out Dock Asli Grate and is low in

6w4t

particulars apply at factory,

For

FRONT

has a fine baking oven which is
praised by its many users: a draw-

&*3,©Q Shoes
’3.50
BEST IN THE WORLD

An

experienced young man
Give experience. Address,
A. B. C., Stockton

as

stenographer*

Springs,

Maine.

3w44

Always Remember the Full Name

I .axative Rromo

Farmers’ Institutes in Hancock Co.
Farmers’ Institutes will be held in Hancock County as follows; Grange Hall in
Penobscot, Friday, Nov. 23rd., at 10.30 a. m.
and 1.30 p. m., Grange Hall in North Brooksville, Saturday, Nov. 24tb., at 10.30 a. m.,
and 1.30 p.m. These meetings will be addressed by Prof. C. D. Smith, director of
the experiment station connected with the
Michigan Agricultural college, Dr. H. B.
Miller of Sunbnry, Ohio, and some of the
best speakers in the State of Maine. Subjects of special interest to farmers will be
discussed, and it is desired that the farmers
get together at these meetings, and exchange
ideas and compare methods.

THE

SHOES FOB

"EVERYBODY AT AIL PRICES.
we
gsa &&
$2-20 to $1.00.

Misses* St Children’3 Shoos.
Misses and
Try W. I«. Douglas Women s, and
wear
Children's shoes; for
makes.
other
they excel
ituo my
take
I
could
If
yen
at Brockton, Mass.*and snow

Quinine
in Two.

Cures a Cold In One Day, Grip

fjt

on

large

Box.

25c.

Dr. E. E. BROWN
OF

Specialist in

BANGOR,

Diseases

of the

Eye, Ear

Nose and Throat,
Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
will be in Belfast every Monday. Office hours 10

and S. W. Johnson Belfast.

33tf

factories

shoes
you how carefully W.L. Douglas
made, you would then understand
fit
better,
hold their shape,

are

why they
of greater value
wear longer, and are
than any other make.

opium w. L
Wherever you live, you can
I.
Douglas shoes. HI. name and price stamped
ontnebottom, which protect, you again, thigh

*A^k yourdealeMor wTM

^FastCotor^efe^auaJ1;
Wr.U
tor

they

will not mvirutf.

*£X£yi£l*

lyon’s

French Periodical Drops

Strictly vegetable, perfectly harmless, sure to accomplish
RESULTS. Greatest known female remedy. Price, $1.50
is put
Beware of counterfeits and Imitations. The genuine thus:
fac-simlle signature .on side of the bottle,
Ohio.
Cleveland.
Sole
Agents,
MFC.
CO.,
Bend for Circular to WILLIAMS
A.imAII

CAUTION

ton with

BOLD

BY

Rf

H.

MOODY.

up

DESIRED
per bottle.

only in

paste-hoard Car--py

-—*

A Busy Medicine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.

A specific*for Constipation, Indigestion, Live
and Kidney Troubles, Pimples. Eczema, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tabGenuine made by
let form, 3n cents a box.
Holmstkk Drug Company, Madison, Wis.

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE
K.

H. MOODY.

llse in

I

fast is doing the mason work....Mr. Ira
Veazie, who has been thf* guest of his
mother in Lewiston, has returned home.
Mrs. Robert Seeley has returned from Connecticut, where she has been under medical
treatment. She is much improved in health.
....Mr. and Mrs A. E. Brown of Searsport
Ed. Maxim lias
spent Sunday in town
returned from Foxcroft, where he has had

place

of Cream of Tartar
and Soda.

YACHTS AND BOATS.
The Edna has gone out of commission and
jis moored for the winter just above the rail]road wharf.

The launch Natawa, built this season by
Leroy Coombs for W. C. Bryant of Bangor,
has been hauled out at the Duplex Roller
employment.
Bushing Co., and before she goes into com0
mission again will have a more powerful
ISLKS BOKO.
The new four mast-d sch. Pendleton engine installed.
to
Sisters, lumber laden, made a quick trip
Frank W. Earle of Bangor left that place
New
York, leaving Islesboro Saturday Oct. 21st in the sloop Golden Rod for StockNov.
noon, Nov. 3rd, and arriving Monday,
ton and Isle au Haut. He was accompanied
5th.. .Capt. and Mrs. F. C. Pendleton,and by Willard Smith of Orrington and expected
two daughters, Grace and Effie, left on Nov.
not
Rev. to be gone only a few days. He was
7th for a visit to Brooklyn, N. V
a postal
George E. Tufts left Nov. 7th to spend a heard from until Nov. 7th, when
few months in Wolfville, N. S., where his was received from him saying that he was
The
brother is professor in Acadia College....
all right but the wiud was all wrong.
The High school scholars have organized,
craft in which Rev. E. S.
—

Turks Island, Nov. 2. Ar, sch. James W.
} Ilwell, Bangor for Philadelphia.
Havana, Nov. 2. Ar, sch. Wellfleet, Sa( annah; 8, ar, sch. R. W. Hopkins, Newj 'ort News.
Porto Plata, Nov. 1. Ar, sch. *Iethebesec,
,
York>
Tarifa, Nov. 7. Passed, 1st, bark Salvat ore, Bangor for Palermo.
Newcastle, N. S. W., Oct. 13. In port,
f l'ip Abner Coburn for San Francisco.

last season, a basket ball team, and
will play in Union Hall...-The young
people of the Baptist church recently
organized a society called the “Union
Club.” The meetings are to be held every
Monday evening in Union hall and both
old and young are invited to attend. Games,
debates and other kinds of entertainment
will be in order and altogether a pleasant
and instructive evening is sure to follow....
Messrs. C. J. Lynchcor and John Crowley,
both of Bangor, recently bought the Judson
Dodge estate, situated in the northern part
of the towu-Mr. Charles Ayres, wife and
two daughters from San Francisco are
visiting at Capt. Frank Grindles. Miss
Kate Warren is spending a few weeks in
Huston.The contractors for the new
selioolliouse at Dark Harbor are Mr. J. A.
Sprague and Mr. Dennis W. Pendleton.

as

POWiER

AfasoSutely Pure

More cor,ver:ient,
Makes the food lighter
and more heeSthful.

^^jOYAL^IAK|NQ^OWDER^Ca^NEWjrORK^^^^

SEARSPORT"LOCALS. !

Bangor Tuesday to
Sprague
get lumber for the building-A^lsociable
and sale of fancy goods was held Wednesday evening in the vestry of the Free Baptist church.... A little boy, weighing eleven
pounds, came to cheer the home of Dr. and
Mrs. H. F. Dolan last week. Congratulations!_The Grand Matron of the O. E. S.
of our State visited our chapter Wednesday
evening, Nov. 7th. After the work of the
evening, an elaborate collation was served.
Miss Mollie Williams is at home spendCapt. Sylvanus Dodge
ing her vacation
returned to Boston Tuesday, to join C«.pt.
Moody in his vessel.The “Islesboro
Dramatic Club” are at work ou a new play,
which they hope to put on in about one
month's time....Miss Alice Pendleton at-

--

Capt. Albert B. Colson returned Saturday
from New York.
in
Miss Angie Carver is visiting friends
Boston and vicinity.

....

—

Miss Zettie Ham of Monroe is the guest
ol Miss Georgia Ford.
Hon. A. E. Nickerson has gone to Swanville to spend the winter.
Mrs. James I’attee and son Clifford of
Belfast were in town last week.
w

Mrs. J. B. Ames has returned from
ith friends in Kumford Falls.

a

went to

Mr.

was
Dr. Burton E. Larrabee of Jackman
in town Friday.
cases of the old fashioned
There are
measles in town.

tended the State librarians' meeting, held
The basket-bal.
in W'aterville this week
teams of the High school played their first
These games
last
evening.
Friday
game
are interesting to almost everyone... .Mr.
James Dolan is visiting his brother, Dr. II.
F. Dolan, at Iiewes Point.
—

visit

J. J. and Thomas Moore of Hiugham,
Mass., were in town last week.
Repairs are being made on the waiting
room on the Eastern S. S. Co.’s pier.

|

THE BIGGEST GRAFT OF ALL.

Seh. Lizzie Lane, Capt. Alfred G. Closson,
lumber laden, sailed Friday for New York.
Mrs. John Murphy returned Friday from
Frankfort and Bana visit with friends in
gor.
Miss L. B. WnitcomDoi tsosiouspeu.Sunwith her mother, Mrs. Chrissie Whit-

The summing up of “The Story of
Life Insurance.” which has been running for several months in McClure’s,
has been awaited with general interest
as the article has drawn near its close.
Hendrick does not disappoint
Mr.
popular anticipation. In the November number of the magazine he delivers
one of the most eloquent and impressive utterances in review of this subject that has appeared in print. The
article opens with an analysis of the
overshadowing menace of the whole
business—the craze for size—in comparison with which the evils hitherto
Mr.
described become insignificant.
Hendrick relates how the Mutual and
Equitable have paid for new business,
in this country alone, nearly uinety
He
cents out of every dollar taken in.
describes the breathless pursuit for agents—in which bakers, grocers, and

day

comb.
Mrs. Liliias L. Nichols was iu Bucksport
last week, the guest of Mrs. Martha
Nichols.
Mr. and Mrs. L. S. Bean w*ere in town,
A.
Sunday, the guests of Mr. and Mrs. E.

Trundy.
Tike Bros, finished sawing the immense
in Mechanic’s
pile of stove wood at their mill
Hollow Saturday.
Mrs. Mary Magoon and daughter Sarah
left Tuesday lor Bangor, where they will
spend the winter.
TheSearsport basket ball team will open
hall
the season with its first game at Umou
Monday, Nov. 19th.
visitCapt. Amos A. Dow, who has been
left Sating Capt. and Mrs. 0. M Nichols,
urday lor Thomaston.
Mrs. C. A. Whittier is confined to the
bouse by a severe illness and is cared for
b> Mrs. Anna Brophy.
Blanchard returned
Mrs. Elizabeth S.
Iasi week from an extended visit to New
York ami Philadelphia.
(
y Traftou and family of Lambert
Lake have moved into the chambers in
Mrs. K. F. Sullivan’s iiouse.

Mobile, Nov. 7. Sch. Scotia, Patterson,
! rom Scranton, Miss., for Havana, has put
n here leaking.
..
Mobile, Nov. 6. Sch. Pendleton Brothers,
which stranded here during the September
tale, was floated today.
Stonington, Nov. 5. Sch. Susan N. Picksring, before reported ashore on Scragg
[edge at entrance to this harbor, was hauled
off at high tide today by tug Betsy Ross and
towed in, apparently undamaged. [Has arrived at Rockland under her own sail to go
on railway.
Golden Rod is the
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Nov. 12. Sch. J.
Charleston, S. G.,
Fhilbrook and party have cruised for two C. Strawbridge, Coombs,
for Boston, reports Oct. 30, 200 miles S. W.
at
this
been
often
port.
has
and
seasons,
of South Shoal lightship, experienced heavy
gale from N. E.; carried away topmast, tore
A Profitable Bank.
foresail and jibtopsail; had decks flooded
of the
Nkw Yokk, Nov/a The directors
declared a diviS tate Bank in this city today
cash on the
dend of POO per cent, payable in
The direcbank’s capitalization of $100,000.
semi-annual
tors also declared the usual
dividend of 00 per cent. The large surplus
bethe bank bad amassed became unwieldy
and in order
cause of its small capitalization,
disto
decided
directors
the
to obviate this
dividend.
tribute the surplus in the form of a
It was decided to increase the capitalization
to
$1,000,000.
of the bank from $100,000

peddlers

fish-cart

were

enlisted,

and

“summer-schools” started for the purpose of roping in college graduates,

lie tells how under the bonus system
watches, diamond rings, summer out.
ings and expensive banquets have been
lavished on agents at the expense of
the policy holders; of how a large tratlic
in deceptive policies has been carried
of
on; and of how the vicious system
rebating has continued in defiance of
of
All
the laws passed against it.

SHIP NtWS.
AMERICAN PORTS.

has raised its Interest

heretofore,

which has charur;
say, too, that the same High Standaid of Securities
and
in
the
we shall stn
as
hereafter
maintained
will
be
past,
ized our Investments
Interests.
Protect
and
Confidence
to
merit
continue
your
jour
We beg

Willey
Hart, New York.
Fernandina, Nov.

Ar, schs. Gladys,
NVw York ; Edvard II. Blake, do.
sch.
Scotia, ScranMobile, Nov. 7. Ar,
(See miscellany.)
ton Miss., for Havana.
Port Tampa, Nov. 9. Sld, sch. Medford,
Norfolk.
Port Reading, Nov. 10. Cld, sell. Isaiah
7.

$ 5000
7000
3000
5000

Union Pacific K. It. Co. 1st Mart. 4’s 1947
Atchison, T. & -Santa Fe Gen’l 4’s 1995
Maine Central R. R. Co. Coll. Tr. 5's in:.
Chicago & Western Ind. R. R. Co. 1st

5000
5000

5000

Southern Pacific Co. 2-5 year Coll. 4's la
Louisville & Nashville R. R. Co. Uti 4
1928.
Louisville A Nashville Coll. Tr. 5-2n
1923.
Lake Shore & Mich. So. Ry. Co. Deb.
1928..
Denver & Rio Grande R. R. Co. Conso
4’s 1930.
Aroostook R. R. Co. 1st Ma
Rangor
line 5’s 1943.
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Co. Consol.

5000

Rangor A. Aroostook R. R. Co. Car Tru

1952..

S TAT e;m e in t
OF

OF^CONDITION

■

5000
5000

t

5000
5000

1906.

I.

As of November

1951..

5000

RESOURCES.
U. S. Bonds to
Premium

on

circulation, $

secure

1 500.0C

U. S. Bonds,

Loans & Discounts,

284,865.30

Banking House,
Redemption Fund,

I5.000.0C
3,000.00

Due from Banks,

41,648.81

|
1

notes 190X.

Penn. Co. 4i per cent. 15-25 year gold lo;r
of 1900.
5000
U. S. Rubber Co. 5 per cent, note loos.
St. Claire Furnace Co. 1st 5’s Guar. b\
3000
S. Steel Co. 1912.
5000
Wood Worsted Mills Co. 4i per cent n
1910.
guar, by Ameraicn Woolen Co.
Western Tel. & Tel. Co. Coll. Tr. 5's I
5000
Dis.
5’s
1907..
5000
sanitary
Chicago
City
2500
City Chicago Spec Assess. Imp. 5’s 1. 1
3390.90 City Schenectady St. Imp. 5 per cent.
ti’f. 1909.
£2000
Imp. Japanese 1st Series 4i's.-'
$1000
City Elyria, O., 5's and o's 1907-9-12-1:
■
oono
City Newport News 4i’s and 5’s 1943
l
noon
City Findlay, O., 5’s 1907-8-9-10-11-12-11
4500
Ciiy Emporia, Kansas, 4’s 1920.
3000
City Trinidad, ( olorado 4.1s, 1921.
5000
Co.Cuyahoga, O., 5’s 1908-9-10-11-12
£5300
Imp. Japanese 1 per cent, loan of 1905
Norman County, Minnesota, 1907-8-9.
$1050
So. Pacific Ii. R. Co. 1st Ref. 4's 1955—
5000

693,233.27
LIABILITIES.

Say ward. In Thorndike, November 4. to Mr,
and Mrs. J, H. Sayward, a daughter
In Washington, October 21, to
Si KEFORTH
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sukefonh, a ton, Glenwood
Ralnh—12-5 pounds.

60,000.00
12,000.00
5.155.37

Undivided Profits,

5000

0000
5000

59,000.00

Circulation,

693,233 27

With

—

—

ENTER

I.INUOI.NV11.1.E.

Last Saturday’s slight snow was improvwere
ed in tracing deer. All of the hunters
Orcout bright aud early. Adalbert Hall,
into
Young and Henry liankin went
small
a
William Farrar’s woods and got
doe
They fired sixteen shots before they
saw
ioung
down—Arthur
her
brought
meadow
three deer in William Farrar’s
m
succeed
t
didn
but
Saturday morning,
shot a large
getting any. John Thomas
a
shot
buck deer, and Aubrey Meservey
deer
deer aud knocked him down, but the
Graham Dean shot a deer
got away.
a deer
Saturday night. Tyler Brown saw

ris

Saturday.
SWANVU.EE.
his
Mr. H. 0. Cunningham is rebuilding
Belchimney. Mr. Lauriston NioholsJ of

f
1I LINIMENT
For96Yeans
#

I

I The GreatNome Physician I

J

I
I
■

B

■

B

B

B

Keep

it handy.

Use it for the hundred and

one

little accidents that happen

Coughs, Colds, Croup As.hu..,

Diarrhcea-A few drops
Bronchitis Grip. Colic Crainps, Cholera Morbus,
cures Cuts, Wcmnds, Burns,
it
externally
When
applied
taken on sugar does it.
sorenesses of the body.
Scalds Frostbites, Strains and Sprains and all
relmved and cured thousands.
Has
it
without
be
should
No household
bottle
a
Get
to-day. At all druggist
soon.
pain may come to you or yours
25 cents and 50 cents.
I. s. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

■

■
■

B
B
■

B

our

Depositcrs
show

10000

5000

1921.

I

5000
100
2001.1

City of Colorado Springs, Col., 4's 1915
City of Memphis, 1 enu., 4's 19:i3.
City Kalamazoo, Mich., 4A's 1910.
Town of Brooks, Me., 4's 1907
city of San Antonio, Texas, 44’s 1940.

0000

United States bonds.

2000

I

31X10

Exceptional Security

%, together
that during the Coming Year
the year past.

Increase of rate to

our

confidently anticipate
Larger Growth than for

we

an even

*

with

our

r

Busin

ACCOUNTS.

CHECK

husn
We would not forget to solicit your Checking Accounts. Do your
win
account
an
Amount
so.
is
opens
doing
Any
checks. Everyone almost
wa:
to
attention
and
to
your
are
thought
give every
hooks free, and we
prepared
our office
enters
who
No
man
be
will
business
Your
strictly private,
needs.
anything of the doings of the man whom he meets at the door.
m the a
Our Boxes for Rent furnish safety equal to the best to be obtained
the rental only $3 per year.
Our enlarged Business has compelled us to remodel our Rooms, affording
convenience and accommodation to our Patrons.

..

BURNHAM.
Gideon Pomeroy is yarding logs and bark
and still
and has Hi men at work for him
George Hunt shot and
wants more help
road
near
town
killed a deer in the main
Many farmers who
his house last week
j,aVe been in tlie liabit of doing a small
not do much
amount of lumbering here will
of help this winter.
on account of scarcity
Ins
....John Say ward has been improving
other rebuildings by annexing and making
McAllister is building
Eimua
.Mrs.
pairs...
an ice house.

........

--—

....

COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.

1924-5.

Total quick’niarket value of above secant
tiXCEKSS of book value.

_

fJOHNSON’SI

City Fresno, Cal., 4^’s

Central Crosstown, R. R. Co. of N. V. 1
loan May 1, 1909 5 per cent.
St. Louis, Iron Mountain A Southern
Co. Gen. Consolidated 5’s 1931.
Chicago, Burlington A Q. HI. Div. 4's liv
Northern Pacific Great Noithern Joint 1
1

50(10

557,077.90

DEPOSITS,

Ref. 4’s 1943.
Southern Ry. Co. Coll. Tr. 5’s 1909.
Chicago & Eastern 111. Equip. 4i’s loos
Amer. Tel. & Tel. 5 per cent, notes, 190”
Amer. Bell Tel. 4 sj, 1908.
Amer. Agri. Chem. Co. 4* per cent. 1908
Interborough Rapid Transit Co. 4 per 02
notes 1908.
Mo. Pacific Ry. Co. 5 per cent. Coll. Tr;.-'

10000

|

5I.447.2C

Hand,

Capital"' Stoik
Surplus,

5000
5000
9000
5000
5000
5000

60.000.0C
235.771.9C

on

Chicago Rock Island & Pacific Ry. Co.

5000

Other Bonds & Securities,

Cash

daughter.

^Whitmore.

;

1934.

|

...

5’s 1908-09.
N. Y. Central & 1L R. R. R. Co. Deb.

__

Larraree. In Troy. October 20, tg Mr and
Mrs. William Larrabee, a son.
Perkins. In North Rrooksville, October7, to
Capt. and Mrs. William A. Perkins, twin daughters, Mary M. and Florence E.
Rookwood. In Stockton Springs, November
ll, to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph H. Rock wood, a

these evils he traces to the one source—
the mania for a big annual showing.
With the exposure of this last, most
Henry B. Black arrived Saturdayoffrom
astonishing
“graft,” which this history
MARRIED.
Ins
Everett, Mass., and is the guest
has retailed, Mr. Hendrick comes to
Black.
D.
mother, Mrs. Maria
the conclusion of bis story. The final
w
Kitterv.
Baker-Freeman, in Brewer, November 10,
Sell. Kittie La wry, Capt. Israel Clessen, i paragraphs which sum np the problem
ski, Dai k by Kev. H. A. Freeman, Albert C. Raker of
Port Koval, S. C„ Nov. 10.
w interport ami
Miss Anna Lee Freeman of
sailed Tuesday with staves and heading now before the policy-holders of the
York.
New
Frances,
| Brewer.
from Pike Bros.’ mill for Dockland.
Haugor Nov. 7. Sld, sclis. Lizzie Lane,
country will rank as one of the most
Bray-Crosby. In Orland, October 29, Walter
New
8,
inBedford;
New York; Nat Ayer,
M. Bray and Miss Alice M. Crosby, both of
masterly statements which the life
York; Estelle, Orland.
sld, schs. Penobscot, New Boston
finished discharging coal at -Mack’s 1’oiut surance investigation has called forth.
; 10, sld,
S. Glover,
J.
Boyd-Snowman. In Penobscot, Novembers,
o
sch.
do
ar,
a
coal
suiledior
port.
Friuay and
sclis's. P. Blackburn, Newport News; Liz- Wendell D. Boyd of Boothbay Harbor and Miss
The Pine Tree juagazme im Novem- zie I). Small, New Y’ork; W D. Maugau, Elsie F. Snowman of Penobscot.
The Sears Public Library was thorDow-Higgins. In West Tremont, November
by J. 11. -Mont- ber is beautifully illustrated and full of Weymouth; Mineola, Boston ;Mildred May,
oughlyfumigated Saturday
Bos- 5, Raymond W. Dow of West Tremont and Miss
of bealtli.
gomery of the local board
interest to Maine people. In place of East Bootlibay ; 11, ar, sch. Waterloo,
Sylvia N. Higgins of Center.
In Sandypoint, Novemof photos we ton 1" ar, sch. Ella F.udora, Belfast; sld,
Gilmore-Bowden.
Mrs Maria K. Black left Tuesday for ! Mr. Thompson’s group
Ct.; Reuben ber 9. by Kev. T. H. Derrick, Charles Gilmore of
Greenwich,
L.
It.
Tay,
schs.
CamPortland
the
winter
the
will
, have half a dozen by
spend
lloulton, where she
of Cape Jellison.
Bowden
Ethel
and
Miss
Ned
Walker,
Beverly,
Monroe
Eastman, Boston;
with her daughter, Mrs. J. M. Tenney.
era Club, of which Mr. Thompson is a
Hewes-McQueen. In Kockport, November 6,
sch. M. v. B. Chase, New York
sld,
13,
Miss Georgia
of
the
and
a
sketch
of
S.
Hewes
Roswell
Kockport
J.
W. member, followed by
Sld, sch. Helen
Portland, Nov. 7.
Capt. N. F. Gilkey, of soli. James
McQueen of Rockdale, Penn.
at Bosclub and its object. John Howard Stev- Seitz, Baltimore.
In North Union, NoveinroCTOR.
Paul, Jr., which is discharging coalreturned
Linscott-I
and
Ar, sch. J.. M. )er 5, Elisha Linscott and Mrs. Delphina Proctor,
ens tells how to build “A Log Cabin for
Buck sport, Nov. i.
ton, was in town Sunday
)oth of Union.
Nicholson, Grand Banks.
a Summer Home,” and an illustrated
Monday.
stm.
Hover, BosIn Belfast, November 7, by
Lord-Innes.
Stockton, Nov. 7. Sld,
article on Eastport appeals strongly to
Now
Rev.
J. W. Hatch. Amos Perkins lord and Liz( apt Charles M. Nichols of the steamer
York;
J.
Alles.
Mattie
ton; schs.
who was familiar with the
writer
for
New
the
York,
of Belfast.
both
zie
Mabel
Ada
left
Saturday
lones,
Alaskan
Elsie A. Bayles, Bangor; 8, sld, schs.
as a
In Lincolnville, October
SAwyek-Dunton.
where the steamer is loadiug foi San Diego town in boyhood. The magazine
Port Chester, N. Y.; Helen G.
I.
Campbell,
of Stonington and Leona
Arthur
C.
!0,
the
Sawyer
and
whole is a credit to the editor
and San Francisco.
King. Vineyard Haven for orders; 8, sld,
3unton of Lincolnville.
PortSale Publishing Co.,
In Clinton, November
Spaulding-Putman.
soh. Ada J. Campbell, Port Chester; 9, ar,
lames M. McDougall, who was called to publishers.
schs. ; Frank L. Spaulding of Augusta, and Miss
of land.
sch. Hattie C. Luce, Portland; 10, ar,
fuburn, N. Y., by the illness and death
a. Putman of Clinton.
Fannie
irerna
Hodgkins,
Boston;
his
to
close
Hazel Hell,
ids brother, returned Saturday
Witham-Fkrnald. In Benton, November 10,
Yinalhaven.
,,,,
The November number of The Rudhouse on Elm street for the winter.
Ira Witliam of Bentou and
Cld, sch. Allen >y Kev. L. Crawford,
Stonington, Nov. b.
as
and
instructive,
Kiss
is
der
interesting
Margaret Fernald of Albion.
Robert P. Nichols, wno nas been purser
Jreene, Philadelphia.
a series of
editor
The
begins
usual.
RothtransJas.
has been
on the steamer St. Croix,
Long Cove, Nov. 4. Sld, sch.
DIED.
“yarns” and there are several designs
terred to the new turbine steamer Gov.
well, Philadelphia.
etc. WinEmma
S. Briggs,
sch.
8.
Nov.
Sld,
t'obbou the route from Boston to St. John, for auxiliary craft, launches,
Bath,
field M. Thompson contributes an interN. B.
In Belfast, November 7, Newell
New York.
Bagley.
3agley, aged 61 years.
after- esting account of yachting the past seaRockport, Nov. 7. Ar, bark Auburndale,
N. B.
A telegram was received Tuesday
In Belfast, November 13th, ClirSt.
)
John,
Fernald.
(Br
there
sch.
and
Fanny
Portland;
of l apt. Chiton son in Massachusetts bay,
Helen W.
noon announcing the death
ord A. Fernald, aged 44 years, 3 months and 21
Searsport, Nov. 10. Sld, sch.
former are as usual many illustrations. Rudder
11 Havener of Worcester, Mass., a
Martin, Newport News.
,r
In Belfast, November 8th,
Manchester.
well known shipmaster ot Searsport. Obit- Publishing Co, 9 Murray street, New
Savannah, Ga., Nov. 13. Sld, sch. Mary JTanklin 1*. Manchester, aged 55 years and 17
York.
uary later.
A. Hall, New Haven.
,,
vUTHEWS. In Searsport, November 11, Bessie,
Providence, R. I., Nov. 12. Ar, sch. Mary
Mr and Mrs. Walter L. Mathews have
in
laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Mathews,
Prunes and Canned Goods.
Anil McCann, Bangor.
the sympathy of the entire community
Mark ; iged 12 years.
who
Vineyard Haven, Nov. 13. Sld, sells.
the loss of their oldest child, Bessie,
1*. C. Pen- —Robbins. In Stonington, October 17, Khjah
this
illPendleton, Norfolk for Belfast;
died Sunday, Nov. lltli, after a week s
It looks like a shortage of prunes
tobbins, aged 82 years and 11 days.
W. R.
The demand for lumber to rebuild
lletoti, New Bedford for Stonington;
season.
ness with diphtheria.
Simmons. In Rockland, November 6, Herbert
it almost impossible
Barren Island for Belfast; Susan
renders
I. Simmons, aged 25 years.
5erkins,
Francisco
San
The sloop Yankee Girl arrived at Mack’s for the
to obtain boxes, and
Providence for Bangor.
Toothakkr. In Dixmont, November n, Wilgrowers
Stetson,
prune
for
the
trees. CaliPoint Thursday with oak piling
iam Tootbaker, aged 59 years, 3 months and 29
the fruit is rotting under the
ports.
American
the
Agriculforeign
built
j
by
of tin cans,
wharf to he
fornia also suffers from a scarcity
York.
In Rockport, November 1, Mrs.
tural A Chemical company ot New
Sekondi, Africa, prior to Nov. 5. Ar, iarali Whitmore, aged
awing to the destruction of the factory bj69 years.
The pile driver arrived Friday and work the San Francisco earthquake and this de
i lark John S. Emery, New York via Axim.
WEED. In Stonington, October 16, Deborah W.
down
and proceed
trade in tha1
cargo
the
canning
began Monday.
11
7 months.
,Vi
and
discharge
part
76
cripples
years
flciency
,Veed, aged
I he eoast._
The Union School house yvas thoroughly great fruit country.
H.
J.
Montgomery
fumigated last week by
on account of a
of the local hoard of health,
of the pupils, ihe
case o! diphtheria ill one
the opening
until
schools have been closed
of the winter term.
Theodore P.
Steamer American, Capt.
New Yolk,
Colcoid, at Fan Francisco from hve-mas*ed
reports passing a deep-ladenat midnight,
schooner steering northwest
north and longiSept. 29th, in lat. 1 degree
to be
tude :jt degrees west. It is supposed
Patten of
the steel schooner Kineo, Capt
Honofrom
out
s
Bath, now about 200 day
lulu for Delaware Breakwater.

PRINCIPAL

of Securities Owned by the City National Ban,,
Belfast as of November I, 1906.

List

BOHN.

Nov. 7. Cld, sch. Isabel B.
Portland; 10, cld, sch. Maggie S.

OF

SAFETY

in all transactions wfe believe contributes not only to the greatest Safety to cur :
itors but the greatest final success for our Institution.
For the benefit of our Patrons, we submit herewith a Statement of Conditi
Nov. 1st, also a Complete list of our Securities.
It will afford us pleasure to have you give this list your most careful examinaF

Brunswick, Nov. 6. Ar, sell. Ljman M.
L.
Law, New York ; 8, sld, schs. Bradford
Reals. In Rockland, November 6, to Mr. and
E. Downes,
French, Stockton Springs; Will.
Mrs. Frank Peals, a son.
10,
Dodge. In Troy, October 31, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wilmington, Del., and Philadelphia;
sld, sch. Fldward 11. Cole, New Tork; ar, George Dodge, a son.
Hatch. In Castine, November 2, to Mr. and
sch. Winfield S. Schuster, Mayport.
sch. Cora Mrs. James H atoll, a son.
Newport News, Nov. 6. Sld,
Hooper. In Camden, October 28, to Dr. and
Hi mu l
sell.
sio,
7,
p Cressey, ISeursport;
Mrs. J. K. Hooper, a daughter.

^Jacksonville,

to

ABSOLUTE

0

Brothers, Gloucester.
Norfolk, Nov. (i. Sld, sch. Independent,
BanBoston; 13, ar, sch Miles M. Merry,

patronage which h

INCREASE OF DEPOSITS THE PAST YEAR $141,000

and small boat smashed.
Bucksport, Nov. 7. The fishing schoouer
T. M. Nicholson, Capt. Lester Gilley, arrived from the Grand Banks on Wednesday
There is one more
noon, with a full fare.
of Capt. T. M. Nicholson’s fishing fleet, the
schooner William Matherson, to arrive and
will be due here in a few days.
Bucksport, Me., Nov. 7. The sch. Eldora,.
44 tons, of Milbridge, Portland for Milbridge with mixed freight, was abandoned
in a sinking condition Monday a. m., 50 miles
N. N. E. of Georges Banks. Captain W. E.
Francis and Seaman A. W. Kennedy, both
of Milbridge, were taken off by fishing
schooner T. M. Nicholson, Captain Gilley,
Grand Banks, for Bucksport, and landed
here this morning.
Captain Francis reported that at 8 o’clock Sunday night when
12 miles southwest of Petit Manan, was
struck by terrific squall, carrying away
sails, sweeping decks, staving boats and
Was obliged to bear off
sprung a leak.
under bare poles and was exhausted from
27 hours at wheel when sighted and taken
Eldora sank two
off by the Nicholson.
hours later. Was 44 tons, built at Mibridge
in 1881 and owned by Joel G. Gay and others
of Milbridge. Not insured.

Bougbton,

Loung
Pendleton, Bangor ; 13, sailed, sch.

to il %, Compounded Semi-annually, as
I his will affect all Savings Accounts and Certitj.

Savings Deposits

1st and Nov. 1st.

May

on

on

of Belfast

cates of Deposit outstanding, from Novembei 1st.
We take this opportunity to thank the People for their liberal
contributed to our recent Phenomenal Growth of business.

H.
New York, Nov. 7. Ar, sch. Charles
ar, schs. 1 eudieton
Sprague, Stockton; 8, Estelle
Phinney.do,
Satisfaction, Bangor;
AmAnne Lord, Stockton; Brigadier, Perth
bov for Winterport; Ralph M. llaywaid,
Feruaudma;
Jacksonville; Horace A. Stone,
sailed, schs. Alice Holbrook, 1 hiladelphia,
Annie
Gov. Powers, Baltimore; 9, ar, sch.
P. Chase, Bangor; sld, oark Herbert Fuller,
Lizschs.
ar,
Havana
10,
and
;
Philadelphia
lilli'AST J’KICK CIKKKKX.
zie 11. Willey, Port Royal; Ira B. Elleros,
St.
Barren Island for Belfast; Lucia Porter,
Corrected
Weekly for The Journal.
Bangor;
M.
Baxter,
John, N. H.; Ellen
American Team, do; William Mason, F yankfort; Alibie S. Walker, Hurricane Island; Apples
50a75 1 lay? ton, I0.o0t6i2.co
bu.,
Annie
J. S. Lamprey, Stockton Springs;
ft>,
7 1 I ides
9i
dried, #> lb,
ton;
Stoning
Whitmore,
T.
11
L.
2.0(Ka2.25 1 .amb ^ lb,
Ainslie, do;
Beans, wea,
75
Yel’eyes,2.00a2.25 1 ,amb Skins,
11, ar, schs. Brina P. Pendleton, Newport
8
J
lutton
lb,
^
ter
B.
Clark,
Bangor,
Bui
C.
22@‘25
V lb,
News for Bangor;
40
Wood7(a8 ( iats ■£> bu., 32 lb,
S.
V.
lb,
Arthur
sides,
sch.
Beef,
cld,
12,
Estelle, do;
50
’otatoes
bu.,
1
^
Beef
foie
sen.
5a6;
quarters,
ruff, Baracoa via Perth Amboy; sailed,
60 1 leund Hog,
7£
Barley #) bu.,
Brina P. Pendleton, Bangor.
8.oo
12 8 traw ^ ton,
lb.
VY. 1 aul, Cheese
James
sch.
9.
Ar,
Nov.
14al5 1 urkey ^ lb,
Boston,
*25@28
Chicken P lb,
T.
4
14'l allow
lb,
calf Skins,per lb.
Jr, Newport News; cld, sch. Edward
8
18al6A eal # lt>,
Stotesbury, Baltimore; sld, sch. Robert Duck lt»,
28
36A fool, unwashed,
McFarland, Stockton, to load for Havana; Ejqis#>doz.,
4.50
12!
1
hard,
4.00®
food,
Fowl
It..
13. sld, sch. Robert McF'arland, Stockton Geese
3.00
18 ! food, soft,
£ lb,
aud Havana; Robert Pettis, Belfast; C harlotte T. Sibley, eastern port.
Market.
Retail
Petaii
Price
Ilavilah,
Philadelphia, Nov. 8. Cld, brig
1.05&1.L5
Havana; sch. Inez N. Carver, JoliosjO, ar, Beef, corned, ^ lb, 8(£10 1 ime^bbl.,
4
( at Meal ^ lb,
sch. James Rothwell, Long Cove; cld, sch. Butter Salt, 14 lb, l8a:o
3
nions
66.(
lb,
Corn
bu.,
Sallie l’Ou, Jacksonville; tug Mars towing ( racked Corn. P bu, 63 (- il Kerosene, gal.,14(615
5
barges Beeehwood for Newburyport, Lang- [ Corn Meal,
63il ollock *' 'b,
bu..
11
ib.
home for I angor, and Molino lor Portland
Cheese, p It.,
17^18|L ork
1.13
10. cld, schs. Annie B. Mitchell, Portland; Cotlon Seed, #> cwt., 1.65 I faster *> bbl.,
A lie
3
Codfish dr\, p lt>,
8(081] ye Meal & lb,
Henry R. Tilton, 8alen>; 11, ar, sch.
1.30
Allen Cranberries, $> qt.,
10 8 horts p cwt.,
Holbrook, New York; 12, ar, schs.
6
Clover
1518
lb,
Seed.
Belugar
II.
Sumner,
Greene, JStonington; Win.
4
sch. Henry Flour, p bbl., 4.75a5.50j8 alt, T. I., F bu.,
3
fast, Ga.; sld, from Breakwater,
weet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed
bu.,
i.80|8
R. Tilton, Salem.
fheat
Meal.
3(64
12m
lb.
Lard,
Baltimore, Nov. 9. Ar, schs. \ an Allens
Portland; Prescott Palmer, Bos...

City National Bank

The

marine miscellany.

-—

—

Interest Bate Increased to 3! %

|
I

To

serve

you

safely, satisfactorily ard efficiently

|
|

highest

aim.

C. W. WESCOTT, T'reasu

Wm. B. SWAN, President.

|

is our

DIRECTORS
WM. B. SWAN,
ROBERT E. DL’NTON.
a«A A

HOWES,

THOMAS W. PITCHER,
ELMER A. SHERMAN,
CHARLES P.

I1AZELIINE,

CLARENCE E. HcINTIRE,
CHARLES W. WALDEN.
WINFIELD S. PENDLETON.

*

I

Vi is lie Tie WANTED

how

peoT l

-TO GET THAT-

EVERYBODY TO CALL AT

SHOTGUN

or

RIFLE

Title New

Baker Hammerless
918.00

SWIFT & PAUL’S

By concealing it about their i"

TO SEE ALL THEIR NEW

it away in mugs and jars; by
boards and bureau drawers
the ways by which people lose

Msaivii Delicacies

sometimes their lives
Keep on tiie safe side—deposi:
us and pay your bills by cheek
....

JUST RECEIVED.

matter how small, no main
receive careful attention from tt

no

-£;GUNS and rifles to let^

SWIFT &

PAUL.

{

F. A. FOLLETT & SON
POST OFFICE SQUARE.

House for Sale.
Moore
I The house known as the Capi John
and
stable
with
16
rooms,
containing
house,
other buildings. Would make a good boarding house. Call or address the owner,
MRS. M. B. MARSH,
35 Court Street, Belfhst, Me.
4t46*

ORGANIZED

appointed administrator of the
estate of ALOEN D. CHASE, I hereby
notify all persons having bills against
the firm to present them for payment.

Having

been

All persons indebted to the firm are
requested to make immediate settlement
ROBERT P. CHASE.

tsSi

Adrian CT Tut*
K

PHOTOGRAPH1
Wishes to announce to the put’1
the time to sit for CHRISTMAS
Come in and see our new mountin
for Christmas delivery must be
3w46
st.

1

,, i;i'

1

